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Providing Clinical Services to Sex Offenders: 

Burnout, Compassion Fatigue and Moderating Variables 

Introduction 

It has long been recognized that a clinician's expenences impact on hisher personal life 

(Green, 1968; Terkei, 1972). Given that psychotherapy routinely involves developing and 

maintainhg a helping relationship With distressed or stresç-engendering individuals, it is not surprising 

that there has been considerable interest in evduating the impact of the therapeutic process on 

cli~cians. Psychotherapy offers both intrinsic satisfactions and challenges (Greben, 1975; Rogow, 

1970; Sussman, 199Sa). Kottler (1993) comments that "the process of psychotherapy flows in two 

directions, obviously influencing the client but also af5ecting the personal life of the clinician. This 

impact can be for better or for wone, making the helping professions among the most spiritually 

fulfilling as well as the most emotionally draining human endeavors" (pxi) .  

The provision of treatment services to sex offender clients is a challenging and demanding 

form of clinical practice. These clients are frequently unwilling consumers who present with a 

multitude of behavioral deficits and excesses which have the potentiai to pose a danger to society. 

In accepting the challenge of providing clinical services to this population, clhicians not only face the 

stressors associated with this particular client group, but aiso additional pressures fiom the crirninal 

justice systems and comrnunities associated with these clients 

While anecdotal information exists on the impacts of providing sex offender treatment 

(Bengis, 1997; Freernan-Longo, 1997; Garrision, 1992; O'Connell, Leberg & Donafdson, 1990; Ryan 



& Lane, 199 l), little empirical research has investigated how therapists treating this population are 

affected by their work. 

Several authors have written fiom a clinician's perspective about the "costs of caring" (Figley, 

1982) and the "hazards of psychotherapy" (Sussmm, 1995a). These costs of doing therapeutic work 

have been described in the research literature as including: a high risk for psychological symptorns, 

particuldy depression and anxiety (Cerney, 1995; Deutsch, 1985; Thoreson, Budd, & Krauskopf, 

1986, Willi, 1983). increased drug and alcohol abuse (Norcross & Prochaska, 1986; Thoreson, Miller 

& Krauskopf, 1989). and suicide (Knutsen, 1977; Mausner & Steppacher, 1973). The practice of 

psychotherapy has also been found to have a negative impact on marital relationships (Bemack, 

1 977; Farber, 1985; Guy, Poelstra & Stark, l989), parent-child relationships (Cray &Cray, 1977; 

Guy, 1987; Maeder, 1989) and on fnendships and general social functioning (Freudenberger & 

Robbins, 1979; Guy, 1987). Clinicians who have expenenced periods of stress or bumout have also 

been found to be l e s  effective in their interventions with clients (Cerney, 1995; Deutsch, 1985; Guy, 

Poelara & Stark 1989), and at greater nsk of breaching ethical conduct (Kottler, 1993) and of sexual 

misconduct (Pope & Bouhoutsos, 1986). 

Determining the impact of therapeutic practice on clinicians is a necessary step in order to 

inform clinicans about how they may be afEected by their clinical practice, and to support the 

development of prevention and intervention programs for clinicians. To this end, the present study 

sought to describe the experience of bumout and compassion fatigue among sex offender treatment 

providers; to explore the therapist, practice setting and client variables that might modulate this 

impact; and to characterize the stressors that contribute to the expenence of bumout and compassion 
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fitige. The study also investigated variables that sustain sex offender treatment providers and keep 

them in their practice, such as the coping strategies that are most commonly employed to manage 

stressors, and the satisfactions associated with this type of clinical practice. 

An increased understanding of how sex offender providers are affected by various aspects of 

their practice has the potential to raise awareness of the difficulties inherent in this type of pradce,  

and may increase attention to issues such as ciinicai competency, appropriate client care, and therapist 

self-care. Information on the sources of stress and the variables that moderate therapist distress c m  

also be utilized to identie and develop the most appropriate training, supewkion., job design and 

suppon resources for clinicians who take on the challenge of working with this population. 

In the following sections the literature on the stressors and satisfactions associated with 

psychotherapy will be reviewed. Conceptual fiameworks for understanding therapist impact wiU be 

discussed and factors that moderate the level of impact will be described. The limited work on the 

impact of providing treatment services to sex offenders will then be reviewed. Finally. a study of 

therapias who provide clinical services to sex offenders in a variety of settings across North America 

will be described. 

The Stressors and Satisfactions Associated with Clinical Practice 

The Stressors of Chical  Pracn'ce 

Freud (1 964) was the first to describe the "dangers of analysis" for the analyst. Since that time 

a nurnber of stressors associateci with the condua of psychotherapeutic practice have been described- 

A number of stressors originate from the pressures inherent in the therapeutic relationship 

(Farber & Heifetz, 1981). These include the level of responsibility dernanded by the therapeutic 



relationship (Farber & Heifetz, 198 1 ; Kline 1972; McCarley, 1975). the difficulty of managing the 

equiiibriurn of intimacy and objectivity during therapy (Farber & Heifetz, 1982; Freudenberger, 1986; 

Kline, 1972), the pressures of continual non-reciprocai attentiveness (Chessick, 1978; Daniels. 1974; 

Farber & Heifetz, 1982; Greben, 1975; Kottler. 1993). the need to control one's own emotions in 

sessions with clients (Benn* 1977), and the experience of separation at the time of termination 

(Chessick, 1978; Fine, 1980). 

Other authors have emphasized the emotional arain inherent in the counseling process 

including: the expenence of isolation and aloneness/loneliness (Bennak, 1977; Boice & Myers, 1987; 

Chessick, 1978; Daniels, 1974; Fine, 1980; Freudenberger, 1986; Greben, 1975; Kline, 1972; 

Rogow, 1970), emotional depletion (Bermak, 1977; Boice & Myers, 1987; Chessick, 1978; Daniels, 

19 74; Farber & Heifetz, 198 1 ; Fine, 1 %O), despair (Fine, 1980) and fnistration (Chessick, L 978). 

The emotiod strain has been reported to be fùrther compounded by the difficulty of leaving issues 

related to clients and their struggles 'at the office' (Chessick, 1978; Farber & Heifetz, 198 1). 

The beliefs and expectations that clinicians hold about their responsibilities, abilities and 

capabilities ais0 serve as modulators of psychological distress. Increased levels of distress have been 

linked with clinicians' attributions of responsibility for their clients lives (Farber & Heifetz, 1982; 

Kline 1972; McCarley, 1975), and unrealistic expectations that they (clinicians) must give maximum 

the ,  energy and attention irnrnediately on demand by the client (Deutsch. 1 984). Irrational beliefs 

about the level of cornpetence and efficacy a therapist must achieve in their work (e.g., "1 must be 

totally competent, knowledgeable, and be able to help everyone") funher contnbutes to the 

experience of stress (Deutsch, 1984; Fomey, Wallace-Schutman and Wiggers, 1982). 
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Therapist concems about the client's treatment progress and outcome also contribute to the 

experience of distress. Doubts about the efficacy of the treatment process (Farber & Heifetz, 1982). 

ambiguity in determining treatment progress (Bermak, 1977). lack of observable progress (Deutsch 

1984). an inability to help acutely distressed clients, and/or, lack of therapeutic success (Deutsch 

1984; Farber & H e m  1982; Fine, 1980) have al1 been identified as contributing to clinician stress. 

nie Satisfactions of Chtical Ractice 

Although the satisfactions derived from clinical practice may contribute to a reduction of work 

related stress, fatigue or bumout, this important area has received liale attention. As Sussman 

(1 995b) points out, the joys and challenges of practicing psychotherapy appear to be easily 

overlooked, by researchers and perhaps clinicians as well. 

In one srudy, satisfaction was associated with the perception of helping others and making 

a positive contribution to society (Rogow, 1970). In another, becoming intimately and helpfully 

involveci in the iives of patients, promoting growth and change, and feeling proud and respected for 

being a competent professional within their profession were listed as sources of professional 

satisfaction by therapists (Farber & Heifetz, 198 1). Some clinicians have also cornmented that 

therapeutic work provides them with an opportunity for personal development. In this regard, 

therapists have reported denving satisfaction through the enhancement of their own sense of self- 

knowledge, self-awareness, self-assurance and personal growth (Farber, 1983; Farber & Heifetz, 

1981). 

Accurate description of the satisfactions of clinicai practice is imponant since the risk for 

professional 'bumout', may be reduced if sources of satisfaction cm be maximized such that they 
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outweigh the stressors (Farber & Heifetz, 198 1; Koeske & Koeske, 1993; Maslach, 1982, Maslach 

& Jackson, 198 1). 

Unfominately, the research literature investigating the satisfactions related to psychotherapy 

is underdeveloped, dated and methodologically flawed (e-g. relies on small heterogeneous samples 

with resultant over-generalization of results). As well, research in this area has not considered how 

various therapist, work setting or client variables may influence clinician satisfactions. 

Conceptualizations of Therapist Impact 

While much of the research on the impact of clinical practice on mental health workers is 

descriptive in nature, severai conceptualizations have ernerged which permit both an organization of 

the hdings and guide for measurement strategies. Four such conceptualizations will be described. 

compared and contraneci, and their relevance and applicability to rneasuring the impact of providing 

treatment s e ~ c e s  to sex ofenders discussed. Two of these conceptualizations, burnout and 

compassion fatigue, are explored in this study. 

Burnout 

Kottler (1993) describes 'bumout' as "the single most cornmon personal consequence of 

practicing therapy" (p. 157). Accordingly, there is a sizeable literature identifjmg bumout among 

various mental health professionals (e-g.. psychiatrists, psychologists. social workers) as a major 

professional concern (Ackedey, Burnell, Holder & Kurdek, 1988; Cherniss, 1980a; Farber, 1985; 

Farber & He* 1982; Freudenberger, 1974; Freudenberger & Horner; 1993 ; Kahill, 1986; Lalotis 

& Grayson, 1985; Ross, 1993; Pines and Maslach, 1978; Raquepaw & Miller, 1989; Robbins, 1979; 

Wood et al., 1985). 
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Bumout has been defined in various ways, however, the cornmon theme in al1 definitions is 

that of emotiod, psychological and physical depletion as well as exhaustion (Ackeriey et al.. 1988; 

Maslach, Jackson & Leiter, 1996; Pines and Maslach, 1978). 

Maslach & Jackson (1981) characterize bumout, as it relates to the hurnan service provider 

profession, as a rnulti-dimensional constmct consisting of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization 

(feeling distant/detached fiom clients) and a reduced sense of personal accomplishment. It is assumed 

to be progressive over time and accelerate as a consequence of increased client contact. Burnout is 

assumed to result when an individuai views his/her work as excessively demanding with a 

concomitant perception of an inadequate ability to cope with the stress experienced fiom these 

excessive demands (Chemiss, 1 %Ob; Maslach, 1978; Maslach & Jackson, 198 1). A related notion 

is that therapist bumout results. or is more likely, when therapists believe that the resolution of their 

client's problems lies beyond their professional capabilities (e-g., lack of perceived cornpetence or 

efficacy; Figley, 1 995). 

A number of characteristics of bumout have b e n  described (Freudenberger, 1990; 

Kaid,  1986; Ross, 1993; Ryan, 1990). These include physical symptoms (e-g., physical exhaustion, 

headaches, backaches, stomach problerns, insomnia, colds and flu). emotional symptoms (e. g., chronic 

fatigue. anger, impatience, irritation, depression, amiety, lack of motivation, feeling overwheimed, 

helpless, guilty, and emotiondspiritual depletion), behaviord symptoms (e.g., fiequent use of 

alcohol, dmgs. tobacco or food, aggression, callousness, pessirnism, defensiveness and cynicism), 

work-related symptoms ( e g ,  decrease in efficiency, late for meetings, absenteeism, low moral and 

job satisfaction, thefi, quitting job) and interpersonal symptoms (difficulty empathiring with clients, 
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inability to concentrate/focus on clients, withdrawing from clients and CO-workers, reluctance to 

socialize, unwillingness to get out of bed or go to work and loss of intimacy with family and fiiends). 

W e  rnany authon have written about the experience and prevalence of burnout arnong sex 

offender treatment providers, only one empirical study has been conduaed. In a preliminary 

investigation into the impact of providing sex offender treatment on female therapists, Bachynski 

( 1995) interpreted the results of the Maslach Bumout Inventory (Masiach & Jackson, 198 1 ) for 15 

fernale and 15 male sex offender therapists and 15 female therapists from community heaith centers, 

not providing sex offender treatment. It was found that female sex offender treatrnent providers 

tended to expenence higher levels of depersonalization and lower levels of persona1 accomplishment 

than did female therapists who did not work with sex offenders. Although the mean differences 

between fernaie and male sex offender treatment providers suggested that females expenenced higher 

levels of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and lower levels of personal accomplishment, the 

differences did not reach significance. It is clear that the phenomenon of burnout in sex offender 

treatment providen has not been adequately studied. 

Compassion Fcttigue/Secondury Traumatic Stress 

A second conceptualization of negative impact focuses on the interrelated concepts of 

compassion fatigue and secondary traumatic stress (STS). Figley (1 995) defines STS as "the natural 

consequent behaviors and emotions resulting fiom knowing about a traumatizing event expenenced 

by a si@cant other - the stress resulting from helping or wanting to help a traumatized or suffering 

person" (p.7). In a psychotherapeutic context, STS may potentially result fkom piotracted 

interactions with clients who recount numerous traumatic experiences anaor who have inflicted such 
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expeiiences on othen. The roots of this concept lie within the diagnostic criteria for Pon Traumatic 

Stress Disorder (PTSD), which indicate that PTSD may be experienced both as a result of direct, as 

well as indirect exposure to trauma. Figley (1995) States that there are fundamental differences 

between the sequelae dunng and following a traumatic experience for individuals who experience 

trauma directly and those who experience it indirectly. The diagnostic criteria for PTSD and what 

has been labeled as secondary traumatic stress disorder (STSD) are nearly identical, however, STSD 

is expenenced by someone who has not directly expenenced the trauma and primarily involves 

concem and worry for the traumatized or trauma inflicting persoq rather than for the self 

In considering what places mental health professionals at nsk for STSD, it has been noted that 

"prolonged" expoaire to trauma clients is a risk factor for secondary trauma (Pearlman & Saakvitne, 

1995a). It has also been noted that therapist empathy is associated with increased wlnerablity to 

secondary trauma or compassion fatigue. The empathic connection with trauma clients appears 

significant as emotional arousal, ernotional depletion and therapist vulnerability have al1 been 

associated with an empathic relationship (Figley, 1995; Pearlman & Saakvitne, 199Sa). Since the 

necessity of this ernpathic comectiodtherapeutic alliance has been described as a necessary condition 

for effective interventions with traumatized individuals (Gutkin, Ellerby, & Foss, 1994; Figley, 1995; 

Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995a), Figley ( 1995) adopted the tenn compassion fatigue (loinson, 1992) 

and used it in place of STS. The term compassion fatigue has been adopted as it does not have 

connotations suggestive of pathology as do the terms STS and STSD. As well, compassion fatigue 

reflets the connection between the nature of the work (the need to be ernpathic with trauma clients) 
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and the condition (experiencing fatigue or distress fiom being exposed to and absorbing the suffering 

of trauma clients). 

The symptomatology associated with compassion fatigue or STS is similar to the symptoms 

used to dehe bmout. According to Yessen (1 995). the symptoms include the following domains: 

physical (e.g., sematic reactions. breathing difficulties, rapid heartbeat, impaired immune system), 

ernotional (e-g., powerlessness, anxiety, guilt, anger, depression, feeling overwhelmed and depleted), 

behavioral (e.g., clingy, impatient, imtable, withdrawn, sleep disturbances, appetite changes, 

substance misuse), interpersonal (e-g., withdrawn, decreased interest in intimacy or sex, mistrust. 

isolation from fnends, impact on parenting), cognitive (e.g., diminished concentration, confusion, 

preoccupation with trauma, apathy, ngidity, whirling thoughts) and spiritual (e-g., questioning the 

meaning of life, loss of purpose, anger at God, questioning of religious beliefs). 

Figley ( 1 995) differentiates between compassion fatigue and burnout by noting that 

compassion fatigue cm have a more sudden onset and a faster recovery rate. As well, the author 

suggested that the symptomatology associated with compassion fatigue can often be disconnected 

from real causes. 

Since the secondary trauma mode1 assumes that clinicians who work with trauma clients are 

moa Milnerable, there may be some question about the appropriatness of extending the mode1 to sex 

offender clients. m e r  dl, sex offenders typically idict trauma on others. While this is a valid 

argument, it can also be argued that providing treatment to sexual and violent ofenders can be 

conceptuaiized as a fom of trauma therapy (Dutton & Rubinstein, 1995; Tick, 1995). More 

spenfically, secondary trauma may be experienced by a therapist who not only listens to individuals 
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who expenence trauma but also by listening to those who inflict it on others (Figley, 1995). The 

acting-out of sexual abusdaggression as well as other forms of physically aggressive and self- 

destructive behaviors has been described as consistent with traumatic expression (Pearlrnan & 

Saakvitne, 1995a). Other parallels have been drawn between the impact of the trauma matenal to 

which sex offender therapias are exposed to (e-g., details related to sexuaf and non-sexual offending 

behavior) and the impact of the trauma material to which other trauma therapists are exposed to (e.g., 

survivor therapists being exposed to details of clients' victimization). Finally, since a great number 

of sexual offenders have themselves been victims of various forms of abuse (e-g., neglect, verbal, 

emotional, physical and sanial), in addition to their perpetrator behavior, they disclose the same types 

of traurnahictirnization issues as faced by survivor therapists. 

To date, there has been no empirical investigation into the experience of STS or compassion 

fatigue among sex offender treatment providers. While the literature on STS has noted that 

therapists who work with violent or sex offenders are involved in trauma therapy and may be 

vulnerable to STSD or compassion fatigue, the research has focused primarily on therapists who 

deliver clinical services to adult survivors of childhood sexual abuse. 

Ano ther conceptualization of therapist impact is that secondary traumatization may be 

acquired vicariously. In this regard, Pearlman & Saakvitne (1 995a) define vicarious traumatization 

as "the uansforrnation in the inner expenence of the therapist that cornes about as a result of empathic 

engagement with clients' trauma material" (p.3 1 ). McCann & Pearlrnan ( l99Oa) have described the 

cumulative effea upon the trauma therapist of working with survivors of traumatic life events, in 

particular, adult survivors of childhood sexual abuse. 
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This mode1 suggests that working with traumatized individuals exposes clinicians to a nurnber 

of distresshg and disruptive issues/expenences. These experiences include the need to confiont the 

reality of severely disturbed and destmctive human beings; coming to terms with the fragilility and 

tenuousness of life; and being rerninded of personal pain (for therapists who have themselves been 

s u ~ v o r s  of abusehauma). In addition, the therapist must engage with clients who are highly 

defended, mistrusthg and who may re-enact their painful, abusive relationship history within therapy, 

or, who rnay project expectations from past relationships onto the therapist (seeing h e f i m  as 

rnaiwolent, dangerous or exploitive). F i d y ,  the therapist is ofien placed in the position of a helpless 

bystander while hearing stones of paa abuse, cruelty and damage and witnessing current re- 

enaarnents of traumatic memories (Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995 a, b). These expenences with 

trauma clients potentially result in profound changes to the clinician's fiame of reference, identity, 

world view, spirituajity and beliefs, which rnay be permanent (McCann & Pearlman, i990b; Pearlman 

& Saakvitne, 1995a, b). 

A recent prelirninary investigation imo the experience of vicarious traumatization arnong 

trauma therapists, including clinicians who reported "encountenng perpetrators", was conducted by 

Rich ( 1997). The study investigated the differences in responses to a tmdfalse questionnaire, 

comparing and contrasting between subjects who responded 'true' to the question "1 believe 1 suffer 

vicarious traumatization" and those who responded 'faise' to this question. In the study, 62% of the 

respondents reported being vicariously traurnatized. These individuals were described as reporting 

more frequent experiences of intrusive imagery connected with clients (e-g., flashbacks, dreams, 

images), more safèty concerns (e-g., higher ahuiety, womed about famiiies, feeling less safe at work), 
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being less trusting (e-g., more cynical), having less personal power (e.g., more depression, easily 

discouraged, lowered perception of their own masculinity/femininity, ) and more intimacy deficits 

(e.g., feeling more isolateci, removed fiom f d y  and fiiends, at odds with the world, over identifying 

with clients) than respondents who did not see themselves as vicariously traumatized. Individuals 

who did not report experiencing vicarious traumatization appeared to have more findional 

adaptation or coping skills to assist them in managing the impact of their trauma work. 

The relevance of the findings to sex offender treatment providers is unclear for a number of 

reasons. Firstly, the term perpetnitor was not defined (e-g., sex offender?, violent offender?) and the 

manner in which respondents encountered perpetrators was also undefined ( e g ,  in the context of 

being a case manager?. treatrnent provider?). As well, less than five percent of the sarnple described 

encounte~g perpetrators exclusively. The sarnple was a mixture of individuals whom, in the course 

of their work, reported encountering survivors and perpetrators (64%), suMvors only (27%) 

perpetrators only (2%) and a group of therapists who either did not respond to this question or did 

not work with either s u ~ v o r s  or offenders (7%). This study also did not focus on objectively 

evaluating the experience of vicarious traumatization, but rather relied on the subjects' self-repodself- 

diagnosis, without the provision of an operational definition for the construa of interest. 

While the previousiy SUmmanzed research was a prelimuiary effort to investigate an important 

area, the absence of an objective or standardired measurement instrument to evaluate vicarious 

traumatization, the lack of ùiformation about the type of client contacts, the small number of 

respondents oniy encountering perpetrators, and the failure to investigate possible moderating 

variables (e.g., therapist, practice setting and client variables) do not permit an assessrnent of the 
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degree to which sex offender treatment providers experience vicarious traumatization and lirnits the 

extent to which the results apply to this specific therapist group. 

Countemansfmence 

Historically. the psychodynarnic concept of countertransference is the earliest attempt to 

conceptualize how therapins are impacted by the process of psychotherapy. While there are a range 

of definitions of countertransference, and debates about what constitutes countertransference, the 

basic concept involves the therapist's emotional reaction to a client. Within psychoanalytic theory, 

the therapist's response to the client is assumed to be unconscious, based on hidher own history, and 

rnay be a r d o n  to the client's vansference (Jacobs, 1 99 1 ; Littie, 1 95 7). The experience of counter- 

transference has the potential to inhibit the clinician's ability to be therapeutic with the client. In the 

trauma field, countertransference has been labeled traumatic (Herman, 1992) or destructive counter 

transference (Corey, Corey & Cailanan, 1993). Traumatic countertransference is expenenced as 

feelings of being ovewhelmed by the painful images and thoughts presented by the client and 

interferes with the therapist's ability to be objective, accurate and present. 

Several recent authon have discussed the countertransference issues therapists may encounter 

when working with sex offenders. Mitchell and Melikian (1995) describe the reactions of a female 

therapist to her clinical work with a male incest offender. The authon describe the clinician as 

recognizing her own sadistic thoughts and indicate the need for professionals working with this 

population to examine their thoughtdfantasies. The need to address the therapists thoughts and 

fantasies, as part of the countertransference reaction, has also been noted by Pence (1995). Other 

countertransference issues recently reported include the expenence of a voyeunstic counter- 



transference response among new, inexperienced trauma therapists working in the area of sexual 

abuse (Neumann & Gamble, 1995), and the need for clinicians to deal with their own feelings of 

abuse and personal experiences of abuse as a means of moderating the experience of counter- 

transference when working with victims and perpetrators of sexual abuse (Eierkowitz, 1995). 

Contmsting the Conceptucil Framovorks 

In com paring and conaasting vicarious tmunatization, burnout and compassion fatigue, t here 

are some signifiant areas of overlap as well as some fundamental differences. The concepts al1 

appear to focus on the role and relationship between empathic connections and emotional depletion 

and how this predisposes clinicians to experience distress. As weli, there are considerable parallels 

between the symptomatology associated with each of these constructs. 

Compassion fatigue ciiffers tiom vicarious traumatization in that it is more symptom orient ed. 

Vicarious traumatization, however, focuses on the context and etiology of the symptoms and 

conceptualizes them in t ems  of adaptation. Vicarious traumatization differs from bumout in that it 

is related specifically to the impact on trauma therapiss and focuses on the interaction between a host 

of clinician and trauma client variables. Burnout, on the other hand, can be applied to therapists in 

general, including trauma therapists, and focuses on the therapist's experience of the situatioh rather 

than the personality of the clinician. 

Vicarious traumatization also differs from burnout and compassion fatigue in that despite 

idenûfjmg moderating variables that may impact on the expenence of vicarious traumatintion, this 

fonn of trauma has been described as inevitable among trauma therapists and while the symptoms 

may be manageable, there is no recovery (Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995a). 
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Countertransference differs fiom the other concepts descnbing therapist trauma in that the 

emphasis is on individuai therapeutic relationships. As a consequence,. the cumulative impact across 

relationships/clients is not considered. 

Selection of Clhician Impact Concepts and Memures for the Present Study 

This resexch project focuses on the experience of bumout and compassion fatigue among a 

large sample of sex offender treatment providers. The 'burnoutl construct was chosen for three 

reasons. First, this conceptualkation of impact has multiple behavioral referents. Second, a 

psychometrîcally validated measure for assessing burnout has been developed (Maslach & Jackson, 

198 1 ). Third, a number of the markers of burnout such as emotional depletion, depersonaiization and 

penonal achievement fit with the investigatorls perception of how clinicians who treat sex offenders 

ofien are impacted by their practice. Compassion fatigue was chosen as a second conceptual 

h e w o r k  because of its focus on trauma workers, the face validity of the self-report measure and 

apparent overlap between the concepts of compassion fatigue and burnout. While these concepts 

overlap, there is some basis for distingushing them. Valent (1 995) relates that one may experience 

a high level of compassion fatigue, without experiencing bumout , sugg esting t hat compassion fatigue 

rnay be a precursor to, and signai the potential onset of bumout. 

Moderating Variables of Stress 

in considering how clinicians are affected by their chical practice, this investigation focused 

on the variables that might moderate the experience of bumout and compassion fatigue. A number 

of variables have been identified as influencing therapists' resilience or wlnerability to the impact of 

clinid practice. In reviewuig the literature descnbing moderating variables there appear to be three 
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primary variable domains: therapist, practice setting and client variables. Each of these will be 

discussed with attention to how these relate to therapist impact, and, in particular to trauma 

therapists. 

Therapist V&bles 

A range of therapist characteristics have been proposed to have an impact on clinicians' 

expenence of stress. These include age, years of expenence, gender, professional training, coping 

styles, personal history and access to supervision. 

As one might expect younger clinicians ancilor those with fewer years of expenence report 

higher levels of distress (Boice & Myers, 1987; Deutsch, 1 984; Rodolf'a, Kr& & Reîiley, 1988) and 

greater levels of personal depletion (Farber & Heifetz, 198 1). Younger, less experienced trauma 

therapists have also been found to evidence higher degrees of depersonalization and trauma related 

symptoms than their older more experienced counterparts (Arvay & Uhlemann. 1996). 

Therapist gender has also been identified as playing a role in the experience of stress arnong 

clinicians. Relative to male therapists, females report greater feelings of emotional depletion, 

depersonalization and distress as a result of contact with resistant clients (Boice & Myers, 1987; 

Deutsch, 1984; Farber & Heifetz, 198 1). Although Bachynski (1995) did not find significant 

differences between how femaie and male sex offender therapists were afTected by their work, this 

author noted some tendencies for femaies to expenence higher levels of emotional depletion, 

depersonalization and lower levels of personal accomplishment, however, not at a levei reaching 

significance. Pearlman & Saakvitne (1995a) related that women trauma therapists may be more 

vulnerable in part because they may be more likely to idente with the victirnized groups, and they 
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rnay be more vulnerable to assault than are male therapists. Another contribution may be that female 

therapists are more self-disclosing of their distress than are male therapists. 

Parental status has been found to moderate distress as well. More specifically, trauma 

therapists who are parents of young children often experience anxiety about their children's safety 

and, as a consequence, become overprotective of them. In this regard, Pearlman & Saakvitne 

(1995b) have nated that "it cari be unbearable to l e m  of danger to children when one is comected 

with and responsible for children on  a full-time basis" (p.3 12). 

A clinician's professional traininghackground aiso appears to moderate therapist impact. For 

example, psychiatnsts, who enjoy a higher status than other mental health professionals, have been 

found to expenence lower levels of stress and personal depletion than do social workers and 

psychologists (Farber & Heifetz, 198 1). In addition, the level of education may also impact the 

experience of stress. Pearlman & M a c h  ( 1994) found that trauma therapists with master's level 

training experienced more psychological distress than did those with doctoral training, while Arvay 

& Uhlemann (1996) reported that trauma therapists educated at a level below a master's degree had 

the highest levels of stress and burnout. It should be acknowledged that the relationship between 

professional training and impact is most often confounded by financial factors. with higher levels of 

training being associateci with increased salary. It is difficult therefore to unarnbiguously interpret the 

relationship between professional training and therapist impact. 

Among therapists who are fiequently exposed to trauma clients, the therapistfs range and style 

of coping is assumed to influence the level of expenenced distress. In panicular, two categones of 
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healthy coping strategies have been found to moderate the expenence of stress; personal and 

professional (Antonovsky. 1990; Dunon & Rubinstein, 1995). 

Personal coping strategies include attending to p hysical, emotionai and spintual needs, taking 

tirne for play (recreational activities, hobbies, entertainment), developing supportive personal 

reiationships and loving relationships, taking time for self-exploration, and participating in personai 

therapy or support groups (Dutton & Rubinstein, 1995; Edelwich 1980; Grosch & Olson, 1995; 

Pearlman & Saakvitne, 199513). It has also been noted that it is important for some therapists to 

becorne involved in therapy to address their idealized expectations about their capabilities and 

excessive feelings of responsibüity for their client's lives; the negative impact of their clinical practice; 

and the need to address and resolve family of origin issues and personal trauma histories (Dutton & 

Rubinstein, 1995; Grosch & Olson, 1995; Peariman & Saakvitne, 1995b; Schatzow & Yassen, 199 1). 

The need for therapists to become involved in therapy is thought to be especially important for 

traumdoffender therapisrs who have thernselves experienced traumatic events as a child or aduit. 

Their contact with trauma clients has the potential to re-activate personal distress that may impact 

on their personal and professionai funaioning (Farrenkopf. 1992; Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995b). 

Professional coping strategies largely involve having balance and diversification within a 

clinical practice, building professional connections and participating in clinical supervision (Dutton 

& Rubinstein, 1995; Grosch & Olson, 1995; Pearlman & Saakvitne, 199%). There appears to be 

a consensus in the literaîure, particularly as it relates to trauma therapists, that supervision and 

consultation with colleagues, both forma1 and informal, relieves stress among mental health 

professionals and has the potentiai to diminish the negative impact of clinical practice (Cerney, 1995; 
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Figley, 1995; Grosch & Olson, 1995; Pearlrnan & Mac Ian, 1995; Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995a,b; 

Savicki & Cooley, 1987). In contrast, the use of "negative coping" by mental health professionals 

has been correlated with the experience of trauma symptoms among clinicians (Follette, Polusny, & 

Milbeck, 1994). 

Ractice Sening Variables 

The contribution of the work context in which mental health professionals praaice, to the 

distress experienced by therapists, has been identified as a significant factor contnbuting to bumout 

among clinicians (Edelwich. 1980; Norcross & Prochaska, 1986). A range of practice setting 

variables have been described as moderating stress including the type of practice, practice setting, 

collegial suppon, financial considerations and organizational politics. 

Clinicians who practice in an agency or clinic setting have been found to expenence greater 

levels of distress and emotional exhaustion relative to those in an independent practice (Arvay & 

ühlemann. 1996; Deutsch, 1984; Pearlman & MacIan, 1994; Raquepaw & Miller, 1989). Funher, 

it has been reponed that clinicians who practice in an institutional (in-patient setting) experience 

greater levels of distress than those in a community (out-patient) setting (Farber & Heifetz, 198 1 ). 

This institutional setting effect could be due to a number of factors such as an altered therapeutic 

relationship in an inpatient setting (ofien psychiatnc admissions are involuntary), more severe 

psychiatric symptoms of mental health inpatients, and the environmental working conditions. 

Relative to practicing in isolation, a practice setting in which there are other clinicians 

available for information, consultation and suppon has been reported to reduce distress among 

therapists, particularly trauma therapists @utton & Rubinstein, 1995; Farber, 1983; Pearlman & 
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Saakvitne, 1995b). As previously described, therapists were at greater nsk for distress in 

organizations where supervision was not available (Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1 995% b). 

F i i c i a l  and organizational concems have also been found to innuence therapist distress. Not 

surprisingiy, limiteci or tenuous funding for programs and inadequate salaries have been identified as 

stressors for therapists (Norcross & Prochaska, 1986; Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995). Sirnilarly, work 

place issues such as organizational politics, difficulty in relationships with colleagues, power 

struggles, excessive work load and time pressures have been identified as sources of stress among 

clinicians (Bermak, 1977; Boice & Myers, 1987; Chessick, 1978; Daniels, 1974; Farber, 1979; 

Freudenberger and Robbins, 1979; Greben, 1975; Kottler, 1993; Norcross & Guy, 1989). 

Client Variables 

A range of factors related to the client population served by clinicians have been identified as 

moderating the experience of stress/distress among mental health providers. These include such 

things as client characteristics, size of case loads, frequency and duration of client contact, and the 

level of exposure to a client's traumatic material. 

Providing services to 'difficult' clients has repeatedly and consistently been identified as a 

significant source of therapist stress (Greben, 1975; Hellman, Momson & Abrarnowitz, 1987; 

Chessick, 1978; Daniels, 1974; Farber, 1979; Freudenberger and Robbins, 1979; Rogow, 1970). 

Stresçful client behaviors appear to cluaer in10 two distinct categories, resistant behaviors and overtly 

psychopathological syrnptoms. 

Patient apathy or lack of motivation has been identified by therapists as a significant stressor 

(Deutsch, 1984; Farber & Heifetz, 198 1). In addition, clinicians have noted that providing clinical 
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seMces to mandated clients is stressful as these clients are ofken lacking intemal motivation to 

change and at the same time are resisting the extemal influences directing them to participate in a 

therapeutic process to bnng about change (Steenson, 1978; Strasburger, 1986). Both client apathy 

and mandated treatment are comrnonplace arnong clients who are sex offenders. 

Severe rsychopathology has repeatedly been identified as a stressor among clinicians 

(Deutsch, 1984; Farber & Heifetz, 198 1; Hellman, Morrison & Abramowitz, 1987). Patients 

suffenng severe depression (Deutsch, 1984), borderline States and narcissinic personalities (Fine, 

1980) and who engage in suicida1 preoccupation and expression of anger, aggression and passive- 

aggression (Deutsch 1984; Farber & Heifefz, 198 1 ; Hellman, Momson & Abrarnowitz, 1987; 

Menninger, 1990) have been described as the most stress-engendering clients. Other client 

characteristics/behaviors identifieci as stress engendering include: Iying, having hidden agendas, being 

manipulative, poor impulse control, literakoncrete, non-verbal, extreme dependency, seduaive, 

ignoring boundaries, and clients contacting their therapist at home by telephone (Deutsch. 1984; 

Konler. 1992, 1993; Robbins, Beck Muefler, & Mizener, 1988). Providing clinical services to clients 

who are socially stigmatized bas also been identified as a source of stress (Egan, 1993). Once again, 

many of the aforementioned charactenstics are typified by sex offender clients. 

While the Iiterature provides usehl and important information about genenc stressors 

associated with providing generai psychclogicai services, there is a need to investigate and detail 

stressors unique to working with special client populations Pennett, Evans & Tattersall, 1993; Evans 

& Fischer, 1993). Accordingly, efforts have been made to identiQ and descnbe the stressors and less 

ofien, the satidactions, associated with providing treatment to special populations. This has included 
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describing the experiences and the impact of treating children (Bennett, Evans & Tattersall, 1993), 

the elderiy (Steinberg & Salamon, 1995). suicida1 patients (Gaminkel, 1995; Jobes & Maltsberger, 

1995). A I D S  patients (Oktay, 1992; Shemoff, 1995) and fellow therapists (Bridges, 1995). These 

clinicians and researchers have related the unique ways in which serving these populations have 

affected treatment providers and, in some cases, resulted in higher levels of stress and burnout than 

observed in providing clinical services to other populations. 

Particular attention has recently been given to detailing the impact on clinicians who provide 

ciinical seMces to trauma victims. While the focus of this work has investigated the impact on 

therapists who provide treaunent to adult survivors of childhood sexud abuse, trauma clients have 

also been identifid as holocaun awivon, Vietnam war veterans, Mctim/survivors of physical abuse 

and violent and sexual offenders (Danieli. 1982, Dunon & Rubinstein, 1995; Tick 1995). The 

process of psychotherapy with these clients is described as having the potential to make therapists 

particularly vulnerable to distress and trauma-related symptomatology. 

In reviewing the impact of a clinical practice with trauma clients, some noteworthy client 

related stressors are identified. Not surprisingly, the volume of seMces provided to special 

populations appean to influence impact. Therapisrs with high case loads of trauma clients, including 

potentidy violent clients, have been found to expenence higher levels of distress, particularly when 

they perceive their case loads as unmanageable (Arvay & Uhlernann, 1996; Cemey, 1995; Harris, 

1995; Etaquepaw & Miller, 1989). Sunilarly, when treatment contacts are more frequent and extended 

over a long duration, clinician distress is increased (Ball & Kuipers, 1992). The frequency and 

intensity of client contact with trauma clients in partidar has been related to levels of distress arnong 
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trauma therapists ( Arvay & Uhlemann, L 996; Cemey, 1 995). Finally, the extent to which therapists 

are exposed to graphic details of trauma matenal (e.g., child molestation, rape, sadism) and the level 

of brutality associated with the trauma material has been described as increasing the potential for 

therapist distress (Figley, 1995; Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995b) 

Sex Offender Treatment: Stresson and Impact 

The fiterature which focuses on the stressors and impact specificdly related to the provision 

of clinical services to sex offender clients is sparse. This literature tends to idente a range of 

additional stressors faced by sex offender treatment providers, in addition tu the generic stressors 

associated with psychotherapy. As well, there are some accounts, both anecdotal and empincal as 

to the way in which chicians are affected as a result of their clinical practice with sex offender 

clients. 

Stressors Associated with the Provision of Sex Offender Treatmen t 

Sex offender clients tend to be individuals with multiple problems and may aiso be 

unmotivated and resistant to treatment. Altematively they may give the appearance of wanting 

treaunent either for ultenor motives (e-g., to minimize a sentence or anempt to gain an early release 

from prison) or because they are mandated (e.g., by the provincial courts or National Parole Board 

of Canada). During treatment contacts sex offenders typically present as deceptive, manipulative, 

narcissistic and. at times, antisocial. They may also exhibit behavior that is: angry, controlling, and 

at tirnes sexualized, or they may present as needy, dependent and demanding. Sex offenders tend to 

lack empathy for the damage they have inflicted onto their victims and typicaiiy deny, muiimize, 

rationalire or project in order to avoid culpability for their actions. The client population served by 
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sex offender treatment providers exhibit many of the characteristics recognized as being arnong the 

moa stressficl for chicians. In addition, although there is stigrna associated with al1 forms of mental 

health problems, sex offenders may be the most unpopular and socially stigmatized of any client 

W'UP - 

In addition to facing a myriad of stressfùl client characteristics. individuals providing sex 

offender treatment repeatedly Listen to, read about (and sometirnes direaly encounter) a wide range 

of inappropriate and deviant sema1 behaviors (offending and non-offending behaviors), including 

accounts of sexualized and non-sexualized violence and deviant sexual fantasies and arousal, as a 

resuit of the high level of deviant arousal experienced by some sex offenders (Barbaree & Marshall. 

1989). In addition, therapists are often exposed to pornography and issues related to victimization 

such as degradation, dehumanization, control and abuse (neglect, verbal, physicd, sexual. 

psychological). The task of having to address sex crimes with offenders has been described as a 

difficult aspect of providing sex offender treatment (Freeman-Longo. 1997; Ryan & Lane. 199 1 ). 

Kearns (1995) identifies sex abuse therapists as inevitably expenencing strong emotional and 

cognitive responses to offending behavior, while Peaslee (1 999, discusses the need for treatment 

providen to process this emotion-evoking information. Abel (1983) has commented that 

"one cannot ignore the vely personal impact of working day in and day out with rapists. 

and potential rapists. The recounting and exploring of the details of such violent fantasies 

and atrocious acts in effect serve to surround the therapist in an emotional world of violence 

on top of violence" (cited in Farrenkopf, 1992, p. 2 16-2 17). 
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The intensity and duration of treatment contacts clinicians have in treating sex offenders is 

another potential source of therapist stress. While there is much variability between prograrns, 

Wonnith & Hanson ( 1992) found, in their review of sa: offender treatment programs in Canada, that 

the duration of treatment pro- ranged 6om t h e  to 36 months and the level of intensity of hours 

of clinical intervention ranged from one hour per week to 33 hours per week. As well, 36% of the 

programs in Canada were ident ified t O be in- patient, where mental healt h pro fessionals are typically 

in contact with clients on a daily basis, while another 18% of the programs provided both in-patient 

and out-patient services. Long term interventions with violent offenders are seen to be particularly 

stress provoking as the trauma therapist is exposed to traumatic events repeatedly and over a 

significant period of time (Dutton & Rubinstein. 1995). 

How sex offender clients present in treatment can be challenging and stressful. Stress may 

be experienced due to client t endencies to understate their problem behavior and to minirnizddeny 

their rkk for relapse (O'Comell, Leberg & Donaidson, 1990). As well, over the course of therapy, 

clinicians may have to adjust to the client's deficits and risk being greater than first known, as clients 

enhance their level of self-disclosure (e.g., identiQ a funher history of sexual offending, other 

paraphilias, a history of non-sexual aggression). At times clinicians are faced with offenders who are 

overconfident about their ability to manage their nsk. Intervention with these clients can be stressful 

as they tend to be more resistant to ongoing treatment, and less willing to invest energy in monitoring 

and managing their risk factors. As weii, such offenders ofien place themselves in high-nsk situations 

to prove their ability to manage their various problem areas (e.g., deviant arousal, substance abuse. 

anger) and in doing so ultimateiy increase their level of risk. 
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It is generally accepted that one does not "cure" semal offending behavior and that self- 

monitoring and self-management are me-long processes. (Gordon, Holden & Leis. 1 99 1 ; Pithers, 

Marques, Gibat, & Marlatt, 1983). Due to the fact that relapse is associated with danger to society, 

it is not surprising that a major source of distress among treatment providers occurs as a result of the 

more than usual uncenainty about treatment effectiveness/outcome, and as a result of client 

recidivimi. It has been noted that the rate of re-offence among sexual offenders is know to be very 

high and thaî within some subgroups of sex offenders, the majority of offenders eventually re-offend 

(Marshall, Laws. & Barbaree, 1990). Long tem follow up studies tracking recidivism reduce 

confidence in the efEicacy of sex offender treatment, and may contribute to therapist distress, as the 

probability of re-offending appears to escalate over eaended follow up (Hanson & Steffy, 1991). 

tGgh levels of recidivism have been identified as a significant stressor for trauma therapists (Dutton 

& Rubinasein, 1995). and this is a reality that may be expenenced by sex offender treatment 

providers. Clearly, in this type of intervention, the magnitude of the consequences of a retum to the 

target behavior clinicians are attempting to assist the patient modiQ is considerable. The aftermath 

of a ciient re-offending (emotional, societai, political, and professional implications) can potentially 

be greater and more extensive than treatrnent failures in many other types of practice. Freeman- 

Longo (1997) describes how the fnistration and self-blame associated with treatment failures can be 

contributing factors to the potential experience of bumout. 

Sex offender treatment providers face the additional stress of being under a great deal of 

pressure from various agents of the criminal justice system and the community to be responsible for 

accurately evaiuating and rnanaging risk. Thus, clinicians are placed in the position of balancing the 
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best interests of the client, in most cases the interests of the agency of referral (e-g., courts, 

correctional institutions, paroldprobation) and the safety of the community . 

Another source of clinician distress stems From the community reaction to sex offenders. 

Therapists live and work in communities in which there is a powerful stigma attached to the client 

group they serve. Part of this stigna extends to the therapist as there is little understanding, support 

or appreciation for working with this population. Rather, the most comrnon public attitude is 'why 

bother, just iock em up and throw away the key'. As a consequence, sex offender therapists have 

often describecf feeling alienated &om the cornrnunity or workplace and discouraged by society's "too 

little too late" reactive approach and the lack of preventive prograrns (Ellerby, Gutkin, Smith & 

Atkinson, 1993; Farrenkopc 1992; Freernan-Longo, 1997; Ryan & Lane, 199 1). Clinician stress rnay 

also increase as a result of what has been descnbed as society's reluctance, at times. to face and 

address issues related to sexual abuse, at times ignonng or minimizing perpetrating behavior and the 

importance of addressing sexual abuse and sex ofender treatment (Marshall & Barrett, 1990). 

Concerns about the criminai justice system also becomes a source of stress for some 

practitioners. Marshall and Barrett (1990) detaii a host of systemic issues and deficits which have 

resulted in the rnishandling of sex offenders' cases, sometimes with disastrous results. Sex offender 

therapists have reporte. being disiiiusioned with the Înconsistencies of the justice system and punitive 

correctional staff attitudes (Farrenkopf, 1992). the inhumanity of the correctional institution 

environment (Freeman-Longo, 1997) as well as by the systerns' inability to protect potential victims 

and its fiilure to remove dangerous offenders from the community (Ryan & Lane, 199 1 ). Jackson, 

Hohnan, Barnard and Paradis (1997) report that 62% of the sex offender treatment providers who 
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responded to their mail survey indicated having become more disenchanted with the criminal justice 

va= and as coming to see it as less efective since becorning involved in the provision of services. 

Given the range of potential stressors that may be faced by sex offender therapists it is 

understandable why Scott (1989) has commented that psychotherapy with crirninals is the most 

dernanding task in the entire area of mental health. 

nie Impact of Boviding Clinical Services tu Sex Offcndm 

While there has been some speculation and discussion about the potential stressors associated 

with providing clinical seMces to sex offender clients, the focus on how these stressors affect 

treatment providers is relatively recent. To date, much of what is known about the impact of 

providing sex offender treatment cornes from anecdotai repons and survey research. While this 

literature is quite limited, there appear to be some re-occumng themes. 

in desaihg the impact of a clinical practice with sex offenders, it has been proposed that it 

is common for treatment providers to be profoundly affected by their sex offender practice. One of 

the impacts has been describeci as clinicians experiencing a shift in perception about the world around 

them. Bengis ( 1997) relates. 

"Once treatment providers have chosen to work in sex offender treatment, we enter what I 

cm best describe as a 'twilight world'. This world ahers Our perceptions of daily events and, 

even more disturbingly, may change Our inner-lives sometimes irrevocably. What we see 

when we walk down the Street, what we think about in public places, what we fantasize, 

feel ancilor fear ofien differs rnarkedly from the expenences of others who do not 

expenence the worlds in which we immerse ourselves" (p. 3 1). 
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In a candid personal account of his own experiences, Freeman-Longo (1997) describes a 

parallel phenornena and provides a number of examples of üiis altered state of perception. These 

include: an enhanced level of mistnist/suspiciousness (seeing every one as a potential sex offender 

and questioning the appropnateness of innocuous adult-child interactions), having a heightened sense 

of concern for safety issues, a heightened awareness of being a male in society and becoming 

hypersensitive in interactions with women, and for a period of time. feeling uncornfortable in physical 

contacts with children and changes in sexual interest and behavior (e-g., shifts kom decreased fantasy 

and sexual behavior to increased sex drive). 

Bengis (1997) outlines sirnilar experiences arnong sex offender treatment providers and 

identifies five common dimensions of impact he h a  observed and received feedback on fkom 

questionnaires distributed at training workshops. These dimensions include: 1) mistrusting others' 

sexual behavior. especially people with regular access to children; 2) projecting possible abusive 

motivation ont0 innocuous interactions and events; 3) managing a range of feelings, including sadness 

for victims; fear, rage and disgun towards offenders; and distress in response to incidents of sexually 

abusive behavior O C C U ~ ~ ~  around us; 4) experiencing titillation or sexual arousal while listening to 

descriptions of abuse; and 5) experiencing impulses to act out in sexually deviant ways. 

These authors have identified a range of experiences they have identified in themselves and 

their colleagues. There is support for these observations of therapist impact through the small 

empirical literature that exists and through other anecdotal reports on the effects of providing sex 

offender treatment on clinicians. 
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Exposure to deviant sexuality appears to have a profound impact on some therapists' 

sexuality. Jackson et al., (1997) report that 67% of the 98 sex offender treatment providers who 

responded to their mail survey reponed expenencing visual images of the sexual assaults cornrnitted 

by clients. The expenence of these images was demieci as disairbing (2 1 %), repulsive ( 19%) a n d h  

arousing ( 1%), however, 18% of the respondents identified expenencing a combination of these 

reactions. This may account for the lower number of clinicians acknowledging these images to be 

arousing, as the experience may Iikely be arousal combined with distress. 

Clinicians have also described questioning the normality of their own sexuality, sexual 

fantasies and sexual expenences after having provided treatment to sex offenders (Ellerby et al., 1993; 

Ryan & Lane. 1991). Changes in sexual drive and behavior have aIso been noted. Jackson et al.. 

(1997) note almost half of the sex offender therapists in their sarnple reported changes in their own 

sexual behavior since beginMng their practice with sex offenders. Treatment providers have reponed 

a reduction of sexual behavior (Farrenkopf, 1992; Jackson et al., 1997), disruptions in sexual 

performance (Ellerby et al., 1993) and a loss of interest in sex (Garrison, 1992). Conversely, some 

therapists do not report reduced sexual interest and indicate that they have become more considerate 

of their partners sexually (Farrenkopf, 1992). 

As previously noted, some sac offender therapists have also reported the experience of sema1 

arousal to clients' accounts of deviant sema1 behavior. Ellerby et al., (1993) reported that of the 48 

clinicians who responded to a mail survey, 42% of the male sex offender therapists and 16% of the 

female therapists sampled, reponed expenencing sexual arousal in response to clients' descriptions 
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of deviant and semai offending behaviors. Mitchell & Melikian (1995) also highlight the need for 

the recognition of one's own sadistic fantasies. 

As earlier noted, sex offender therapists have also reponed emotional shifis and symptoms 

which they attribute to their practice. Farrenkopf ( 1992). interviewed andor surveyed a smple of 

24 expenenced therapists who provided sex offender treatment to determine the personal impact of 

their work. Of this sample, 42% of respondents reponed a hardening or dulling of emotions. 

Therapists described an increase in their experience of anger and hstration, a decrease in their sense 

of humor and related becoming more confrontational and less tolerant of others' behavior, in both 

their professional and personailsocial interactions. A smaller number (1 7%) described feeling an 

Licreased sensitivity toward others and greater empathy for human suffenng. Bird Edmunds (1997) 

in a survey distributed at the thineenth annual national treatment and research conference of the 

Association for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers (ATSA), found that over h d f  of the 276 

respondents who completed and r m e d  the sumq reported an increase in the experience of fatigue 

and frustration. One-third of the respondents described an increase in cynicism and generd 

imtability, while one-fourth of the survey respondents cited an increase in depression anaor 

depressive episodes. 

Dismptions in therapists' feelings of safety were also common. This is consistent with the 

identified impact of treating trauma clients (Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995). Sex offender therapists 

have described becoming hypervigilant, suspicious of others and protective of their own. or their 

f d v s  personal safety (Ellerby et al., 1993; Farrenkopf, 1992; Jackson et al., 1997; Ryan & Lane. 

199 1). Female therapists in particuiar were prone to increased feelings of vulnerability or threat of 
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abuse, more concemed about their personal safety and the safety of their children and more vigilant 

in their daily Lives (Ellerby et al., 1993; Farrenkopf, 1992). 

A significant impact of treating sex offenders for some female therapists was becoming re- 

sensitized to their own past experiences of victimization by men and. in some cases, this has led to 

an increase in their negative attitudes towards males in general (Farrenkopf, 1992). 

Some therapisis have noted changes in the way in which they responded to their sex offender 

clients in treatment, and, in their attitudes towards sex offender treatrnent. Ryan & Lane ( 199 1 ) 

described therapists as developing ambivalent emotions about clients and their behavior, 

dernonstrating victim or -essor identifkation and coming to accept offenders' attempts to minirnize 

or rationalLe their behaviors. Farrenkopf (1 992) reported that over half the clinicians he surveyed 

expressed diminished hopes and expectations in relation to treating sex offenders and descnbed 

becoming more pessimistic about the prospect of client change. The author viewed therapists as 

going through a senes of phases in tenns of their reaction to their clients and their work. He relates 

thar ultimately, over tirne, clinicians who treat sex offenders expenence increasing feelings of anger, 

resentment, intolerance, depression and exhaustion that in some cases lead to bumout, and at times 

result in therapists discontinuing their work with sex offenders. In other cases therapists expenence 

a stage of adaptation in which they regain their work motivation and therapeutic compassion and 

continue in the field. It is noteworthy that 25% of the clinicians surveyed reported feelings of 

generalized high stress, exhaustion, depression or bumout. 

The high number of stresson involved in the treatment of sex offenders and the way in which 

exposure to offenders' trauma and trauma expressions can affect clinicians both professionally and 



penonally likely account for why there has been recent attention to attending to self-case among sex 

offender therapists (Freeman-Longo, 1997; Mitchell & Melikian, 1995; Pence, 1 995; Rich, 1994). 

Shoricomings of the Literatue 

As is evident fiom the aforementioned review, Most of what has been written about the 

experience of st-ss among sex offender treatment providers is mecdotai. Although these often 

personalized accounts are hel pfiü in develo ping hypot heses about pot ential stressors and moderating 

influences, there are a number of limitations to this approach. Firstly, the validity of the 

descriptivhpressionistic reports are hampered by the lack of details about the sarnpIe on which the 

information is based. Typically, these papers describe personal accounts, corroborated by similar 

experiences shared by the writers' colleagues, or through discussion with other treatrnent proviaers 

in the area. Little or no information is provided about the sarnple size and composition of the 

clinicians on whom the information is based (e.g., age, years experience, type of practice, training, 

profession) or the number of clinicians who have shared their personal expenences. A second 

problem is that while rnany of the reviewed articles describe therapists as experiencing stress, fatigue 

and bumout, this information is based on the subjective interpretation based on the authors' own 

clinid expenences, m&or that of their colIeagues. It is therefor not known how representative these 

expenences are. Furhtermore, these descriptive accounts moa often do not offer a theoretical 

c o n c e p ~ t i o n  of distress or impact, nor do they utilize measures to assess and quanti@ therapist 

impact. As a resuh, it is not known to what degree ciinicians who work with sex offenders expenence 

stress or impairment, and the descriptive literature fails to discuss factors that may modulate impact. 
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Rather, the impact is descnbed in general terms and as something that is likely to be experienced by 

ail therapists providing sex offender treatment. 

The research Literature investigating the impact on sex offender treatment providers is 

extremely limiteci. Studies by Farrenkopf ( 1992). Ellerby et al., ( 1993), Bachynski ( 1999, Edmunds 

( 1997) and Jackson et al., (1997) represent the few empirical investigations. While these efforts 

represent imponant first steps in developing an understanding of the impact of providing clinical 

services to sex offender clients, there have been some shortcornings to these studies. 

Overall, the empiricai research to date on the impact of providing clinical senices to sex 

offenders suffers fiom some fundamental problems which limit the generaiizability of the hdings. 

The samples for these studies have been poorly defined and sample sizes have been small. 

Furthemore, self-report measures and standardized questionnaires to evaluate distress, fatigue or 

burnout were largely absent, or have been used inconsistently, leaving most studies reliant on 

therapist self-report. Finaily, for the most part, these studies have not taken into account 

investigating factors that moderate therapin impact, but rather have discussed the impact of providing 

sex offender treatrnent in globalhon-specific terms. 

White a number of authors have written about the prevalence of distress. fatigue or burnout 

among sexual offender therapists, at this time, there is little empirical basis for such clairns. The 

m e n t  empirical literature in this area has yet to detail objective measures of distress. discuss distress 

on a continuum in terms of levels of impairment or to highlight factors which might moderate the 

experience of distress. 



The present study has sought to address past deficits in this area of research. To this end, the 

study nweyed a large defineci sample of sex offender treatment providers in Canada and the United 

States and conducted focus groups with a subsarnple of these providers. This study also utilized the 

theoretical models for burnout and compassion fatigue as a means of conceptualizing and measunng 

clinician impact. in considenng the impact of a sex offender treatment praaice, this study not only 

examinecl the levds of distress expenenced by sex offender treatment providers, but also investigated 

the role of moderating variables on therapist impact. In addition, two research methodologies were 

empioyed, a mail w e y  methodology (designed to elicit quantitative data for a large number of sex 

offender treatrnent providers), and a focus group methodology (to access qualitative data from a small 

group of practitioners). This approach reduced reliance on a single methodology and provided an 

opponunity to compare and contrast the quantitative and qualitative data. 

This study has sought to 1) evaluate the level of bumout and compassion fatigue among sex 

offender treatment providers. 2) to assess the coping skills of sex offender treatment providers. 3) 

to identify the moderating impact of therapist, practice setting and client variables on the Ievel of 

bumout and compassion fatigue, and 4) to identifjr the primas, stressors and satisfactions associated 

with providing sex offender treatment services. 

METHOD 

Participants 

Research pareicipants were drawn £iom the Association for the Treatment of Sexual Abusers 

(ATSA) membership list. 
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ATSA is a non-profit, interdisciplinary organization that was incorporated in 1984. ATSA 

was founded to foster research, facilitate the exchange of information, fiirther professional education 

and provide for the advancement of professional standards and practices in the field of sex offender 

evaluation and treatment. ATSA is an international organization with a membership of over 1000 

professionals cornmitted to the prevention of sexual assault through effective management of sex 

offenders. 

Mail Survey Respondents 

A mail survey was fonvarded to 1,139 ATSA members. Of this, 12, or 1% of the surveys 

were 'retumed to sender' for reasons including insufficient address, the individual no longer being 

employed at that address, or in one case, the individual being deceased. Of the remaining 1.1 27 

surveys, 838 or 74% of the surveys were rehimed. This response rate suggests a keen interest in this 

research area by ATSA members. 

The rnajorîty of the returned surveys, 690 (82%) were cornpleted by therapists. across Nonh 

America, who provide direct clinical seMces to sex offender clients. Of these. four surveys (-06%) 

were returned unusable as the respondents had only partially completed different portions of the 

various rneasures. and, as a result. these surveys could not be scored. Another 148, or 1 8% of the 

surveys were returned by ATSA members indicating that they did not meet the critena for inclusion 

in the study, as they did not provide three or more hours of sex offender treatment per week. A 

number of these respondents identifieci themselves as holding administrative positions in sex offender 

treatment programs and no longer providing direct client service. This lefl 26% ( ~ 2 8 9 )  of the 

survey sample that did not respond. 
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T o  further detail the specific response pattern, the majority of the surveys were received in 

response to the first mail out and the reminder card sent out in the second mailing (77%. ~ 6 4 4 ) .  Of 

these, 555 (86%) were s e ~ c e  providers and 89 (14%) did not meet the critena for inclusion. The 

remaining 190 airveys (23%) were returned after the third mailing. Of these, 13 1 (69%) were service 

providers wMe the remaining 59 (3 1%) did not meet the criteria for inclusion. This yieided an 11 of 

686 direct treatment providers. The process for the mailings is outiined in the procedure. 

Afier the initial mailing, an error was discovered in the scale provided for one of the 

jrandardized measures. In response to this the foilow up third mailing was revised prior to being sent 

out. All those respondents, who met the critena for inclusion in the midy and who had completed 

and retumed the initial survey were sent a revised copy of this one measure (n=555). Of the 555 

revised measure surveys that were sent out, 4 12 (74%) were retumed completed, while 143 (26%) 

of the respondents did not complete and retum the revised measure. As a result, the analysis for this 

measure is based on a sample size of  543 (412+13 1=543), rather than the full sample size of 686 

treatment providers. The process employed to address this error is detailed in the procedure. 

Focus Group Participants 

Participants for the two focus groups were gathered through the ATSA membership list and 

from conference participants at the annuai ATSA conference. Two focus groups were conducted at 

the 14th annual national treatment and research conference of  ATSA in Chicago, Illinois. A total 

of 10 clinicians attended the two focus groups. 

The £ira focus group consisted of six participants, four males and two females. The 

participants' expenence treating sex offenders ranged from one to 12 years, with the average years 
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of expenence being six yerus. Focus group participants identified themselves as psychologists. 

masters level therapists. courtsefiors, and a poligrapher/counsellor . This group consist ed of a mixture 

of community and institutional treatment providers. The ciinicians provided services to a range of 

sex offender clients including adult male offenders, juvenile male offenders and developmentally 

delayed offenders. 

The second focus goup consisted of four participants, one male and three fernale. The group 

members experience with sex offender clients ranged from one to 12 years and averaged 8 years. 

Clhicians in this group consisted of a psychologist, an educator, a program specidist and a therapist. 

A g k  there was a mix in ternis of community and institutional treatment providers and the type of 

sex offender clients served. 

Procedure 

As has previously been identifid, two research methodologies were employed for data 

collection. f he procedures for conducting the mail survey and the focus groups will be described. 

Mail Su- 

In conduaing the mail survey, the pr~cedures developed by Dillman (1978; 1994) were 

followed. Ali members listed on the 1996 ATSA rnembership list were mailed a survey package 

consisting of a cover letter. the Sex Offender Treatment Provider Survey (SOTPS), and a retum 

addressed envelope with postage. included was an invitation to participate in the focus goups, 

at ATSA's 14th annuai national treatment and research conference, for those who planned to attend. 

The cover letter was designed ro engage the participant and briefly stated the objective of the 

research project, explained the tracking system, assured confidentiality and related that their 
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participation would be greatly appreciated (see Appendix A). Following the method suggested by 

Dillman (1994) to enhance response rates, the cover letter was bnef and each one was personalized, 

dated and had a handwritten signature. 

The SOTPS consisted of the Maslach Burnout Inventory: Human Services Survey (MBI), 

(Maslach & Jackson, 198 1 ), the Compassion Fatigue Self Test for Psychotherapists (Figley, 1993). 

the Personal Resources Questionnaire (PRQ), (Osipow & Spokane, 1981) and a selection of 

demographic and background variables compiled by the researcher nom the literature on therapist 

stress (see Appendix B). 

Each survey package had an identification number located on the front of each questionnaire 

with a corresponding number next to the appropriate name on the mailing list. This system enabled 

the researcher to track those persons who had retumed their questionnaire and those who required 

a follow-up mailing. Having an identification number on questionnaires has been reported to have 

rninor, if any, effects on response rates and eliminates the need to send out reminders or follow-up 

packages to those respondents who have completed and returned the survey (Salant & Dillrnan, 

1994). This appeared to be the case with this mail survey. 

One week f ie r  the initial mail out, a postcard follow-up note was sent to al1 members of the 

sample (see Appendix C). This follow up note thanked those who had already responded and 

encouraged those who had not to cornplete and retum the survey. 

Upon receiving the initial completed surveys, through a review of respondents' comments, it 

was discovered that an error had been made in the reprinting of the MB 1. A scale consisting of four 

response points (never, sometimes, always and don't know) had been used rather than the correct 
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seven point d e  (never, a few times a year, once a month or less, a few times a month once a week 

a few times a week everyday). Some respondents had cornrnented that the scale on the MBI was too 

restrictive. In response to this error, using the tracking system each respondent who had met the 

criteria for inclusion in the midy and who had retumed their completed sunrey was sent an "eat crow" 

letter (see Appendix D), identifjmg the mistake and requesting that they take the time to respond to 

the corrected version, which was sent dong with this cover ietter and a retum addressed, stamped 

envelope. As the completed venions of the revised MBI were received, they were matched up. using 

the tracking number. to the rest of that respondent's survey. 

If required, three weeks f i e r  the second mail-out. a new personalized cover letter (see 

Appendix E) with a handwritten signature, survey package (with the corrected scaling for the MBI), 

and a retum addressed envelope with postage was sent to ail members of the sample who had not yet 

responded. 

In designing the layout of the SOTPS, efforts were made to design the measure to enhance 

response rates as recornrnended by Salant and Diilman (1994). For example, a title and title page was 

developed for the survey (to spark peoples' interest and curiosity); the more interesting 

questions/mea~u~es were placed first with more mundane questions interspersed into the latter parts 

of the survey; instructions were constructed so they were consistent and easy to follow; the layout 

was left uncluttered and attention was given to the ordering and transition of the various measured 

questions, individual page design and scale design (for ease of data entry). A back cover was 

included, thanking respondents and allowing for comments. Although the SOTPS was rather lengthy 
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for a mail suwey, an anempt was made be concise and to keep the response time to under one hdf 

hour. 

Consistent with the recommendation by Salant and Diliman ( MM), advice was obtained from 

potential respondents about the SOTPS. A group of 10 sex offender therapists were asked to review 

and complete the measure and make comments reiated to overall design and structure, ease of 

responding, face validity and time to complete. The suggestions made by these chnicians were 

incorporated into the final version of the survey. 

As prwiously noted, a brightly coloured flyer was a h  included in the mail package indicating 

that an additional component of the research projea would include focus groups (see Appendix F). 

The flyer outlined the days and times of the focus groups, the duration of each focus group and the 

objectives of the focus groups. Individuals interested in participating were requested to contact the 

researcher either by telephone, facsimile or Email in order to sign up in advance for one of the two 

focus groups. Once again, ATSA members were informed that their participation would be greatly 

ap preciated. 

Focus Groups 

In an effon to gather qualitative data to supplement the quantitative data collected through 

the SOTPS, two focus groups were conducted. 

FOCUS groups involve group interaction based on a selected topic. The focus group 

participants disniss a particular topic or question under the direction of a moderator who prornotes 

interaction and guides the discussion (Richter, Battenberg & Robeno, 1 99 1 ). The fundamental data 

that focus groups produce are transcripts of the group discussions which are analysed for their 
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content. Whiie fonis groups rnay be used on their own as a means of data collection., they have also 

been identified as useful in supplementing data gathered through quantitative methods (Morgan, 

1988). The strength of focus groups lies in their ability to explore topics in geater depth than a 

nirvey, to coilect data from group interaction and to bring forward matenal that would not corne out 

in response to a researcher's preconceived questions (Morgan, 1988). 

Two focus groups were conducted, each lasting approximately one hour. The first focus 

group was attended by six clinicians and the second was attended by four. The number of focus 

groups conducted, duration of the focus groups and group size were consistent with 

recornmendations outlined by Morgan ( 1988, 1993) regarding focus group methodology. 

As previously indicated, the focus groups were held at the ATSA conference in Chicago, 

IUinois on November 14 and 15th. 1996 and were scheduled on two separate evenings (530 p-m - 

6:30 p-m.) following the conclusion of conference serninars for that day. The focus groups were 

conducted in a small conference room provided by the ATSA conference planning cornmittee. 

Holding the focus groups at the conference was determined to be conducive to the research 

project as it provided a convenient location for both participants and the researcher to corne together 

at a central and neutral site. 

Consistent with research methodoiogy on focus groups, a small number of general and open 

ended questions were asked during the focus groups. The focus group questions were as follows: 

1 ) What are the difficulties/stressors you have experienced as a result of providing direct clinical 

seMces to sex offenders?, 2) How do you cope with the difficultiedstressors associated with 
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providing sex offender treatment? and 3) What are the most important factors that contribute to 

make your clinical practice with sex offenders satisfjmg? 

These questions were specifically designed to be broadly stated to ailow and encourage the 

respondents to provide the information they felt to be most imponantlrelevant. rather than having 

them respond to the researcher's perceptions related to the topic areas. Leaving the questions open, 

also allows respondents to provide information not previously considered by the researcher. 

Additionally, open and general questions have been described as appropnate for this type of group 

study because of privacy issues. Within focus groups, participants are not only sharing their thoughts 

and feelings with the researcher, but also with other participants within the group. As a result, 

generai questions ailowed respondents the ability to discuss only what they were cornfortable sharing. 

The focus groups began with opening statements by the moderator, who in this study was the 

researcher. The topic of the research was introduced and the overall research project was descnbed. 

Pnor to proceeding, issues related tu confidentiality and pnvacy were raised and discussed. 

The participants were infiormeci that the focus groups would be taped and that the audio tapes would 

be reviewed and transcribed, solely for the purposes of this research project. They were also 

informeci that the transcripts would be anonyrnous and that their names would not appear, either in 

the transcripts or be connecteci to data utilized from the analysis of the transcripts. Participants were 

informed that the audio tapes would be destroyed once transcnbed. 

Once confidentidity issues had been covered to the group participants' satisfaction, some 

ground niles for the discussion were outlined and group members were encouraged to share their 

thoughts, opinions and experiences and rerninded of the importance of their participation by 
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indicating to them that the researcher is there to leam from them, a strategy recornmended in focus 

group methodology (Beiienger, Danny, Kenneth, Bernhardt & Goldstnicker, 1976. Morgan, 1988). 

The groups then proceeded with introductions. Each participant provided some background 

information about themselves and their involvement in sex offender treatment (e-g., profession, type 

of sex offender practice, years of chical experience with sex offenders, type of clients served). 

Introductions were viewed as a means of 'breaking the ice" and engaging the participants pnor to 

beginning the actual group discussion. 

Once the introductions were completed, the first question was posed and the discussion 

began. The questions were posed by the moderator and were recited from memory. Morgan (1 988) 

recornmends that the research questions be cornmineci to memoT so that participants are not holding 

back waiting to respond to the researcher's agenda as he/she refers to a printed list of topics. Raising 

the questions without having to refer to a list aiso ailowed the discussion to unfold in a more free 

flowing and natural manner. 

The methodology on conducting focus groups indicates that the level of moderator 

involvement cm be viewed on a continuum, ranging fiom moderators having a very low level of 

involvement to playing a very active d e .  The preference for social science research is for the 

moderator to have a low level of involvement and to atternpt to keep their cornments as non-directive 

as possible (Morgan, 1988). Morgan (1988) States that if the goal is to l e m  something new from 

the participants. it is best to let them speak for themselves. Low moderator involvernent minimizes 

moderator bias, focuses attention on the participants' thoughts and allows the researcher to see if 

participants organire their discussions around the same issues the researcher believes to be important. 
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Consistent with this, the moderator's level of involvement during the focus poups for this 

study was very low and specifically focused on explaining the purpose and objectives of the focus 

group. asking the questions of interest, facilitating a smooth and natural transition between the 

questions, following up on new topics that were r a i d  by group members, pacing the discussion in 

terms of the amount of time spent on each question and, when necessary, probing more deeply or 

skipping over areas that have already been covered. 

In addition to the moderator, a research assistant dso  participated in the focus groups. The 

research assistant's responsibilities were to make note of group dynamics, members' styles of 

presentation and themes observed over the course of the group discussion. 

The end of each focus group was signalled by the moderator identifjing the approaching end 

of the focus group and asking each person to provide any final comments or summary statements 

related to the various topic areas discussed. This was done to allow participates to make 

contributions that they have been holding back during the open discussion. It also brought closure 

to the discussion in a way that acknowledged the participation of each of the participants. 

The principle way of capturing the observations in a focus group is through audio taping the 

groups discussion (Morgan, 1988). The focus groups were audio taped using a tape recorder, a mixer 

and sound board, along with two extension microphones, specifically designed for audio taping in a 

group setting, to enhance the clarity of the audio taping. This specialized equipment was rented in 

Winnipeg and uansported to Chicago for the purpose of taping the focus groups. Prior to each focus 

group, the audio taping equipment was set up and a sound check was done to ensure that the 

equipment was functioning and that the sound leveis were set appropnately. A second research 
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assistant rnanned the mixer during the course of the focus group and was responsible for monitoring 

the sound levels and adjusting them accordingly, depending on the level of different goup 

participants' voices and background noise. 

Morgan ( 1988) indicates that typicdy participants are not concerned about the need to audio 

tape the focus group and that they quickly becorne relaxed and engaged in the procesr ignoring the 

tape recorder and microphones. Audio taping is recommended over video taping as it is less 

intrusive. This appeared to be the case with this research as none of the participants objected to the 

audio taping, once confidentiality and anonymity were discussed and discussion proceeded in a free, 

open and candid manner. 

Upon the conclusion of the focus group, the audio tapes were brought back to Winnipeg, 

were transcribed for analysis and then destroyed. The transcripts of the two Focus Groups are 

contained in Appendix G. 

Additional qualitative data was gathered through the back page of the SOTPS, where 

respondents were able to provide written cornments related to their experiences as a sex offender 

treatment provider. While anaiysis of respondents' cornments was not intended to be a part of the 

curent study, because of the valuable information provided by respondents, these cornments were 

categorized into major theme areas and are included in Appendix H. 

hstruments 

The Sex Offender SeMce Provider Survey consists of three standardized masures and a 

number of background questions (Appendix B). 
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Masfach Burnout Inventory: Human Services Suntey (MBIHSS) 

The MBI-HSS (Maslach & Jackson, 198 1) is a 22 item self-report measure which evaluates 

the expenence of bumout arnong human s e ~ c e  providers involved in interactions with clients that 

are centred on the client's problems (psychological, social, or physical). Three sub-scales measure 

three aspects of the bumout syndrome: Emotiond Exhaustion (EE, feelings of being emotionally 

overextended and exhausted by one's work), Depersonalization (DP, an unfeeling and impersonal 

response towards the recipients of one's service, care, treatment or instruction) and Personal 

Accomplishment (P4 feelings of cornpetence and successful achievement in one's work with people). 

Respondents indicate how ffequently they expenence the statements on the measure on a 7 point 

Likert-type sa le  ranging from Never (O) to Every Day (6). The scores for each of the sub-scaies are 

considered separately. and, as a result, tiuee separate scores are computed for each respondent. 

Higher scores on the EE and DP scales correspond to experiencing higher degrees of bumout while 

lower scores on the PA scale are associated with higher degrees of bumout . Test-retest reliability 

for the aib-scales are EE = .82; DP =.60; PA=.80. Reliability coefficients (Cronbach alphas) for the 

sub-des  are .90, -79 and -71 respectively. The standard error of measurement for the sub-scales are 

3.80 for EE, 3.16 for DP. and 3.73 for PA Dernographie noms are provided by the authors for the 

MBI sub-scales. 

Permission to reproduce this measure for the purpose of this dissertation was requested and 

obtakied from Consulting Psychologias Press, Inc. 
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Compasion Fatigue Self Test for Aychotherapists 

This 40 item self-report masure was developed by Figley (1 993) to evaluate the experience 

of compassion htigue and to discruninate bctween the experience of compassion fatigue and burnout 

among trauma workers. This measure has two sub-scales which are separately scored, one for 

bumout and the other for compassion fatigue. Each of the items on the measure is answered on the 

basis of the eequency with which the respondent experiences the aatements on a Likert-type scale 

from RarelyNever (1) to Very Ofien ( 5 ) .  The higher the scores on the compassion fatigue and 

burnout sub-scaies, the greater the expaience of that syndrome. The psychornetric propenies of this 

sale have been reportai by Stamm and Vara (1993). Alpha reliability scores ranged from 94 to 86. 

A structural analysis yielded one stable factor which is characterized by a depressed mood in 

relationship to work accompanied by feelings of fatigue, disillusionment and worthlessness. 

Structural Reiiability of this factor, as indicated by Tucker's Coefficient of Congruence is .9 1. 

Several items on this measure were dtered so that they would apply to a sex offender 

treatment provider population. Ofthe 13 modifications to the measure, al1 but one entailed replacing 

the term "client" with the term "sex offender client". For exarnple, an item originally reading "1 have 

felt a sense of hopelessness associated with working with clients" was modified to read "1 have felt 

a sense of hopelessness associated with working with sex offender clients". The other modification 

was to an item reading, "While working with a victim 1 thought about violence against the 

perpetrator", which was modified to read, "WhiIe addressing a sex offender's victimization issues 1 

have thought about violence against th& perpetrator". These changes to the measure were discussed 

with the author of the Compassion Fatigue SelfTest for Psychotherapists and made with his consent. 
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Personaï Resourca Questionnaire (PRQ) 

The PRQ is one of the domains h m  the Occupational Stress inventory (Osipow & Spokane. 

198 1 )  This measure can be utilized on its own as a stand alone measure assessing coping resources 

related to managing occupational stress. The PRQ is composed of four sub-scales: Recreation (RE, 

the extent to which an individual makes use of and denves pleasure and relaxation from regular 

recreational activities), SeIfbue (SC, the extent to which an individual regularly engages in personal 

activities which reduce or alleviate chronic stress), Social Support (SS, the extent to which an 

individual feels support and help f?om those around him/her) and RationaVCognitive Coping (RC, the 

extent to which an individuai possesses and uses cognitive skills in the face of work-related stresses). 

Responses are made using a 5 Likert-type scale which assess the fkequency with which an item applies 

to the respondent fiom Rarely or Never (1) to Most of the Time (5). 

The authors repon the internai consistency reliability coefficients (alpha) for the sub-scales 

of the PRQ to be: RE. 71; SC, .73; SS.83; RC. 78 and for the total PRQ,.88. The standard errors of 

measure were reported as 3 S4, RE; 3 -38, SC; 2.98, SS; 3.09, RC. Normative data are available fiom 

a sarnple of 909 adult aibjects employed primarily in technical, professional and managerial positions 

in schools. seMce organizations and manufacturing settings. 

Permission to reproduce this measure for the purpose of this dissertation was requested and 

obtained h m  Psychological Assessrnent Resources, Inc. 

Background ïnform4iion 

The background information included in the survey was derived fiom the literature related to 

factors moderating the experience of clinician stress, bumout, compassion fatigue and vicarious 
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traumatization. The background variables represent the independent variables of this study. The 

background information is divided into three subsections: therapist background variables (e.g., 

gender, age, educational background, profession, experience), practice setting variables (e-g., work 

sening, workplace support, program fiinding, salary) and client contactlexposure variables (e.g., case 

load, hours of clinical contact with clients, type of clients seen). 

RESUCTS 

Mail Survey Data 

Ch~mcten'~cs  of the Sanrple 

The majority of the sex offender treatment providers sampled consisted of male therapists 

(62%) whiie the remaining 38% were female clinicians. 

The mean age category of respondents was ages 41-50. Six percent of the respondents were 

age 30 and younger, 22% were between the ages 3 1-40, 48% between ages 4 1-50 and 24% were 

age 5 1 and over. 

The majority of respondents, (9 1%) were f?om the United States whiie the remaining 9% were 

fiom Canada. 

With reference to educational background, the majority of sex offender clinicians reported 

having a Masters level degree (62%). followed by a Doctorate level degree ( 5  1%) and a Bachelor of 

Arts Degee (5%). A srnd number of respondents reported an educational background in medicine 

( 1 %). Two percent of respondents endorsed the 'other' category and specified having achieved an 

educational degree (e.g., M.D.) as their highest level of education. Less than one percent of the 
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respondents reported that their highest level of education was completion of a high school or 

comrnunity college. 

In describing their primry professioc sex offender therapists most ofken identifed themselves 

as Master level therapists (4 1%), psychologists (32%) and social workers ( 15%). A smaller number 

were probation/parole officers ( 1 %), psychiatrists ( 1 %) and nurses ( 1 %). A number of respondent s 

(9%) endorsed the 'other' category. A range of professions were specified by these clinicians 

uiciuding: rninister, sexologist, police officed therapist, marriage and family therapist, mental health 

workerltherapist, college professor, correctional counsellor, residential counseIlor and licenced 

professional counsellor. 

The majority of the sex offender treatrnent providers surveyed were married or living in a 

comrnon Iaw relationship (75%). The remaining clinicians described themselves as single (1 5%) or 

separated or divorced (10%). Over half of the clinicians reported having children (60%, n=409). 

Over half of the sex offender treatment providers conducted their practice in the context of 

their employment with an agency or organization (59%) while the remaining 41% were in 

independent pracbce. Three quarters of the respondents identified providing sex offender treatment 

as part of a clinicai tearn practising within a specialized sex offender treatment program (76%). 

Clinicians reported delivering sex offender programming in a variety of settings. The majonty 

of respondents provided sex offender treatment in cornmunity based treatment prograrns (57%). 

Fourteen percent delivered programming within correctional institutions, while another 14% of 

respondents descriied practising in both cornmunity and correctional institution settings. Other areas 
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of practice included providing treatment in a residential setting (10%) and within a hospital setting 

(3%).  

Sex offender clients account for the bulk of the ciinician's client case load for the majority of 

treatment providers in this sarnple. Fifiy seven percent of the clinicians reponed that over 60% of 

their case load consisted of sex offender clients. Only 15% reponed that 25% or less of their case 

load was made up of sex offenders. Sex offender client caseloads are illustrated in Figure 1. 

Sex Offender Caseload 
Figure 1 
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Consistent with this, the clinicians sarnpled spent, on average, between 16-25 hours per week 

providing direct services to sex offenders. A number of treatment providers (40%) spent over 25 

hours per week providing direct services to sex offenden. 

Most of the sex offender treatment providers in this sample had a number of years experience 

providing clinical seMces to sex offenders. The mean category of years expenence delivenng sex 

offender programming was 7-9 years. Close to one half (42%) of the clinicians had provided 

treatrnent services to a sex offender population for 10 or more years. Only about 20% had less then 

three years experience in the field. Figure 2 outlines the years experience. 

Years of Experience 
Figure 2 
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Demographic Vatiables Related tu Thetapist, Ractice S&g and Client Population 

While the majority of the respondents (61%) reported that they did not have extensive 

specialized training before beginning clinical work with sex offender clients, most said that they 

received such training once in the field. The rnajority of respondents reponed considerable 

opportunities to participate in continuing education activities (70%) and oppominities to consult with 

more experienced clinicians with expertise in sex offender treatment (70%). Fewer therapists 

reponed having opportunities for ongoing clinical supervision, with only a little over a quarter of 

respondents saying that they were receiving 'quite a bit', or  'a great deal' of ongoing clinical 

supervision. Respondents' levels of training are summarized in Figure 3. 

Type and Level o f f  raining 
Figure 3 

50 
Type d Trdning 
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An overview of the organizational supports and stressors of the sarnple is summarized in 

Figures 4 and 5. Most respondents received 'quite a bit' to 'a great deal' of support at their place of 

work from administrators (56%) and colleagues (60%). Despite these supports, a number of 

respondents reponed experiencing stress associated with organizational politics (42%). The lack of 

stable fùnding was another area of significant concem for almost half of the therapists (49%). 

Organizational Supports 
Figure 4 
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Organizational Stressors 
Figure 5 

35 
Type d Stnruu 

A l m t  Nom very 

As previousiy noted, the respondents spend a great deal of time providing direct clinical 

senices to sex offender clients. Over 60% of the respondents delivered 16 hours or more, of clinical 

s e ~ c e s  per week to sex offenders. The range of clinical hours of seMce delivery with sex offender 

clients is summarized in Figure 6. 
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Hours of Clinical Services 
Figure 6 

Despite clinicians reporting that the majonty of their caseload was made up of sex offender 

clients and the reponed high level of clinical hours provided to these clients, the vast majority of 

respondems describe their caseloads as manageable (86). Only a srnall number see thernselves as 

having too many sex offender clients (10%). 

The vast majority of respondents, (82%) reported providing clinical services to sex offender 

clients for over a one year period. The mean category of time in treatment with sex offenders was 

16-25 months in duration. The length of time spent in treatment with sex offenders is outlined in 

Figure 7. 
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Length of Treatment with Clients 
Figure 7 

Clinicians were asked to rate the extent to which they found working with specific groups of 

sex offenders stressful. Sadistic sex offenders were seen to be the most stressful sex offender group 

to work with, followed by rapist/pedophiles, offenders who had histones of committing sexual 

offences against both adult and child victims. Incest offenders and sex offenders in the 'other' 

category were rated as the l e s t  stressful to work with. In specifling the type of offenders in the 

'other' category, clinicians identified exhibitionists, voyeurs, frotteures, obscene telephone callers, 

female offenders, professional sexud rnisconduct, sexually reactive children, sexual addias and 

zoophilia Clinicians' ratings of the stress associateci with specioc ûategories of sex offenders are listed 

in Figure 8. 
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Level of Stress by Type of Client 
Figure 8 

-Lsvsl 

Measrtres of tlrtrnout, Compassion Forigue and Coping 

To assess the intemal consistency of each of the self report measures and the sub-scales 

Chronbach alpha's were calculated. This was done on the three sub-scales of the MBI, the two sub- 

d e s  of the Compassion Fatigue SelfTest for Psychotherapists, and the four sub-scales of the PRQ. 

Each of the measures demonstrated acceptable intemal consistency with alphas > .70. With the 

exception of the compassion fatigue sub-scale alphas, which are a bit lower than published values. 

the alphas are very comparable to that previously reported. The results for each of the sub-scales of 

the three measures are summarized in Table 1. 
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I Maslach Burnout Inventory 

Reported Alphas 
(Maslach, Jackson & Leiter, 1996) 

Current Study 

l Compassion Fatigue Self-Report Test for Psychotherapists 

Reported Range of Alphas 
(Stamm & Vara, 1993) 

Current Study 

- - -  

Personal Resource Questionnaire 

Compassion Fatigue 

Reported Alphas 
(Ckipow & Spokane, 1983) 

Current Study 

.94-.86 0.79 

Self-are 

Social Support 

RationaYCognitive Coping 

O. 73 

0.83 

0.76 

0.84 

O. 78 0.8 
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The means and standard deviations for the three sub-scales of the ME31 are summarized in 

Table 2, and the observed redts are compared to normative data for a large group of mental health 

service providers (Maslach & Jackson, 198 1 ). The current sample of sex offender dinicians scored 

similady to the mental health seMce providers (psychologists, psychotherapins, counselors, mental 

hospital staff, psychiatnsts) studied by Maslach and Jackson ( 198 1) .  

Table 2 
Means and Standard Deviations for the M B I  Subscahs 

Depersonalimtion 

Personal Accomplîshment 

Mental Health Providers 
(Maslach & Jackson, 1981) 

Sex Offender Chicians 



While the sex offender treatment providers on average, did not differ from mental health 

providers on the scale for emotional exhaustion, they report a shghtly higher mean score on the 

depersonalization scale, and a higher mean score on the persona1 accomplishment scale. 

Maslach, Jackson & Leiter (1996) provide a Table categorking MBI scores on each of the 

sub-scaies into ranges (low, medium and hi&) for the experience of bumout. Table 3 outlines the 

established cut off points provided by these authors for the group of mental health providers and 

illustrates how the sex offender treatment providers sarnpled fit into these categorizations. 

While the rnajority of sex offender therapists score in the average or low range for ernotional 

exhaustion (68.9%) and depersonalization (5 5.6%), about one third of the treatment providers 

(3 1.1%) scored in the high range for emotionai exhaustion and 44.4% scored in the hi& range for 

depersonaiization. Only 2.6% of the sex offender treatrnent providers scored in the high range for 

bumout on the personal accomplishrnent scale. 

The means and standard deviations for the two sub-scales of the Compassion Fatigue Self 

Test for Psychotherapists are presented in Table 4. 

Although Figley (1995) does not provide normative data for this scale, categorizations for the 

two sub-scales scores are provided. The scales are categorized based on the degree of nsk dinicians 

are at for expenencing bumout and compassion fatigue. The mean response on the bumout scale for 

sex offender therapists falls within the 'extremely low risk for bumout' category. The rnean score 

on the compassion fatigue scale fdls within the 'low risk for compassion fatigue'. 

Figure 9 presents the categorizations and the range of respondents' scores on these two sub- 

scales. 



Table 3 
Categorhtion of MBI Scons 
Range of Experienee of Buniout 

Emotional Exhaustion 

High 
Average 
Low 

Depersonalization 

Hi& 
Average 
Lou. 

Persona1 Accomplishment 

High 
Average 
LoW 

Mental Health Providers 
(Maslach. Jackson & kiter, 1996) 

Sex Offender Clinicians 



Table 4 
Mans and Standard Deviations 

Compassion Fatigue Self Test for Psychotherapists 

1 Compassion Fatigue I 

Sub-scale Sex Offender CIinicians 
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Risk for Burnout & Fatigue 
Figure 9 

Overall respondents were at low risk for both bumout and compassion fatigue, however some 

elevated responses occurred. Moderate levels or risk were noted for both bumout (17%) and 

compassion fatigue (29%). While only a small number of respondents scored as being at high to 

extremely high risk for bumout (2%). a greater number, (2 1%) scored as being at high to extremely 

high risk for compassion fatigue. 

One ofthe research questions and areas of interest was the potential association between the 

concepts and measurement of bumout and compassion fatigue. In order to explore this association, 
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a correlational analysis was examinecl between the sub-scales of the M B I  and the Compassion Fatigue 

Self-Test for Therapists was conducted. The two concepts and meanires were significantly associated 

@ 2 .O0 1 in al1 cases), and the correlations between these two measures are listed in Table 5. 

Table 5 
Intercorreiations Between Sub-scales for the 

MBI and Compassion Fatigue SeIf-Test for Psychotheraputs 

- - - -  -- 

The means and standard deviations for the four ~cales ofthe PRQ are reported in Table 6 and 

are compared to a cornparison group of 549 working aduits (Osipow & Spokane. 1983). The two 

groups appeared comparable on each of the four sub-scales. 

Osipow and Spokane (198 1) describe a range and categorization ofscores for each of the sub- 

scales, which delineates the degree to which respondents evidence either deficits or strengths in the 

style of coping measured by the particular sub-scale. While the cut off points for each of the 

categories is consistent for male and fernale respondents, conversions nom raw scores to the t-scores 
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utilized for categorizing, are ciiffirent for female and male respondents. The different categorizations 

for the PRQ sub-scales and the breakdown of how the male and female sex offender treatment 

providers fit into these categories are listed in Table 7. Overail, there did not appear to be any 

difEerence between the coping skills of the male versus the female sex offender treatment providers. 

The vast majority of chcians demonstrated average to superior coping skills on each of the coping 

areas assessed: use of recreaiion, self-care, social supports and rationaVcognitive coping. 

Table 6 
Meuis and Standad Deviations For the PRQ Sub-sedes 

Su b-scale 

Sel f-care 

M 
SD 

Social Support 

M 
SD 

Working Adults 
(Osipow & Spokane, 1983) 

Sex Offender Clinicians 



Table 7 
Range oCCoping Skiils on PRQ by Gender 

Recreation 

Significant Deficits 
Mild Deficits 
Average Shlls 
Strong Skills 

Significant Deficits 
Mild Deficits 
Average Sliills 
Strong Shlls 

Social Support 

Siprrificant Deficits 
Mild Deficits 
Average Sliills 
Strong Skills 

Rational Cognitive Coping 

Significant Deficits 
Mild Deficits 
Average Shlls 
Strong Shlls 

Male Sex Offender Clinicians FemaIe Sex Offender Clinicians 
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Associations between coping skills and the experience of burnout and compassion fatigue 

were investigated. Higher scores, indicating stronger coping skills, on the sub-scales of the PRQ 

were associated with lower levels of emotional exhaustion, depersonalkation, a greater degree of 

personal accomplishment and lower levels of burnout and compassion fatigue. These correlations are 

iisted in Table 8. The strongest associations appeared between having a high level of social suppons 

and low bumout scores, r (675) = -.4 1. p 5 .O00 1. and good recreationai outlets and low burnout 

scores, r (675) = -.40, p 5 .O00 1. 

Table 8 
Intercorrelritions Between Subgcnies of the PRQ and the 

MBI and Compassion Fatigue Self-Test for Psychotheraphts 

I MBI & Compassion Fatigue 
Sub-scales 1 RC ( RE 1 SC 

MBI 

EE 

Compassion Fatigue 

Buniout 

1 Compassion Fatigue 1 - -27 1 - -25 ( -.20 
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Impact and Modulating Variables 

1. Therapist Variables 

Cortefates of Burnout and Cornparrion Fatigue and Difference in the Erperience of Distress 

A number of therapist variables demonstrated modest, yet significant associations with the 

experience of the constmcts of Burnout and Compassion Fatigue. Therapist variables were 

conceptudized as demographic, personal and professional development, and emotional stability 

variables. The associations between therapist variables and emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, 

penonal accomplistunent and bumout and compassion fatigue are surnmarized in Table 9. While, the 

magnitude of the correlations is modest, al1 are significant at the p 5 -05 level. 

Age was negatively associated with markers of distress. Since it is possible that education 

and yean of professionai expenence may be confounding variables, correlations for age were re-run 

controlling for education and years experience. When these variables were controlied in a pmial 

correlation, age was found to be associated with the expenence of emotional exhaustion, r(53 1)= - 

-13. &O 1 and depersonalization, r(53 1 )= -. 10. p 5 -05. Younger therapists (age 26-3 0) expenenced 

a significantly higher degree of emotional exhaustion than did older therapists (age 3 1 and older), F 

(8, 514) = 3.90,pl .001. 

Education level was associated with personal accomplishrnent, with higher educated clinicians 

reporthg a p a t e r  degree of personal accomplishment, r (540) = -13. p 5 .O5. As above, a correlation 

was conducteci controlling for age. Education was niIl significantly associated with persona1 

accomplishment . 
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Years experience was related both to the experience of depletion and satisfaction. Clinicians 

with fewer yean experience providing clinical services to sex offenders expenenced higher levels of 

ernotional exhaustion, 4 5 3  1 )=. - 10, p 5 .OS, while clinicians with more years experience reported a 

greater sense of personal accomplishment, r(53 1 )= -. 14, p < -05. 

Srnall associations were found between type of profession and the sub-scales for the measures 

of Burnout and Compassion Fatigue. The direction of these associations suggest that higher status 

professions, as defined by higher educational level, experience lower levels of emotional exhaustion 

and depersonalization and are at less risk for bumout and compassion fatigue. Profession was also 

related to respondents' sense of persona1 accomplishment. Masters and Doctoral level therapists 

reported a sigruficantly great er sense of personal accomplishrnent associated with their sex offender 

practice than did probation and parole officers, F (6, 533) = 2.77, E. 01. 

Therapist variables such as gender, reiationship statu and being a parent did not intluence any 

of the sub-scales of the Bumout and Compassion Fatigue measures. 

Personal and professional development variables were significantly associated with therapist 

bumout and compassion fatigue. These associations are iisted in Table 9 and ail associations reponed 

were significant at p 5 .Os. In this regard it is important to note that clinicians who received more 

initial training prior to beginning their work with sex offenders, as well as clinicians who had greater 

oppominities to participate in continuing education, reponed lower levels of emotional exhaustion, 

depersonalization, burnout and compassion fatigue, and experienced a greater level of personal 

accomplishment. Additionally, sex offender treatment providers who had greater opporuinities to 

consuit with other expens in the field of sex offender treatment and who had more extensive clinical 
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t Table 9 

i Intercorrelations Bctwetn Theripbt Variables and Sub-sales of the 

l MBI and Compassion Fatigue Self-Test for Psyehotherapists 

1 Therapist Variables I MBI 1 Compassion Fatigue 

Demograph ic Variables 1 
1 1 

Education 

I 

Profession 

Burnout Fatigue PA EE DP 

Depression 
(General. over lasf 6 monrhs) 

- .O9 

N S .  

- -11 

N S .  

N S -  

,13 

N S  

-. 14 

L 

Years Esperience - .IO N.S. 

PersonaURo essional 
Developrnen 

Depression (Rg~texxiy work as 

N S -  

NS- 

- -08 

N S -  

- -10 

-. 1 1 

- .12 

Supenision 

- .O9 

-. 17 

-. 17 

Initial Training 

Continuing Education 

Consultation 

- -11 

- .16 

-. 16 

-. 14 

- .12 

N.S. 

.14 

.17 

-16 
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supe~sion experienced lower levels of emotional exhaustion and burnout. Access to consultation 

was also associated with lower levels of compassion fatigue and a greater sense of personal 

accomplishment. These findings underscore the importance of education and support in buffering 

against bumout and compassion fatigue. 

Given the modest b e l  of the correlations for some of the associations of interest, pmicularly 

persona1 and profession development variables and emotional health variables, it was believed that 

these associations were not linear. As a result, F tests were conducted to determine and illustrate 

information not contained in the correlatons. This added information and shows how the groups at 

the tails of the distribution diEer fiom each other. 

Therapists who reported having received 'quite a bit' of training pnor to providing sex 

offender treatment expenenced significantiy lower levels of depersonalkation than did clinicians who 

reponed having very little training prior to entering the field, F (4, 53 7) = 3 -09, p<_ .05. 

The associations between the level of opportunity to consult and the experience of bumout, 

compassion fatigue, emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and persona1 accomplishrnent are 

displayed in Figures 10 and 1 1. 

Chcians who reponed having 'atmoa none' and 'very iittle' opponunity to consult with other 

chcians with expertise in the field were at significantly greater risk for bumout, F (4, 673) = 7.1 1. 

< .0001, relative to clinicians who reponed having 'some' to 'a great deal of oppominity' to consult. - 

Respondents who had 'alrnoa none' or 'veq Me'  opportunity to consult were at significantly greater 

risk for compassion fatigue than therapists with 'quite a bit', to 'a great deal of opportunity' to consult, 

F (4, 673) = 3.72, p ( -01. 
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Clinicians who had 'almoa no opportunity' to consult experienced significantly higher levels 

of emotional exhaustion than clinicians who consulted 'a great deal of the tirne', F (4. 573) = 4.04, 

p 5 . 0 1 .  Sex offender treatment providers who fiequently consulted demonstrated a greater sense 

of personai accornplishment than those who had Iittle opportunity to consult, F (4, 537) = 4.03. 

pS.001. 

Burnout and Fatigue by Consultation 
Figure 10 

LsvddRwnoutudF.agus 
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EE, DP, PA by Consultation 
Figure 11 

O 

~ l w N o n e  Very Uttle Some a 8tl A Great Deal 
o p p o r t u n t y t o - m m  

Therapists who had 'very little opporninity' to participate in continuing education were at 

greater risk for burnout, F (4, 672) = 5.17, p < -001, and for compassion fatigue, F (4,673) = 3.65. 

p 5 .O 1 ,  compared to those who reponed having 'quite a bit', to 'a great deal' of opporninity for 

continuing education. These associations are displayed in Figure 12. 
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Burnout and Fatigue by Continuing Ed 
Figure 12 

hmfdsumoufudFi(lgu 

+- + Fm- 

In addition, clinicians who had little opportunity to participate in continuing education 

experienced higher levels of emotional exhaustion, F (4, 5 73) =3.95, p 5 .O 1, than did therapists with 

'a great deal' of continuing education opportunities, and evidenced a lower sense of persond 

accomplishment, F (4, 537) = 4.26, p 9 .O 1, compared to therapists with 'quite a bitf to 'a great deal' 

of O pponunity for continuing education. 

Sex offender treatment providers who had almost no opponunity to receive clinical 

supervision expenenced higher levels of emotional exhaustion, F (4, 534) = 2.93, p < -05, and were 

at greater risk for bumout than thenpins who received 'somef clinical supervision, F (4, 668) = 3 27 ,  

p 5 .O5 



Therapists' emotional heaIth was mon mongly associateci wîth the expenence of bumout and 

compassion fatigue. Therapists were asked to what extent they had felt sad and dom-hearted over 

the 1st 6 months. The more h u e n t  these depressed syrnptoms were reported, the greater the level 

of bumout, compassion fatigue, emotional exhaustion and depersonalization, and the lower the level 

of persona1 accoqlishrnent. The degree to which clinicians reported having felt depressed over the 

1 s t  six months was significantly related to al1 of the sub-scales of the MBI and Compassion Fatigue 

Self-Test for Psychotherapists atp 5 .O001 level. These associations are displayed in Figures 13 and 

14. 

Burnout and Fatigue by Depression 
Figure 13 
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EE, DP, PA by Depression 
Figure 14 

Therapias who reported having felt depressed 'almost al1 the time' and 'a good bit of the time' 

were at significantly greater risk for bumout, F (4, 675) = 88.30, p 5 .O00 1, and compassion fatigue, 

F (4,676) = 55.73, p <.0001, than were those therapists who reponed 'never', or 'rarely' having felt 

depressed in the last six months. 

Those therapists who reported depression also experienced significantly higher levels of 

emotional exhaustion, F (4, 538) = 70.1 1, p < .O00 1, and depersonalization, F (4, 538) = 74-95, p 

c -000 1 than those respondents who had 'never" or "rarelyt7 been depressed in the last six months. - 

As well, sex offender practitioners who did not descnbe depressive symptoms expenenced greater 
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feelings of personal accomplishrnent, F (4. 538) = 14.8 1, p < .O00 1, than those therapists who had 

recently felt depressed 'a good bit of the time' or 'almost d l  the time'. 

One of the items on the Compassion Fatigue Self-Test for Psychotherapists asks more 

specifically, to what extent clinicians have felt depressed as a result of their work as a sex offender 

therapist. High levels of work-related depression were associated with bumout and compassion 

fatigue. These correlations are found in Table 9. Clinicians who reported ofte% or very ofien having 

felt depressed as a result of their work as a therapist, were at significantly greater risk for bumout, 

F (4, 675) = 1 16.09, p < .O00 1, and compassion fatigue, F (4, 676) = 59.19, p 5 .O00 1, than 

therapists who reponed neverhrely feeling depressed as a result of their work. This association is 

illustrated in Figure 15. As well, clinicians who reported oflen feeling depressed as a result of 

working as a sex offender therapist experienced significantly higher levels of emotional exhaustion, 

F (4, 534) = 55.12, p 5 .O00 1. and depersonalization, F (4, 534) = 19.36, p 5 .O00 1, compared to 

treatment providers who neverhrely or at times experienced work related depression. Sex offender 

treatment providers who described nevedrarely feeling depressed as a result of their work as a 

therapist experienced a significantly higher sense of personal accomplishrnent compared to those who 

ofken felt depressed by their work, F (4, 534) = 13.1 7, p l  -000 1. These associations are depicted in 

Figure 16. 



Burnout and Fatigue by Work Depression 



EE, DP, PA by Work Depression 
Figure 16 

Other items embedded in the Compassion Fatigue Self-Test for Psychotherapists were of 

interea For exampie, the question about clinicians' experience of  feeling weak, tired, and mn d o m  

as a result of their work as a therapist was explored. Higher scores on this item were associated with 

the experience of bumout, r (686) = .62, p 5 .O00 1 and compassion fatigue, r (68 1) = -47, p 5 .O00 1. 

In addition, feeling weak, tired and run down due to working as a sex offender therapist was 

associated with the expenence of emotional exhaustion, r (5 3 9) = .5 7, .O00 1, depersonaiization, 

r (539) = -3 1, p 5 .000L, and lower levels of personal accornplishment, r (539) = -.30, p< .0001. 

This questionnaire also asked chcians about having experienced traumatic events as an adult 

and as a child, and about clinicians' perceptions that they have had to "work through" traumatic 
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expenences in their lives. Clinicians who reported experiencing childhood and adult trauma 

experienced greater levels of bumout, r (680) = - 1  1, p 5 .O 1; r (680) = .13,  p < .O0 1, and compassion 

fatigue, r (68 1) = .40, p 5 -0001; r (68 1) = .35, p < .0001. Clinicians who reponed needing to address 

traumatic expenences in their life reported greater levels of emotionai exhauaion, r (539) = .13, p 

< 0 1, bumout r (680) = -2 1, p 5 .O00 1, and compassion fatigue, r (68 1) = .46, p < .O00 1. - 

Bedicrors of Burnout and Compwion Fatrgue 

In order to examine those therapist variables that accounted for a significant portion of the 

variance on each ofthe sub-scales of the Compassion Fatigue Self-Test for Psychotherapists and the 

MBI, a stepwise multiple regression andysis was undenaken. Given the absence of a formal model, 

the more exploratory step-wise procedure was chosen over a hierarchical procedure. A surnmary of 

the stepwise regression analysis for therapist variables predicting the dependent variables is found in 

Table 10 and 1 1. With the stepwise procedure, order of entry of the variables is determined by the 

statistical andysis. 

Ovemil, those variables which assessed the emotional stability of respondents accounted for 

the greatest amount of variance on al1 dependent measures. 

The overall mode1 for the Bumout sub-scale of the Compassion Fatigue Self-Test for 

Psycho t herapists was highly significant, accounting for 53% of the variance. Clinicians' feeling 

depressed as a r e d t  of their " work as a therapist " was entered into the first equation, accounting for 

40% of the variance on the Bumout sub-scale. On the second step, feeling weak, tired and rundown, 

as a r e d t  of working as a therapist, was added to the equation. The addition of this second variable 

accounted for an additional 9% percent of the variance. On the third step, feeling sad and down- 
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hearted within the last six months was added to the equation. The addition of this third variable 

accounted for an additional 4% of the variance. While some demographic variables were significant 

(e-g., participatior: Li continuing education and gender), the percentage of variance accounted for was 

minimal. 

The o v e ~ l l  model for the Compassion Fatigue mb-sale of the Compassion Fatigue Self-Test 

for Psychotherapists was highly significant, accounting for 33% of the variance. Clinicians' feeling 

depressed as a result of working as a therapist accounted for 26% of the variance. On the second 

step, feeling sad and down-hearted within the 1st six months was added to the equation. The addition 

of this second variable resulted in an additional 7% of the variance. Background variables, such as 

profession and having sex offender specific training prior to providing clinical seMces to this 

population , were significant, however, again, the percentage of the variance accounted for was 

minimal. 

In looking at the sub-scales of the MBI, the overall mode1 for Emotional Exhaustion was 

significant. accounting for 4 1% of the variance. Clinicians' 'feeling weak, tired and rundown as a 

result of working as a therapist' was entered into the fint sep and accounted for 3 10i0 of the variance. 

The second step in the equation was, 'feeling sad and dom-hearted within the last six months'. which 

accounted for an additional 1W percent of the variance. Finally, the third step, 'feeling depressed as 

a r d t  of their work as a therapist' accounted for an additional 3% of the variance. Aithough some 

demographic variables were significant predicton in the overall model (e.g., participation in 

continuing education, age and levei of supervision). the percentage of variance accounted for was 

minimal. 



Table 10 
Sanunsry of Stepwk Regresioa A d y s i s  for TherapiOt Variables Predieting 

Sub-Scaies of the Compassion Fatigue Sdf Test for Psychofhéfapkts 
(Buniout and Compassion Fatigue) 

Bumout (Overall Model) 

F 254.39. df = 665. p 5 -0001. Total ~djusted R" .53 

Variable 

Step 1 

Depressed as a therapist 

step2 
Feeling weak tireci. and m d o m  as therapist 

Depressed as therapist 

Step 3 

Feeling weak. tired, and rundown as therapist 

Depressed as therapist 

Having felt downhearted. last 6 months 

Compassion Fatigue (Oierall Model) 

F= 163 -74. df = 667, p 5 -000 1. Total Adjusteci R2= .33 

Variable 

Step 1 

Depresseci as a therapist 

Step 2 

Depressed as therapist 

Having feh dounhearted. last 6 months 
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Tabk I l  
Summary of Stepwise Ftegression Anaiysis for TherapW Variables Predicting 

SahScaIes of the MBI 
(Ernotiotml hhiustion, Depersoaatizartion and Personil Actomplishment) 

Emotional Exhaustion (Overall Modcl) 

1 F = 188.38. df = 530. p <.0001. Total Adjusted RJ= .41 

Variable 
r 

step 1 

Feeling we& t d  and nuidown as therapist 
- - -  -- - -- 

Step 2 

Feeling weak, tired. and rundown as therapist 

Having felt domimirteci. Iast 6 mon* 

1 Depersonalkation (Overall Model) 

1 F =  56.65. df= 530. p 5.0001. Total ~djusted RL . l 7  

Step 2 

Depressed as therapist 

Step 1 

Having felt do\m.hearted.. last 6 months -.37 

Personal Accomplis hment (Overall Model) 

F = 35.35. d f =  530. p < . 0 0 0 1 ~  ~otal~djustedR'= - 1 1  

Having felt downheartcd, las1 6 months -.27 
: 

Step I 

Feeling weak tired. and rundo~n as therapist 

Step 2 

Feeling weak, tired. and rundoun as therapist 

Having felt doumhearted, last 6 mon& 

-.30 

-.2 1 

.19 

-7.24 

-4.37 

4.09 

.O000 

.O000 

.O000 



The overall mode1 for the Depenonalization sub-scale of the MBI was significant and 

accounted for 17% of the variance. The first variable to be entered into the equation was 

'experiencing depressive symptoms within the last six months'. accounting for almost 14% of the 

variance. Clincians 'feeling depressed as a result of working as a therapist' was added in the second 

step and accounted for an additional 3% of the variance. Once again, demographic variables such as 

profession, having sex offender specific training prior to providing clinical services to sex offenders, 

age and gender were dso signifiant, however. the percentage of variance accounted for was minimal. 

The overail mode1 for the Penonal Accomptishment sub-sale of the MBI was significant and 

accounted for 11% of the variance. The first variable to be entered was a negative predictor 

'clùiicians feeling weak, tired, and rundown as a result of working as a therapist', and accounted for 

9% of the variance. On the second nep,'feeling sad and down-hearted within the last six rnonths' was 

added to the equation, accounting for an additional 3% percent of the variance. Other significant 

variables included participation in continuing education, feeling depressed as a result of working as 

a therapist, education and having sex offender specific training pnor to providing clinical seMces to 

this population, however, the percentage of the variance accounted for was minimal. 
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II. Practice Setting Variables 

Correlates of Burnouf and Compassion Fatigue and Difference in the Expmenence of Distress 

The setting in which participants practiced had a significant impact on therapist distress. The 

associations between practice setting variables and emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, personal 

accomplishment and burnout and compassion fatigue are surnmarized in Tablela. While the 

magnitude of the correlations is modest, al1 those reponed in Table 12 are sigdïcant at thep 5 .O5 

level, unless othenvise specified. 

It was found that proMders who practice out of an agency, expenenced more distress than 

did those in private practice. Sex offender treatrnent providers who practiced within an agency (A4 

= 18.58, SD = 9.93) were seen to experience a greater level of emotional exhaustion than did private 

practice clinicians (M = 1 5.55 ,  SD = 8.08), z (5 1 5) = 13.10, p < .O0 1. Therapists working out of an 

agency (M = 3 9.76, SD = 5 -56) also experienced higher levels of depersonalization than those in 

independent practice (M = 41.34, SD = 4.93), t ( 492) = 4.86, p 5 -05. Consistent with this patteni, 

clinicians employed by an agency (M = 32.25, SD = 6.82), were at significantly greater risk for 

compassion fatigue than private practice clinicians (M = 30.73. SD = 5-70), t (652) = 4.57, p 5 -05. 

Practice setting was also associated with elements of burnout and compassion fatigue. 

Therapists providing treatment services in correctional institutions experienced greater levels of 

depersonalization, F (5, 536) = 3.2577, MSE = 23.9, p < .O 1, than community treatment providers 

or clinicians who practiced in both community and institutional settings. As well. clinicians who 

practiced out of community based treatment programs expenenced higher levels of personal 

accomplishment than those who worked in correctional institutions, F (5, 536) = 3.25, p 5 -0 1. 



Table 12 

IritercorrdPtioas Between Practice Settiag Variables and Sub-SCILkS of the 
MBI and Compagsim Fatigue Sd~Test  for Psychotherapists 

Practice M i n g  

Variables 

Private Practice 
VS 

Agen- Practice 

Support wirhin Setting 

Admmstrative Support 

Colleague Support 

Concem Associated with 
Organizationai Polices 

Concem Associated \?th 
Stability of Funding for 

MBI 
~ Compassion Fatigue 

N.S. 

EE DP 

N S .  

PA 

.14 .O8 

Burnout Fatigue 
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The bel of support clinicians received within their practice was associated with bumout and 

compassion fatigue. Specifically, those therapists who reported receiving greater levels of 

administrative and colleague support reported lower levels of emotional exhaustio~ 

depersonalization, bumout, compassion fatigue and a greater sense of personai accomplishment. 

Sex offender therapists who indicated that they received 'almost no' administrative support 

for their work with sex offenders were at greater nsk for burnout, F (4, 637) = 8.38, p 5 .0001, 

compared to those who reponed receiving 'some', 'quite a bit' or 'a great deal' of administrative 

suppon. Those clinicians who reported receiving 'very little' or 'some' administrative support 

experienced higher levels of emotionai exhaustion, F (4, 509) = 5.82, p 5 -0001, than those who 

received 'a great deal' of support and were also at greater risk for compassion fatigue, F (4, 638) = 

3.53, p i.0001. Clhicians who received 'a great deal' of administrative support experienced a higher 

sense of personal accomplishment than did those who only reported having 'very little' or 'some' 

support. 

Collegial support was also an important moderating variable. Clinicians who reported 

receMng 'almost no support' were at greater risk for burnout, F (4, 670) = 1 7 . 5 6 , ~  5 .O00 1, and for 

compassion fatigue, F (4, 671) = 7.35, p 5 -000 1 than clinicians who had 'quite a bit' or 'a great deal' 

of colleague support. Sex offender practitioners who did not have collegial suppon expenenced 

higher levels of emotional exhaustion than clinicians who had 'some', 'quite a bit' or 'a great deal' of 

support from colleagues, F (4, 534) = 8.64, p < .0001. Practitioners who reported 'very little' or 

'some' collegial support expenenced higher levels of depersonalization than those who had 'a great 

deal' of support from colleagues, F (4, 534) = 3 -96, p 5.01. Collegiai support was also related to 
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treatment providers' sense of persona1 accornplishment. Therapists who reported having a great deal 

of collegiai suppon reported higher levels of personal accornplishment, F (4, 534) = 8.84 17. MSE 

= 27.30, p 5 .O0 1. 

The associations between administrative and collegial support and bumout and compassion 

fatigue are illustrated in Figures 1 7 and 18. 

Bumout and Fatigue by Admin. Support 
Figure 17 

40 
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Burnout + Fatigue by Collegial Support 
Figure 18 

M a ( B u m u t r r d f ~ ~  

The increased instability of the practice sening was also associated with increased therapist 

impact. More spedcally, chcians who reported greater levels of stress as measured by higher levels 

of emotional exhaustion, depersonaikation, burnout and compassion fatigue, also reported higher 

levels o f  organizationd politics. These correlations are reported in Table 12 and the association 

between organizational politics and burnout and compassion fatigue is illustrated in Figures 19. 
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Burnout + Fatigue by Org. Politics 
Figure 19 

Clinicians who reported experiencing a high level of concern about the stability of ongoing 

funding for their sex offender treatment practicefprogram experienced a sirnilar negative impact. 

These correlations are reported in Table 12. Practitioners who reported expenencing 'a great deal of 

concern' about hnding for their sex offender practice experienced higher levels of emotional 

exhaustion, F (4, 670) = 3.37, p 5 .O 1,  and depersonalization, F (4, 534) = 3.04, p < .OS, than did 
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those who reported 'almost no concem' about fiinding. Therapists who had 'a great deal of concem' 

about b d i n g  were also at sigmficantly greater nsk for bumout than clinicians who experienced only 

'some' or 'no concem' about funding, F (4, 670) = 6.70, p 5 .0001, and were at greater risk for 

compassion fatigue, F (4, 67 1) = 2.39, p 5.05, than clinicians who experienced only 'some' concem 

about funding. 

Pkedictors of Barnout and Compassion Fatigue 

To explore the practice setting variables which predicted scores on the sub-scales of the 

Compassion Fatigue Self-Test for Psychotherapists and the MBI, a stepwise multiple regression 

analysis was undertaken. A summary of the stepwise regression analysis for practice setting variables 

predicting the dependent vaxiables is found in Table 13 and 14. Overall, the level of collegial support 

and the level of stress experienced as a result of organizational politics accounted for the greatest 

percentage of the variance on al1 dependent mesures. It should be noted however, that the 

percentage of the variance accounted by practice setting variables tended to be low. 

The overall mode1 for the Burnout sub-scale of the Compassion Fatigue Self-Test was 

significant and accounted for 13% of the variance. The level of collegial support was entered into 

the first equation and accounted for 8% of the variance. On the second step, the level of stress 

associated with organizationai politics was added to the equation. The addition of this second variable 

accounted for an additional 5% percent of the variance. Other variables that were seen to be 

significant included the adequacy of the clinician's wage, and the stability of the funding for the 

clinician's sex offender treatment services, however, the percentage of the variance accounted for was 

minimal. 
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Tabk 13 

Swmnry of Stepwise Regrrsùon Analysis for PraaKe Srtting Variables Predicting 

Burwat and Compassion Fatigue 

(Compassion Fatigue SelflTest for PsycWherapists) 

Bu rnout (Overall ModeI) 

F = 48.24. df = 632. p 5 .O00 1. Total Adjusted R2= 13 

Variable 

Step 1 

Collegial Support 

Step 2 

Collegral Support 

Organizational Politics 
- - pp 

Compassion Fatigue (Overall Model) 

F = 20.80. df= 633. p -.0001. Total Adjusted R2= .O6 

Step 1 

3rganizational Politics 

;tep 2 

Zollegial Support 

3rganizational Politics 
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k 

Emotional Exhaustion (Oserai1 Model) 

1 F = 29.27. df = 503. p < .O00 1. Total Adjusted R2= -10 

Variable B T P R- 

Step 1 

Organizational Politics -25 5.81 .O000 .O6 

Step 2 

Collegd Support -.2 i -4.82 .O000 .O4 

Organizational Politics -22 5 .O4 .O000 - 
-- -- - 

Depersonalization (Overail Model) 

F = 13.05. df = 503. p 5 .O00 1. Total Adjusted R2= .O5 

Step 1 

Organizatiorial Poli tics -18 4. l i  .O000 

Step 2 

Coliegial Support -. 13 -2.99 .O000 

Organizational Politics -16 3.58 .O000 

- - - -  

Personal Accomplishrnent (Oserali Model) 

F =  18.97, df = 503, p < .OO01, Total ~djusted R I  -07 

Step 1 

Coiiegid Support .25 5.8 1 .O000 .O6 

S w 2  
Collegd Support -24 5.65 .O000 - 
Practice -.O86 - 1.99 .O000 .O 1 

I 
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ï h e  overall model for the Compassion Fatigue sub-sale of the Compassion Fatigue Self-Test 

for Psychotherapists was significant and accounted for 6% of the variance. The first variable to be 

entered into the equation was organizational politics, accounting for about 4% of the variance. On 

the second step, the level of collegial support was added to the equation and accounted for a modest 

additional 2% of the variance. Adequacy of salas- was also added to the equation but accounted for 

only a small percentage of the variance. 

The overdl mode1 for the Exnotionai Exhaustion sub-scales of the MBI was significant and 

accounted for 10% of the variance. The level stress associated with organizational politics was 

entered into the first equation and accounted for 6% of the variance. On the second step, the level 

of collegial support was added to the equation. The addition of this second variable accounted for 

an additional 4% percent of the variance. Adequacy of wage was also significant, however, the 

percentage of the variance accounted for was minimal. 

The overall model for the Depersonalization sub-scale of the MBI was significant and 

accounted for 5% of the variance. The level of stress associated with organizational politics was 

entered into the first equation and accounted for 3% of the variance. On the second and final step, 

the level of collegial support was added to the equation, accounting for an added 2% of the variance. 

The oved  model for the Perronal Accomplishment sub-scde of the MBI was significant and 

accounted for 7% of the variance. The level of collegial support was entered into the first equation 

and accounted for 6% of the variance. On the second and final step, the type of practice (pnvate 

practice venus agency practice) was added to the equation. The addition of this second variable 

accounted for 1% percent of the variance. 
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III. Client Variables 

Cornelates of Burnout und Compassion Foi ie  and Difference in the Erperience of Distress 

The extent to which clinicians provide direct clinical services to sex offenders is associated 

with therapist impact %ch that the more hours a ciinician spends providing direct clinical services to 

sex offenders, and the greater percentage of sex otfender clients they have on their case load, the 

greater the experience of bumout, compassion fatigue, emotional exhaustion and depersonalization. 

These correlations are reponed in Table 15, and are al1 significant at the p 5 .O5 level 

The number of hours respondents provided direct client services was associated with elements 

of Burnout and Compassion Fatigue. Chicians providing more hours of treatment to sex offender 

clients experienced greater levels of emotional adiaustioq depersonalization and compassion fatigue. 

Sex offender treatment providers who reported providing 25-35 hours of clinical services to 

sex offender clients per week experienced significantly higher levels of emotional exhaustion than 

clinicians who provided 6- 15 hours of sex offender treatment weekiy, F (4, 530) = 3.06, p 5 -05. 

Treatrnent providers who described providing 25 or more houn of treatment to sex offender clients 

per week experienced higher levels of depersonaiization than clinicians who provided 15 or less hours 

of sex offender treatment per week, F (4, 530) = 4.76, p 5 .O00 1. In addition, treatment providers 

who provided 36 or more hours of clinical services to sex offenders per week were at significantly 

greater nsk for compassion fatigue, F (4,668) = 3.8043 5 .O1 than clinicians who provided 15 or less 

hours of sex offender treatment per week. The association between hours of clinical service to sex 

offender clients and burnout and compassion fatigue are illustrated Figures 20. 
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Table 15 

Mercorrtiatians BetoPca C l k t  Variabies and S b - s t h  of the 
MBI and Compassion Fatigue SdfTcrt for Psydiodierapists 

aient  Contact 
Variables 

Hom Per Week 
Providin Direct Services Pr to Ses O ender Clients 

Percentage of Ses 
Offaders on Caseload 

Manageability of Ses 
Offender Caseload 

Years Providing Ses 
O ffender Treatment 

I OJtender SpecifSc Issues 

Hom Fer Week 
Providing Direct Clinical 
Semices to hcest 

MBI Compassion Fatigue 

Burnout PA EE Fatigue DP 
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Bumout + Fatigue by Clinical Hours 
Figure 20 

Clinicians whose case load consisted of over 60% sex offender clients were at significantly 

greater risk of burnout than clinicians whose case load of sex offenders was between 264% F (5 .  

668) = 2.80, p < .05. The association between the size of sex offender caseload and the experience 

of distress as measured by the sub-scales of the Compassion Fatigue T e s  for Psychotherapists are 

illustrated in Figure 2 1. 

The duration of treatment for sex offender clients was not associated with bumout or 

compassion fatigue. 
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Burnout + Fatigue by % SO Caseload 
Figure 21 

55 

The clinicians' perception of their caseload appears to be another important variable related 

to therapist impact. Clinicians who saw their sex offender caseload as being too high report greater 

levels of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and less sense of persona1 accomplishrnent. They 

are also at greater risk for burnout and compassion fatigue. This is illustrated in Figures 22. 

Sex offender treatment providers who reported that their case loads were too high 

experienced significantly higher levels of emotional exhaustion, F (2, 536) = 3 1.84, p 5 .0001, 

depersonalization, F (2, 536) = 20.24, p 5 -000 1, and were at greater risk for both burnout, F (2. 
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666) = 3 3 . 0 0 , ~  5.0001, and compassion fatigue, F (2, 667) = 26.27, p 5 .0001, than clinicians who 

saw their caseloads as being either too low or manageable. Sex onender practitioners who reponed 

that their case loads were manageable had a significantly higher sense of personal accomplishment. 

compared to clinicians who saw their case load as being too high, F (2, 536) = 6.18, p 5 .O 1. 

Burnout + Fatigue by SO Caseload 
Figure 22 

a- 
LeveldsuncrRridF.llgcs 

The number of years experience providing sex offender treatment was negatively associated 

with emotional exhaustion and personal accomplishment. Clinicians with fewer years expenence 

reponed higher levels of emotiond exhaustion, r (541) = -. 10, p 5.05, and clinicians with a greater 



number of years experience reported a higher level of personal accomplishment, r (541) =. 1354, p 

< .O 1. Chicians who had provided sex offender treatment senrices fiom between 7-9 years, and over - 

13 years, reported sipfwmtly greater Ievels of personal accomplishment than sex offender treatment 

providers with 4-6 years experience, F (5, 53 5) = 4.19, p < -00 1. 

The number of service hours that respondents provide to particular categones of sex offenders 

was also associated with therapist impact. A positive correlation was observed between the number 

of treatment houn provided to incest offenders and emotional exhaustion, r (5 10) = . I l ,  p 5.05, and 

depersonalization, r (5 10) = -15, p .<.001. Clinicians who provided 25-35 hours of clinical s e ~ c e  

delivery to incest offenders expenenced higher levels of emotional exhaustion than clinicians who 

provided five hours or less of treatment services to this population, F (4, 505) = 3.16, p 5.05, and 

higher Ievels of depenonaiization than therapists who provided less than 15 hours of seMces $0 incest 

offenders. Therapists who provided 16-25 hours per week of clinical seMces to rapists experienced 

higher levels of ernotional exhaustion compared to clinicians who provided either less than 15 hours 

or over 36 hours of treatment to this client group per week , F (4, 48 1) = 4.44, p 5 .O 1. 

Clinicians who provided 16-25 houn of treatment to rapists per week were also at greater risk 

for bumout than therapists who provided five hours or less hours of treatment to this client group or 

36 hours of treatment or more, F (4, 592) = 3.12. p < .05. Sex offender treatment providers who 

provide 16-25 hours of treatment to rapists per week are also at greater nsk for compassion fatigue 

than those clinicians who provide less then five hours of treatment to rapists per week F (4, 593) = 

4.00, p 5 -0 1. Treatment providers who delivered 16-25 hours of treatment services per week to 
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sadistic sex offenden are at greater N k  for compassion fatigue than were therapists who provide less 

then five hours of treatment per week to this population, F (4, 532) = 2.40, p 5 .O5 

fiediciors of Burnout and Compassion Fatigue 

To explore those client variables which predia compassion fatigue and bumout. and 

emotiond exhaustion, depersonalization and personal accomplishment a stepwise multiple regression 

analysis was undertaken. A summary of the stepwise regression analysis for client variables 

predicting the dependent variables is found in Table 16 and 17. While a number of client variables 

were signincant in accounthg for a portion of the variance on all dependent measures, and the overaii 

analysis was significant, overall, the percentage of the variance accounted for tended to be quite low. 

The overall mode1 for the Bumout sub-scaie of the Compassion Fatigue Self-Test for 

Psychotherapists was sigruficant and accounted for 10% of the variance. The stress associated with 

providing treatment to incest offenders was entered into the first equation and accounted for 7.5% 

of the variance. On the second step, the stress associated with providing clinicai senices to 'other' 

types of sex offenders (e.g., exhibitionists, voyeurs) was added to the equation accounting for an 

additional 3% percent of the variance. The level of stress associated with treating rapists, and the 

manageability of clinicians' sex offender caseload were aiso significant, however, these variables 

accounted for a minimal percentage of the variance. 

The overali mode1 for the Compassion Fatigue sub-scale of the Compassion Fatigue Self-Test 

for Psychotherapists was significant and accounted for 14% of the variance. The number of hours 

of clinical swvice delivery provided to sex offenders was entered into the first equation, accounting 

for about 6% of the variance. On the second sep,  the stress associated with providing clinical 
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Table 16 

Summiry of Stepwise Rcgr-ou Annlysù for Cüent Variabks Predicting 
Bomout and Compassion Fatigue 

(CompasrRon Fatigue Seif-Test for Psydiothwapists) 

Burnout (Overall Model) 

F = 15.83. df = 263. p 5 .O00 1. Total ~djusted RZ= .10 

- - -  

Step 1 

Stress Associated w1i.h incest Offéxders 

Step 2 

Stress Associated uith incest Offenders 

Stress Associated with 'other' Offenders 

Compassion Fatigue (OveralI Model) 

F = 15.21. df = 263. p 5 .O00 1. Total ~djusred R2= ..14 

Step 1 

Hours per week of Sex Offender Treatment 

Step 2 

Hours per week of Ses Offender Treatment 

Stress Associated uith Pedophiles 

Step 3 

Caseload 

H o m  per week of Sex Offender Treatment 

Stress Associated with Pedaphiles 
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Table 17 

Surnrnary otstepwk Regréssion Anaiysis for aient Variabis Rediçting 
Emotiond Exhaustion, Depers~ndi7ati~m and Personal Accumplishmeot 

mu 

Emotional Exhaustion (Overall Model) 

F=21.16.  df-219. p.0001.TotalAdjustedR2=.IS 

Variable I B  
- 

step1 
Stress Associated uith Inccst Offenders 

- 

Step 2 
Casetoad 
Stress Associated with hcest Offenders 

Depersonalization (Overall Model) 

F = 18.80. df = 2 19, p 5 -000 1. Total Adjusted R2= -14 
- -  

Step 1 
Stress Associated with 'other' Offenders 

Step 2 
Percent of Caseload Sex Offenders 
Stress Associated ~ i t h  -other' Offenders 

Personal Accomplishment (Overall Model) 
F =  5.35- df= 219. p 5 -05. Total ~djusted R2= .O4 

Step I 
Years Providmg Ses Offender Treatment 

Step 2 
Caseload 
Years Providing Sex Offender Treatment 
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services to pedophiles was added to the equation, accounting for an additional 5% of the variance. 

On the third and finai step, the rnanageability of client caseload was added to the equation accounting 

for an aditional3% of the variance. 

The overall mode1 for the Emotional Exhaustion sub-scale of the MBI was significant and 

accounted for 15% of the variance. The stress associated with providing treatment to incest offenders 

was entered into the first equation accounting for 1 1% of the variance for the emotional exhaustion 

sub-scaie of this measure. On the second sep, the manageability of client caseload was added to the 

equation, accounting for an additionai 4% of the variance. The stress associated with providing 

clinical savices to 'other' types of sex offenden and to pedophiles was also added to the equation and 

found to be significant, however, the percentage of the variance accounted for was minimal. 

The overall mode1 for the Depersonalization sub-scale of the MBI was significant and 

accounted for 14% of the variance. The stress associated with providing clinical services to 'other' 

types of sex offenden was entered into the first equation, accounting for 9% of the variance. On the 

second step, the percentage of sex offender clients on the c1inicians1 caseioad was added to the 

equation, accounting for an additionai 5% of the variance. Other variables including the stress 

associated with providing clinicai services to incest offenders, the manageability of  the chician's 

caseload, and years of practice with sex offenders were added to the equation and found to be 

significant, but accounted for a minimal parcentage of the variance. 

The overail mode1 for the Personal Accomplishrnent sub-scale of the MBI was significant and 

accounted for 4% of the variance. Years of clinical practice with sex offenders was entered into the 
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fIrst equation accounting for 2% of the variance. On the second step, caseload manageability was 

added to the equation accounting for an additional 2% of the variance. 

Ovetall Best Predictors of Burnout and Compassion Fatigue 

To examine the best predictors from each of the independent variable domains (therapist 

variables, practice setting variables and client variables) and the sub-scales of the Compassion Fatigue 

SeK-Test for Psychotherapists and the MBI a stepwise multiple regression andysis was conducted. 

A summary of the stepwise regession anaiysis for therapist, practice setting and client variables 

predining the dependent variables is found in Table 18 and 19. It should be noted that this analysis 

was exploratory in nature and, given the number of independent variables entered into the regression 

equation there is a greater potential for Type 1 errors. 

The overall mode1 for the Burnout sub-scale of the Compassion Fatigue Self-Test for 

Psychotherapists was sigdcant and accounted for 60% of the variance. Clinicans "feeling depressed 

as a result of working as a therapist" was entered into the first equation and accounted for 45% of 

the variance. On the second sep, 'feeling sad and downhearted in the last 6 months' was added to the 

equation, accounting for an additionai 1 1% of the variance. On the third step, 'feeling w& tired and 

rundown as a result of working as a therapist' was added to the equation. The addition of this third 

variable accounted for another 4% of the variance. Each of the best predictors were therapist 

variables, specifically those related to emotiond health. A number of other variables were entered 

into the equation and were significant at the p l  .O00 1 level, however, these therapist client and 

practice setting variables (e.g., collegial support, gender, hours of clinical service provided to rapists 

and stability of program hnding) only accounted for a small percentage of the variance. 
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The overall model for the Compassion Fatigue sub-sale of the Compassion Fatigue Self-Test 

for Psychotherapists was significant and accounted for 33% of the variance. Clinicans 'feeling sad and 

downhearted in the last six months' was entered into the first equation, accounting for 28% of the 

variance. On the second step, the number of hours of clinicaf services provided to sex offenders per 

week was added to the equation, accounting for an additional 5% of the variance. On the third step, 

'feeling depressed as a result of working as a therapist' was added to the equation. The addition of 

this third variable accounted for an additional 4% of the variance. Other variables such as the level 

of supervision, adequacy of salary and Ievel of training prior to beginning to provide sex offender 

treatrnent were found to be significant, but accounted for only a small percentage of the variance. 

The overail model for the Ernotional Exhaustion sub-scale of the MBI was sipnificant and 

accounted for 38% of the varience. CLinicans 'feeling sad and downhearted in the tast six months' was 

entered into the first equation accounting for 29% of the variance. On the second step, feeling 

depressed as a result of working as a therapist was added to the equation, accounting for an 

addirional 9% of the variance. The stress associated with providing clinical seMces to 'other' types 

of sex offenders, 'feeling w& tired, and rundown as a resuit of working as a therapist' and caseload 

manageability were also found to be significant, however, the percentage of the variance these 

variables accounted for was minimai. 

The overall model for the Depersonalization sub-scale of the MBI was significant and 

accounted for 2 1% of the variance. 'Feeling depressed as a result of working as a therapist' was 
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Table 18 

Summuy of Stepwk Regremion AaaiysiS for 
Thuppist. Practice Setting and Client Variabks P d -  

Boniout and Compassion Fatigue 
(Compassion Fatigue Self-Test for Psychotherapists) 

Buniout (Overall Model) 

F = 122.28. df = 242. p 5 .O00 1, Total Adjusted R2= .60 

Variable 

Step 1 

Depressed as a therapist 

Step 2 

Ha~ing felt domhearted, Iast 6 months 

Depressed as therapist 

Step 3 

Having felt domhearted, last 6 months 

Feeling w-e& tired and rundown as therapist 

Depressed as  therapist 

Compassion Fatigue (Overall Model) 

F = 62.89. df = 244? p 5 .O00 1, Total Adjusted R2= -33 

Step I 

Having felt doumhearted, last 6 months 

Step 2 

Having felt dourihearted, Iast 6 months 

Hours per week of Ses Offender Treatment 
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Emotional Exhaustion (Overall Model) 
F = 63.09. df = 200. p 5 -0001, Total Adjusted R2= -38 

Step 1 
Having felt downhearted. last 6 months 

Step 2 
Having felt domhearted. last 6 months 
Depressed as therapist 

Depersonalization (Overall Model) 
F = 27.62. df = ZOO, p 5 .O00 1. Total Adjusted R2= -2 1 

Personal Accornpiishrnent (ûverall Model) 

F = 22-50, df= 200- p <.0001, Total Adjusted R =  -18 

. 14 

.O7 

- 

Step 1 
Depressecl as therapist 

Step 2 
Percent of caseload ses offenders 
Depressed as therapist 

Step 1 
Collegiai support 

Step 2 
Collegiai support 
Depressed as therapist 

.38 

.27 

.36 

5.77 

4.36 

5.79 

.O000 

.O000 

.O000 

.33 

.28 

-.28 

-10 

- 
.O8 

4.95 

4.38 

3.29 

.O000 

.O000 

.O000 
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entered into the first equation and accounted for 14% of the variance. On the second step, the 

percentage of sex offender clients on the clinicians caseload was added to the equation, accounting 

for an additional 7% of the variance. On the third step, the stress associated with providing clinical 

services to the category of 'other' sex offenders, was added to the equation. The addition of this third 

variable accounted for an additional 5% of the variance. 

Other variables including profession, feeling sad and downhearted in the 1st six months and 

IeveI of training prior to providing sex offender treatment were also added to the equation and found 

to be significant. but accounted for a minimal percentage of the variance. 

The overd mode1 for the Penonal Accomplishrnent sub-scde of the MBI was significant and 

accounted for 18% of the variance. Collegïal support was entered into the first equation accounting 

for 100/o of the variance. On the second step, feeling depressed as a result of working as a therapist 

was added to the equation and accounted for an additional 7% of the variance. Hours of chicai 

service delivery to the category of 'other' sex offenders, profession and practice setting were also 

significant, but accounted for only a small percentage of the variance. 

Focus Group Data 

The questions posed to participants of the two focus groups were related to the stressors and 

difnculties associated with their cluiical practice with sex offenders, the ways in which clinicians cope 

with the stress of their practice and the satisfactions associated with a clinicai practice with sex 

offenders. 

An ethnographie analysis of the focus groups was conducted in an effort to supplement the 

quantitative data collected through the survey. Data captured through the vanscripts of the two 
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Focus Groups was categorized into key themes through a "process of discovery" (Morgw 1988). 

Primary theme areas were identified with sub-categories for each of these major areas. Sets of 

quotations illustrating the dynamics of the research questions were identified. 

The major theme areas are identified below dong with the sub-categories. Quotations from 

the Focus Groups are provided to illustrate these thernes. 

Diffîculties and Stressors: Therapist Issues 

Overall. there was liale discussion in either focus group about stressors that were related to 

clinicians' own backgrounds or that were related to therapist variables. Cornments were restricted 

to issues of gender and family. 

Gender Issues 

P6 "talking about sex offending behaviors openly and being a woman, you know, it scared me 

to be around these people". 

P9 "my biggest challenge, . .. it was fighting that uphill battle of being a fernale or woman in a 

correctional institution and having some son of. uh, respect for being there. That was really 

hard. 

P9 Zotal disrespect for women ... They [male correctional officers] totally perpetuate the whole 

thing, that you're in there trying to change ... the cognitive distonions of inmates, and the 

people who are supenising them on a 24 hour basis are perpetuating it, and right in front of 

them and with us nght beside them". 
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P3 'Tm almost ashamed to be a man because it seems like there are always crimes against 

fernales. Even those that were perpetrated against a boy, that is more a fundion of 

availability. The choice is fernale, whether an adult rapist or a child molester ... it would be 

Nce to have a third choice not male, not female but be that third choice so you don? feel like 

somebody goes ... 'there's one we just haven't caught yet "'. 

Having Children 

P4 "the next part of that [stress associated with sex offender treatment] is if you have children 

or grandchildren, which 1 have, then if someone is a child offender or they are telling you 

about things they have done brutally to a child, and if the age matches up and you see your 

own family in what you're hearing". 

Difficulties and Stressors: Practice Setting Issues 

Practice sening was an area of much discussion in Focus Group 1 and less so in Focus Group 

5 .  For the most part discussion identified cornmunity based prograrnming as most stressfùl for 

clinicians, however, some stress factors related to institutionai programming were identified. The 

stress of pnvate practice work was also highlighted by one group member. 

Stress of Community hacrice 

PZ "1 like to have a job that 1 can go to at 8:00 in the morning and 1 cm leave at 4:00, 4:30 or 

5:00 p.m. and it's done. 1 need that to funnion. 1 need to have time where 1 can go home and 

relax and totally forget about work. If 1 were working in the community, 1 couldn't do that. 

Pt "you can al1 leave it at worlg or its easier because you know there's bars, rhere's some 

wails" . 
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Shess of Institution al Ractice 

Pt "We've had a major riot recently and, uh, my Unit was virtually broken out, moved around. 

People were torturd by other prisoners. So, my job has been a mess and I've been trying to 

piece it together again. Because of this little hiatus, uh, al1 the old rejections have resurfaced 

from new management. old management and guards and, uh, the guards now have a 

perception of a lot more power than they did. so they are reasserting themselves". 

Siress of Privuie Ractice 

P4 "My Me is 24 hours a day, 7 days a week involvement. 1 have no, umm, there's nothing in my 

iifîe that's not sex offender related. Ah, my husband works for me, al1 of my fnends are in the 

field. This is my world. So, 1 don? ever a d y  leme it. When 1 walk out of the office, I may 

have. you know four reports to work on and I may be at the computer until2:OO am., doing 

it, so my involvement is probably a little different, 1 guess, than the others in here because 1 

am, I'm where the buck stops, ... 1 have to be at it al1 the time". 

Difficulties and Stressors: Client Issues 

While client issues were a major focus of discussion and identified as a significant source of 

stress. it was interesting to note that for the most part this discussion focused less on client 

characteristics (e.g., type of sex offender client, client's presentation in therapy, client 

symptomatology) and more so on issues related to the therapeutic process with sex offenders, the 

stigma associated with delivering s e ~ c e s  to this client group and on recidivism. 
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Revaience of Semal Offending 

P5 "When you pick up the newspaper or you tum on the TV and you hear another crime has 

been cornmitted, and it's not necessarily some work I could have done to prevent it, cause it' s 

in another place . .. but it's there, it's in your face1'. 

Difficulty of Population and Concerns about Treatntent Gains 

P5 "Once we're in the room, everything is going d over. It7s two, uh, independent, sirnultaneous 

therapy sessions going on because we just can't agree on how to deal with the situation, 

because the client is so difficult". 

Pl  " with the high risk population that you work with, some of the guys, even if they are getting 

something out of it, the progress is very slow and it c m  be very fnistrating at a personal level 

and at a therapeutic level. You know, you'll be working hard with these guys and you feel 

you're not getting anywhere and you can intellectualize it, you cm rationaiize it and you can 

Sayl you knowl they are making progress in what you consider to be important areas and, 

then, al1 these 'but's' corne in". 

P9 "1 had a few womes that 1 was teaching a few guys to go out and do it better7l. 

Partfiers of Offenders 

P7 "sometimes the spouses gets in the way of treatment, while they really support, in some cases, 

they actually initiate the denial .. so that makes it really hard for us to work with them". 
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Social Stigma Associated with Sa Offender Treatmenf 

i) General Respome 

PI "There's a big socid factor to the whole thing. It's difficult to discuss what you do and have 

other people relate to you". 

P9 "1 always feel I'rn bumout out purely for extemal [reasons], 1 think it's maybe, though what 

I'm having to show them, you know, that we're not, we're not wired because we want to do 

this and these people [sex offenders] aren't, some are sick, some are truly psychotic, but 

some of them, you got to get down and then you can see they're still human beings". 

PS "People neglect to see the benefit that's corning out of it. ... it's like society saying 'control 

their behaviors. lock the person up, execute the person, do something that's completely 

horrendous because of what they are ... but they don't want any sort of help cause then you're 

coddling the offender, feeling sony for them". 

P9 " I'm 27 and the church we go to seems to be a real elderly, you know, real small and they're 

trying to increase the younger population and so I was invited to the women's group and 

they' re like, how do 1 say this without Eeaking out a roomful of church women. . . . I was like, 

you know, well, I'm a psychologist and, oh you know, 'who are you working with?' . . . 1 

work in the prison system. 'Oh, really, you know, what type of pnsoners do you work with?', 

and I'm like, quit asking me questions. You're not going to like my answers. . .. 1 finally just 

said, '1 work with rapists and child molesters', and ... they quit asking me questions after that 

... That's not true. They went on to ask me what 1 thought about the Chernical Castration 

Law". 
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P3 "It's not the kind of thing that you can sit around in a coffee shop and tdk about openly". 

ii) Response from Colleagues 

P4 " the victirn treatment providers corne after you and Say 'what's wrong with you?. how can 

you do this?, you should be working with us'." 

P6 "the view from our classrnates who don? work with us on Our projet, ... ask 'weli, do you 

actually think they're treatable?, do you actually think there's something you can do for 

thern?, and it's the same with family and fiiends. 

iii) Responsefrom Famoly Members 

P2 "It's difficult to discuss what you do and have other people relate to you. Family members 

look at you as though 'so why did you choose this?' ... I mean, if anybody studies 

schizophrenia, ... people don't make the assumption, okay so you have schizophrenia ... as 

soon as you're studying paraphilia, . .. it's 'so what's wrong with you, what's the skeleton 

that's in your closet?'" 

P3 "hell, my father-in-law, and I've been mamied for 30 years plus, he can't tell you what 1 do 

for a living. He refuses to talk about what 1 do. He knows about ail his other son-in-laws and 

sons and daughten and daughter-in-laws, but rehises to acknowledge what 1 do. My own 

mother can't even say the word ... she said 'where did 1 do wrong?, Why do you want to deal 

with those people? '". 
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RecidivrSm 

i) fkblic 's Erpectations and ïlîetapists Fqectations 

P6 "you're expected to have a relapse rate of zero". 

P2 "people always compare like sex: offending to cimg and alcohol or cigarette smoking ..... when 

people go through a program to try to quite smoking 80% of them relapse in the first month 

. . . when you think about that, like. sex offender treatment is much more successfuI than that". 

P l  "the other issue is that when you look at some of the, at lean the Canadian follow up data, 

I mean, you know we have follow up data 7, 10, 12 years. Look at, you know a weight loss 

group or any of these other groups. What's the follow up period? If you're lucky, you get 12 

months". 

Pl  "the credibility of the program mns dong with the dientele". 

ii) Ongoing Worry About Client Recidivism 

P3 "We look at the newspaper and see or hear on television a report about a sex offender. and 

we think, is it one of ours?" 

Difficulties and Stresson: Systern Issues 

There was discussion, panicularly in Focus Group 2, about how system issues create stress 

for dinicians. System issues, and responding to system issues, such as a lack of understanding and 

appreciation for the a r a  of sex offender treatment, shonfalls in the criminal justice system and poor 

interagency cooperation were highlighted as problem areas and areas of stress. 
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Educating Cnininal Justice Systems 

P7 ''1 think one of my biggea challenges has been trying to get the judiciary system to recognize 

what our needs are, what we need From them in order to do the very best job that we can". 

P7 "the biggest thing is trying to educate probation, judges A.D.A's and the D.A.". 

Inadequacies of Criminal Justice System 

P5 "The sentencing is the whole part of the equation, ... one of the clients 1 had, . . . as soon as his 

probation is up in four to five years ... he's going to be incredibly high nsk and there's nothing 

1 cm do about it". 

Interagency Communication and Couperation 

P8 "another extemal thing that effects us is cooperation and communication between agencies 

... that can be quite fnistrating . .. sornetimes it cui be demoralizing and more than difficult". 

Administrative Support and Understanding of Ser Offender Treatment PtograrnnUng 

P8 ' W s  been a long, slow process to convince fellow workers, uh, administrators that I'm 

working with people and they're to be afEorded good treatment. Uh, the methodoiogy we use, 

the techniques we use take longer than a week". 

The Impact on the Clinician 

Focus group participants dimssed the ways in which they have been affected by the various 

suesson associateci with their sex offender treatment practice. Clinicians focused their cornments on 

the emotional strain of psychotherapy with sex offenders, the impact of being exposed to trauma 

material, how they have b e n  affêcted by client recidivism and how their work has impacted on their 

personal life and family relationships. 
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Emotionul Impact 

P4 "the intensity of what you mua do with this population in guarding yourself and in not being 

sucked into, the manipulations suck your energy thoroughly. So by the time you may leave 

the office. ten o'clock at night, you've pretty much run the garnbit of every emotion that you 

have and you're going to corne back and do it the next day.". 

Impact of Ciient Trauma Matm'd 

"'you're taking to people that are so horrendousiy darnaged that if you have empathy yourself 

. . . you actually resonate with their pain". 

"We see a lot of people who have zero in most areas of their Iives. uh corn livelihood to 

economics . . . they don't have a hell of a lot . . . every once and awhile, you feel a kind of 

despair over it". 

"the first thing 1 had to do was read every crime story of every sex offender in Our area and 

that was almost 300,290 Mme. And you can imagine, it took me a long time. That was really 

hard. . . . reai uncornfortable ... 1 dreamt a lot at night about it . . . I was having really bad 

dreams. you know, prisoners chasing me". 

Personal Impact of Client Recidivism 

P4 "when you have a monumental success and it goes out there and fails, then you feel like 

you're a failure*'. 

P3 "[you think] what could 1 have done differently?" 

P4 "that [recidivism] can really take the starch out of you" 
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P3 "the son of a gun that you've worked with for five years that says the right things. he taiks 

the talk and when he gets out there, the first thuig he does is re-offend. . . . it's like he's learned 

how to do a different type of offence. Ifhe were an exposer. he's escaiated. If he was a rapist, 

now he's also a murderer or damn near murders the victim. So it's Iike God, what did 1 do 

to cause him to escalate". 

P4 "1 get the feeling that it's [recidivism] a retaliation for ail that we put them through in terms 

of the pressure we put on them to change and that, when they do decide that they're going 

to do their own thing they do it even more so, to make a statement". 

P4 "We worked ... dl those years doing ail these minute steps and, you know, you do take it 

personally, in that you missed signals, possibly that might have clued you in and it does effect 

your belief in what you cm really see. ... Now, taking it persondy doesn't mean going out 

and slashing your own wrins. ... But, it does Say, it points out your own mortality, your own 

fdlibility ... You're not perfect and I'd like to be able to be perfea". 

P4 "the rational pan says he elected to throw away three or four years of therapy, so he gets 

what he deserves. But the other case of that is that the victim had to suffer too" 

Impact on Ractitioners Famil'y 

P9 '-my husband hated the fact that 1 worked with the prison system". 

P9 "it [work] effened my marriage for just a little while, but just a short amount of time 

cause 1 reaiized what was going on" 



P8 "1 don? tak about my work a gea t  deal at home, although 1 do taik about it in very generai 

t e m ,  but, you know you're not going to get into details throughout the family dimer table. 

You know, 1 think my kids were ten before they really understood what 1 d i d .  

P3 "it would be nice if you could also taik to the spouses because I'rn sure what 1 do is really 

tough on my wife, 'cause I get to unload on her and I'm not real sure who she gets to unload 

on". 

Coping with the Stressors of a Sex Offender Treatment Prnctice 

Therapists described a Mnety of coping strategies that they used to help them cope with the 

stress of their clinical practice including: talking with colleagues, dark humor, fiaming recidivism, 

cognitive restmcturing, separating work from persona3 life, avoiding media about abuse at home, 

exercise, holidays, personal therapy and having diversification in their practice. 

Debriefing and CIinical Supervision 

"we have weekly supervision with our s u p e ~ s o r s  and the other staff members ... [we] 

support each other and it 's helpfùl". 

"1 really rely on CO-workers to get rid of a lot of that stress". 

"it's jus  nice to share similar experiences and go wow, I went through that too and 1 handled 

that in that way too, and I'rn not crazy. 1 think it's really good to have debriefing". 

it's nice to have somebody, when you say what you do, that nods their heads and goes 'yeah, 

1 know, "1 understand' that laughs dong with you or vents dong with you, and doesn't just 

stand there and goes 'oh, okay'". 



P3 "in terms of talking to people, you know, that's really imponant, whether just going to 

somebody's office to gripe or, you h o w ,  actually talking about, well, you know. 'Do you 

think that 1 did okay with this client?' . . . 'What shouid 1 have done differently?' 1 t hink having 

that kind of feedback is r e d y  important to stress management". 

Pacing Oneserf 

PS ''1 don? know whether i f s  I'm gerting old or older, but I find myself very consciously pacing 

. .. it's k e  double group day and it's been homendous ... I don't kiii myself the next morning. 

I try and set my schedule up with some fillers or light appointments". 

P7 "if 1 have things that need to be done, 1 wiil do them on Saturday so that I'm ready by 

Monday morning and then I feel more relaxed when I go in". 

Black Humor 

P3 '-when we joke, it's real dark humor. 1 mean, you know you c m  look at a photograph of a 

child that's dead and there's parts missing and go, 'well, that's going to be a closed casket 

fùneral'. God, that's cold. ... 1 mean, you don? even validate the fact that, that was a human 

being at one time. That the parents are really concemed. It's, well, that's going to be cheaper. 

They don? have to spend that much money on the funeral. Just close the casket'. But, if you 

don? protect yourself in those sons of ways, you end up crying the whole time". 

Not Personalking Recidivism 

PZ "The people that we're dealing with are really fucked up when they corne to us, and if they're 

only slightly less tùcked up when they leave, we've done something. And, you know, odds 
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are that most of the people we deal with are going to corne back into prison for something, 

sooner or [ater". 

PZ "You know, we mat 50 guys a year. If 45 of them don't re-offend, 1' m happy. If 45 of them 

resffenci, 5 of them don't. Like, I'm not looking for a really high success rate fiom the guys 

that we deal with. 

PZ "if a guy screws up, ... hopefully the way I'm going to deal with it, I'm not going to take it 

personally. It's his decision, you b o w ,  1 worked with hirn for, you know the six months or 

year or whatever. ... 1 helped hirn however 1 could, and what happens with him fiom that 

point on is his decision and if he chooses to, you know, go out and do sornething that hurt 

someone else, 1 hope that 1 don't see that as my responsibility". 

Cognitive Ratructuring 

P8 "1 have a linle cognitive trick that I play on myselfwhich seems to work cause I'm about one- 

half hour out of town and the hdfway mark is the perimeter highway around the city and, 

d e r  about 15 minutes in my car, the first 15 minutes I allow myself to worry, agonize, beat 

myself up, feel bad about what happened at work today, if there's anything left d e r  de- 

briefing, and then 1 try to restructure it, roughly around the perimeter highway .. . just like we 

teach Our clients ... by the time I'm driving that last half of it, I'm thinking about what's for 

dinner, better still, what am 1 cooking, what am I doing tonight, uh, where are the 

kids going, uh, and what [my wife] has accomplished at work today. That kind of stuK And, 

uh, I'rn pretty normal by the time 1 get home". 



Divemification of Practice 

P3 "1 counsel with, what 1 d l ,  normal thugs. They're pipe bomb manufacturers. They're 

countetfeters. They're Colombian drug lords. And 1 talk to them, depression groups. chronic 

pain, 1 mean, just nice fiendly stuff Yeah, it keeps me grounded. 

Separating Ciinicd Pkactie from Persoral Life 

"Sex offending crimes are big news in aimost every place, so, distancing yourself in the sense 

of keeping occupied with things unrelateci to the field and, portioning out times knowing that 

the demands of the field require you to stay up on top of what's going on and require you to 

stay in focus, but you pretty much have to make that t h e  to do other things, to forget about 

it, to get on with your Iife and to live that life". 

"1 de-brief and 1 do something nice that evening, or 1 relax or watch rnindless TV, read a 

book, get a Iittle exercise. ... It's important to make sure there's something else in your life 

besides the job". 

"1 make certain that 1 have a whole total life that does not involve sex offender treatment. 1 

try to ... go to the opera at least once a year, Nnce if 1 can make it and. uh 1 take guitar 

lessons, things like that". 

"1 wouldn't be caught dead watching something on TV that's about abuse. 1 wouldn't, s o y  

... I've given at the office". 

"it's important to make sure there's wmething else in your life besides the job because the job 

c m  take up too many hours in a day and a week and doing something that, uh you like and 
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it's just for yourself and staying away fiom [work]. I donTt think 1 couid watch a program 

on child abuse or sexual abuse if my life depended on it". 

''1 think that where my disengagement cornes is in the times that I allow myself to not let the 

thoughts of the sex offending world impinge on the moment that I'm interacting with my 

grandchild, or my dogs or whatever". 

"Having a divenity of interests is important . . . I try and do non-psychology things . . . to be in 

contact with people who are not in your field". 

"1 have to actually leave the city, and if 1 can get on a plane, 1 leave it there. That's the only 

way that I will not live this world. 

Exmcise 

P l  "Igobackandworkoutwithweights". 

P l  "riding a bike". 

Pt "1 use runnïng as a gag+  you how,  I sometirnes am not aware of how stressed 1 am and yet, 

IV be running and I'U do, Like five kilometers more than I'm used to doing or something like 

that, and it's son of, 1 use it almoa as a d e .  'Oh, shit. There's something 1 have to process' 

cause 1 have al1 this extra energy in me and it's stress related and, and, like, it'll get me 

thinking, 'Okay, what's going on?', and then something will click in my head like, 'Oh yea, 

I had this horrible session with this guy that 1, you know was trying to forget about, but 

obviously it's there. 
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Personal Therupy 

P4 "1 did a lot of long-term therapeutic work in how to compartmentalize my life so that 1 

woddn't let what 1 do 24 hours a day burn me up, so that 1 would be ineffective. And that, 

to me was extrernely valuable because it helped me gain a perspective that I did learn, that I 

was not infallible, that I did l e m  that they make their own choices. And, not that I didn't 

know it .. but you have to intemalize those concepts and going to therapy the way 1 did for 

so long helped to son of completely solidi@ that process". 

The Satisfactions and Rewards Associated with Sex Offender Treatment 

Clinicians in both FOCUS Groups offered a range of satisfactions and rewards associated with 

providing clinical services to a sex offender population. The rewards identified included the 

interesting, challenging and exciting nature of the work, satisfying personal needs, the satisfaction 

associated with client change, altniistic motivation and clhician's own personal growth. 

Feeling the Work is the Area of Chical Bactice for them 

PZ "there's nothing else I'd ever want to do. .. I've had a few variety of jobs like working in a 

grocery store, I've worked on a survey crew and 1 work with sex offenders and 1 think like, 

working with sex offenders is about the only thing that ... 1 actually look fonvard to going to 

work". 

Finding the Work Interestkg, Challenging and Exciting 

Pl  "1 think sex is fàschaîing. 1 mean, the concept ofsex gone wrong, what are you talking about, 

sema1 dysfunctions, or are you talking about the sexual paraphilia or whatever, figuring out 

what's going on. Like in the case of the guy sitting there with you who really doesn't know 
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what's going on, what is related to his behavior . .. it's fascinating! Just the process of figuring 

it out". 

3hat fascinating sex topic thuig . .. I find the whole idea . . . really fascinating . . . like the whole 

cognitive distortions, al1 that stuE ... 1 just get off on it, to use a phrase". 

"It's interesthg work with imeresting people. It brings a lot of challenges. The job has never, 

ever been remotely dull". 

"1 see it as a challenge ... 1 figure, if I can work with this population, 1 cm work with many 

other populations". 

"1 find the actual clinical work exciting". 

Satis%yng Emotional Needs tkrough Clinical Ractice 

P4 "rny selfish part [of the rewards of clinical practice] is that 1 need that sense of power and 

control of bad people and it works for me". 

PL "1 acnially look fonvard to going to work . .. I was craving exciternent and I find the job I do 

very exciting". 

P3 "1 also have a tremendous need for excitement. i, uh, spent two tours in Vietnam as a kid, uh, 

ifyou can figure somebody 20 and 21 as a kid and, uh, &er you have worked 'Point' on d e n  

detail for 19 straight months and you don't know what's around the next curve, there is 

nothing as high as coming out alive. 1 had to find something in civilian life that would do the 

sarne thing. And the power is part of it and then the faa that, even with a failure. my side is 

I can get the confession to put the guy away so he can't do any more damage. So, if 1 can't 
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do it on one side, I've got the chance to do it on the other. So, 1, you. do feel like you're 

helping people, even though youT1l never meet 'ern". 

Practicing in an Area that has Some Mystique 

Pl0 "sometimes people talk about . . . ail the nqative media and the negative . . . attention . . . you 

know. the son of room-quieter. But there's also part of me, I think that likes that". 

Relorionslrip witk Coileagues 

P8 "The kind of work relationships you get. I find it absolutely satisfactory". 

Partrkipating in the Process of Change with Sa Offender Clients 

"one of the advantages to Our population is with some of the guys we see, particulariy the 

child molesters. it's there, they7re not hiding fiom you anymore. Because .. the recidivist 

offenders. they're saying, 'okay, I've got to work on this now and some are actually quite 

morivated and they talk very openly about it and it's just fascinating". 

"it never ceases to arnaze me and 1 think it's meant to make me, keep me humble. Uh. that 

these people who have had like mostly nothing, you know, and they can change ... 

it feels redly good to see somebody [change]". 

Altruism in Ractice, Seme of Doing Coud 

Pl  "working with this population, you know, you're saving victims out there. And that's 

important". 

P7 "when you think about it, that we're really affecthg the lives of children that haven't been 

bom yet". 

PI "The altruistic [reward] is that I'm providing safety for many, many people". 
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P5 "For al1 the negative publicity that I hear out in the world, there are people who actuafly think 

we do a good thing" 

P7 When  1 first started 1 think 1 told myself'l did it for the children and then . . . 1 recognized that 

women were staying with these men who had committed these crimes, even against their own 

children, and if not, against their own children, then against the children of  their wives. And 

then 1 Say, well, I do it for the women and then, when 1 notice that men are really changing 

. . . and hearing men t d k  about the quality of  their lives after they'd been through treatment 

. .then 1 say, 1 do it for the men, so, 1 thi* 1 think really, 1 do it for the children, I do it for 

the spouses and 1 do it for the men SO. I think, ultimately, 1 do it for humanity and that's a 

good feeling". 

Prof&o~al and Personal Growth 

PS "1 think this, the kind of work we're doing demands 

yourself constantly". 

lr self-impra wement, re-educating 

P9 "it's definitely not a stagnating process ... Whenever I'm doing something with these people, 

whether individual or group, they're not the only one that 's learning . . . I'm not the only one 

teaching ... I've grown". 
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DISCUSSION 

This study has sought to enhance the knowledge base about the experience of providing 

clinical services to sex offender clients. 

The findings are reviewed and discussed in seven sections. The first five sections outline the 

characteristics of the respondents, the experience of bumout and compassion fatigue, the moderating 

variables and the best predicton of distress, coping skills and strategies, and the satisfactions 

associated with sex offender treatrnent. in  each section the primary results of the study are reported, 

integrating both the quantitative and qualitative findings. As well, the results are compared and 

contrasted with the existing literature and hypotheses to account for the findings t* are put fonvard. 

In the last two sections the implications of the findings and future directions are discussed. 

Respondent Characteristics 

Overak the majority of survey respondents were American males between the ages of 4 1-50, 

who were married or in a cornmon-law relationship, educated at a Master of Arts level, and who 

descnbed their profession as a 'therapist'. This profile was very similar to the subject population 

described by Bird Edmunds ( 1997) and Jackson et al., ( 1997). While it may be the case that this 

description represents the overail average characteristics of sex offender treatment providers, it is 

[ikely that the sirnilarities are due to sarnphg of similar populations. Bird Edmunds (1 997) described 

her sample as consisting of 276 clinicians obtained at the thineenth annual national treatment and 

research conference of ATSA while Jackson et al., (1997) describe a sample of 98 American sex 

offender therapists drawn from the twelfih annual national treatment and research conference of 

ATSA. 
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Most respondents (57%) descnbed the majority of their clinicai practice (over 60% of their 

caseload) as providing services to sex offender clients. and, on average. clinicians provided 16-25 

hours of direct clinical semice per week to these clients. Therapists who provide sex offender 

treatment appear to do so quite extensively. Bird Edmunds (1997) reported that 89% of the sex 

offender therapists in her sample identified that between 9 1 - 100% of their caseload was made up of 

sex offender clients, and 66% reported working an average of 41 hours or  more a week, with 36% 

of the respondents indicating that 1 1-20 hours per week constituted direct client time. 

Mon clinicians had a vast amount of experience providing treatment to sex offender clients 

with dmoa  half (42%) reporting over 10 years expenence, and an average reporting between 7-9 

years experience. This group of practitioners appears to be quite expenenced as other studies point 

to sùnilar t h e  h e s  of providing seMces to sex offenders. Bird Edmunds (1997) related that just 

over a third (38%) of her sample had nine or more years of sex offender treatment expenence, while 

Jackson et al., (1997) described their largest group of respondents (41%) as reponing 6-10 yean of 

sex offender treatment experience. 

ûver one haf(59??) of the respondents were employed in an agency, with three quarters of 

the respondents (76%) describing thernselves as practising within a speciaiized sex offender treatment 

program. The majority of respondents in this study (56%) provided cornmunity based sex offender 

treatment programrning. This was also found to be the primary treatrnent setting by Bird Edmunds 

(1997) and Jackson et al., (1997). 

The majority of the sex offender therapists in this study did not receive specialized training 

prior to commencing their clinical praaice with sex offenders (61%). This was consistent with an 



earlier study in which EUerby et al. (1993) reported that most therapists (66%) described themselves 

as poorly or not at all prepared to work with sex offenders. While clinicians received little in the way 

of training prior to beginning their sex offender practice, most (67%) reported having considerable 

opportunities for continuing education once they were in the field. 

There appean to be some variability in clinicians' perception of the adequacy of their training. 

Jackson et al., ( 1  997) state that the majonty of the therapists in their sample (84%) reported having 

received adequate training for their work with sex offenders, while Bird Edrnunds (1 997) reports that 

ody 45% of her sample reponed feeling adequately trained. The training experiences descnbed by 

Jackson et al., (1997) included participation in: workshops and seminars (83%)- researcMiterature 

(65%)- supervision (50%). intemship (44%) and on-the-job training (30%). It may be, as appeared 

to be the case among the treatment providers sampled for this study, that there is a difference between 

receiving training opportunities pnor to providing sex offender treatment and once in the field. 

Clinicians seemed dissatisfied with the level of prerequisite training but satisfied with the opportunities 

they later receive for ongoing training and continuing education. 

The majority of clinicians described receiving a good deal of support from administrators 

(56%) and colleagues (60%). However, even though these positive work supports were in place. 

clinicians still reponed expenencing high levels of stress associated with organizational politics and 

about the stability of funding for their sex offender treatment program. 

As a final note about the respondents, it appears that sex offender treatment providers have 

a keen interest in understanding more about how they, as a group, are atfected by their sex offender 

practice. This level of interest was reflected by the excellent response rate (74%) for this snidy. It 
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is also worth noting, that in addition to responding to a relatively lengthy survey. 35% of the 

respondents took the ùme upon completing the questionnaire to provide additional, often lengthy and 

well thought out written comments on the back comment sheet of the survey. A number of these 

cornrnents fùrther illustrated the interest treatment providers have in this area: "Finally. someone is 

asking these questions", tt 1 believe that this attempt at assessing treatment provider stress, bumout. 

depression etc. is a long overdue one", "Glad to see this topic being researched as 1 have often felt 

misundemood by others in the community regarding the type of work I do", "This type of research 

may hefp me learn to bener take care of myself" and "1 am thanl6ul that someone is looking at the 

dificulties and rewards of working with sex offenders as most clinical organizations do not possess 

a clear understanding, or for many even a due, of what it is like to work with this population ... 1 

believe that many therapists are not honest about how working with sex offenders has an impact on 

their personal lives" . 

Jackson et al., ( 1997) also suggest that sex offender treatment providers have a strong interest 

in how they may be affected by their work, and point to their high response rate (32%) and the 

thoughtfd and detailed responses they received to difficult open-ended questions. 

The Experience of Burnout and Compassion Fatigue 

While much of the literature discussing the impact of providing sex offender treatment 

suggests that this type of practice exposes clinicians to many stressors which may place them at 

greater nsk for bumout, this level of distress was not found in the survey data. On the other hand, 

the focus group disclosures revealed a greater level of work related concems. 
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Owrali, the sex offender treatrnent providen sampled, as a group, did not expenence marked 

levels ofburnout. Cornpared to a normative sample of mental health seMce providers (Maslach & 

Jackson, 198 1). the sex offender therapists expiencesi sunilar lwels of emotiond exhaustion, slightly 

higher levels of depersonalization and a much greater sense of personal accomplishment. which is 

inversely retated to bumout. 

Additionally, responses on the Compassion Fatigue Self-Test for Psychotherapists indicated 

that the sex offender treatrnent providers sampled were not at high risk for burnout. In faa, 8 1% of 

the respondents presented as being at extremely low risk for the experience of burnout, while only 

2% of the respondents were found to be at high or extremely high risk for bumout. The remaining 

17% of the respondents were at rnoderate risk for burnout. 

In considenng the experience of bumout among sex offender treatment providers, Bird 

Edmunds (1997) did not use a standardized measure to assess the experience of, or rkk for burnout, 

but did explore whether clinicians reported an increase among a number of emotional, physical and 

psychological syrnptoms associated with bumout. Overail, clinicians did not evidence a marked 

escalation in these symptoms. Over half (56%), reponed no change at al1 in the experience of 

syrnptoms associated with bumout, while another 15% cited a decrease in these syrnptoms. 

However, 29% of the sex offender treatment providen did report an overall increase in the experience 

of these symptoms. While it can be inferreci fiom this study, that the rnajority of sex offender 

treatment providers were not experiencing bumout, the experience of distress can not be ignored, as 

over a quafier of the sample did identiS, an increase in bumout symptoms. 
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The sarne is tme of the present study. While therapist distress was not prominent in the 

overall sample, it is important to note that about one third of the sex offender treatrnent providers 

(3 1%) did experience a high level of emotional exhaustion, and about 45% experienced hi& levels 

of depersonalization. Therefore, while as a whole sex offender treatment providers did not 

demonsuate high levels of bumout, certainly a number of these clinicians did evidence elevations in 

symptoms associated with bumout which would likely affect their personal and professional 

functioning . 

The experience of compassion fatigue, although d a r  to bumout, appeared more prominent 

arnong sex offender treatment providers. Twenty one percent of the s e ~ c e  providers were seen to 

be at high to extremely high risk for compassion fatigue, while 29% were seen to be at moderate risk 

for compassion fatigue. The hallmark of compassion fatigue is the experience of personal depletio~ 

or fàtigue. This higher level of compassion fatigue among sex offender therapists is consistent with 

the previously reponed expenence of emotional exhaustion by a number of practitioners. 

W e  Bird Edrnunds (1997) did not assess for the expenence of compassion fatigue, one of 

the bumout symptorns she investigated was the experience of fatigue among sex offender treatment 

providers. She noted that 60% of al1 respondents described expenencing an increase in fatigue over 

the course of the last year while providing clinical seMces to sex offender clients. 

In considering the differential experience of symproms related to burnout and compassion 

fatigue, it appears to be the case that although similar, these concepts are distinct. The difference 

between clinicians' experience of. and nsk for bumout and for compassion fatigue support Figley's 

(1995) differentiation between these two conceptualizations of therapist impact. 
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As well, it may also be the case that the dfierential experience of burnout and compassion 

fatigue rnay be in pan a fùnction of the coping skills clinicians possess to address stress. and more 

specifically, stress related to trauma material. 

Sex offender treatment providers rnay be better equipped to manage and reduce the 

experience of burnout, as a result of their evidenced strong coping skills and the high level of persona1 

accomplishment they obtain fiom their work. While clinicians may be in a position to manage the 

generalized experience of distress associated with burnout, they rnay be less equipped and adept at 

coping with the more specific expenence of empathic engagement with trauma matend. This 

hypothesis will be further developed in the section on coping and coping skills. 

The Moderating Variables and Best Predictors of Distress 

To funher understand what factors rnay contribute to sex offender treatment providers being 

more Mllnerable, or more resilient, to burnout and compassion fatigue, the associations between these 

components of stress and therapist, practice setting and client variables were examineci. The 

identification of moderating and predictor variables of distress is viewed as an important component 

of the research, as these findings more specifically detail which clinicians rnay be at greater risk for 

dimess; identify factors that clinicians, clinical supervisors, program directors and administrators can 

be aware of and monitor; and rnay provide direction for developing strategies to support therapists 

who take on the challenge of providing clinicai services to a sex offender population. 

Therapist Variables 

In considering therapist variables, while some demographic variables were found to be 

significant. issues of therapist training/support and emotionai health figured prorninently. 
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Younger sex offender therapists were found to be at greater nsk for emotional exhaustion. 

depersonalization and compassion fatigue than their older, more experienced colleagues. This finding 

was consistent with previous research which has identified younger therapists as experiencing hisher 

levels of personal depletion and distress (Boice & Myers, 1987; Farber & Heifetz, 198 1 ). A similar 

hding has been reported specifically related to trauma therapists, indicating that younger therapists 

providing dinical seMces to trauma clients were found to be at greater risk for trauma related 

symptoms and depersonalization (Arvay & Uhlemann, 1996). 

Younger clinicians may be more susceptible to experience distress as they are less clinically 

expenenced, and, in the case of sex offender treatment providers, may have less background of being 

exposed to, and addressing trauma material. This could result in young therapists being at nsk to 

become overwhelmed and depleted by the trauma material, while not having developed adequate 

skills to i d e n e  and process the affects of this exposure. It rnay be the case that younger therapists 

attempt to cope by distancing themselves fiom their clients and the trauma material, which would 

account for the heightened experience of depersonalization. Consistent with this hypothesis, Bengis 

(1997) notes that with longevity in this field cornes the developrnent of skills to cope with the 

stressors particular to sex offender treatment. 

Clinicians' academic background and profession were also variables that moderated distress. 

Clinicians who had obtained higher levels of education (M.A. or Ph-D.) reported higher levels of 

persona1 accomplishrnent. However, in contrast to findings by Pearlrnean and M a c h  (1994) and 

Arvay and Whiemann (1996), education level was not found to be associated with other 

characteristics of burnout. The greater level of personal accompiishment identified by clinicians with 
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higher educations may be a result of increased £inancial compensation in their ernployment andfor due 

to thern enjoying a higher level of professional status as a result of their academic background. 

Profession was also associated with distress in that individuals providing sex offender 

treatment, whose prirnary profkon was not related to providing mental health services. expenenced 

higher levels of emotionai exhaustion and depersonalization, were at higher risk for bumout and 

compassion fatigue, and had a lower sense of personal accornplishment, than clinicians who ident ified 

t h e d v e s  as mental heaith professionals. In this regard, respondents who identified themselves as 

therapists (master and doctoral level) demonstrated a significdy greater sense of personal 

accomplishment than did probation and parole officers providing sex offender treatment. 

There are a nurnber of reasons that may account for these differences. Firstly, it is likely that 

the treatment providers who are mental health professionals have had the opportunity to be involved 

in training that provides them with a theoretical framework with which to approach their clinical 

practice and with training specific to counselling skills. This may not be true, or true to the same 

extent. of crirninal justice personne1 providing sex offender treatment services. As well. it may be 

the case that mental heaith professionals choose to provide seMces to a sex offender population, 

while cruninal justice professionais may be assigned this task in an effort to provide programming in 

an area of need, in an attempt to maWnize limited resources. In these instances this would be a shift 

in roles for which these individuals may be il1 prepared. Finaily, professional status has been 

identified as being associated with stress, specifically with lower status professionals experiencing 

higher levels of stress and bumout (Aveiy & Uhlemann, 1996; Farber & Heifetz, 198 1; Pearlman & 

MacIa 1994). It may be the case that criminal justice professionals view themselves as lower status 
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professionals in the area of providing clinical services. compared to therapists, psychologists and 

psychiatnsts. 

Other demographic variables such as gender, and being a parent or grandparent were not 

found to be significantly associated with distress in the quantatative data, but were highlighted within 

the two focus groups. 

Female sex offender treatment providers discussed the difficdties, challenges and stressors 

related to being a fernale and providing clinical seMces to sex offenders, and being female and 

working in a correctional environment. Some focus group participants reveded expenencing fear and 

disrespect. Arnong sarnples of general therapists, female clinicians have been found to experiences 

a greater level of distress (Boice & Myers, 1987; Deutsch, 1984). Bachynisk (1995) noted some 

tendencies for female sex offender treatment providers to demonstrate elevations in their experience 

of emotional depletion and depersonalization, and a lower sense of personal accomplishment 

compared to males, however, not at a level that was statistically significant. 

One focus group participant discussed the emotional difficulty of hearing stories of sexual 

abuse against children, and comecting these images with one's own children or grandchildren. This 

phenomena has also been descnbed by Pearlman and Saakvitne (1995b). 

The levei of supewision and suppon received by clinicians was conceptualized as another 

therapist variable that may moderate distress. While a smaller number of the sex ofender treatment 

providers sampled descnbed having m u e n t  clinical supervision opportunities (27%), a greater 

number (67%) reported being able to frequently consult with more expenenced sex offender 

treatment providers. 
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Supervision and consultation were found to be important moderating variables as therapists 

who reponed limited opportunity to participate in clinical supervision and consultation experienced 

greater distress, particularly related to persona1 depletion (exhaustion and compassion fatigue) and 

bumout. As well, the greater the ability to consult, the higher the level of personal accomplishment 

reponed. These findings are consistent with what has previously been identified as the importance 

of supervision and consultation in diminishing the negative impact of providing clinical services, 

particularly among therapists dealing with trauma issues (Cerney, 1995; Figley, 1995, Pearlman & 

Saakvitne, 1995 a, b). 

The importance of supervision and consultation was also identified by respondents on the 

comment section of the survey and highlighted by participants of the focus groups. The benefits of 

these nippons was described as: providing opportunities to vent, a fomm to receive clinical guidance 

and direction, and a means of confirmation. Clinicians offered comments such as: "it's just nice to 

share similar experiences and go wow, 1 went through that too and 1 handled that in that way too, and 

i'm not crazy", "in terms of talking to people, you know. that's really important, whether just going 

to somebody's office to gipe or, you know, a d y  talking about, weli, you know, 'Do you think that 

1 did okay with this client?' ... What should 1 have done differently?' 1 think having that kind of 

feedback is reaily important to stress management". These findings were consistent with those 

reponed by Jackson et al., (1997) who reponed that the majority (88%) of their sex offender 

therapist respondents idenufied supervision as helpful and cited the primluy benefits as: validation of 

the therapist's perceptions andor others perceptions (48%), case management (27%) and the release 

of feelings ( 1 5%). 
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As one rnight expect, training also proved to be a variable that mitigated the experience of 

stress/distress. Those clinicians who reponed receiving training specific to sex offender treatment 

prior to practising with this client group experienced lower levels of depersonalization. Therapists 

with howledge about the client group and about the therapeutic interventions utilized in treating this 

population may f*l more prepared, more comfonable and more confident in their ability to engage 

in therapy with sex offender clients. As a result, the therapists may be less likely to cope through 

distancing or disengaging &om the client. Although training pnor to providing sex offender treatment 

was found to be helpful in moderating the experience of distress, as noted previously. the majority 

of clinicians in this sample (6 1%) did not have extensive traininglpreparation prior to providing sex 

offender treatment. 

The majority of sex offender treatment providers (70%) reported opportunities for continuing 

education once they were involved in the field. This is very positive as ciinicians who reponed not 

having the opportunity to participate in continuing education to further develop their professional 

skiUs were found to experience higher levels of emotional exhaustion, were at greater risk for bumout 

and compassion fatigue, and had a lower sense of personal accomplishment. 

It appears that professional development is an important source of professional coping. It 

may be the case that contact with other professionals in the are* obtaining new information, receiving 

confirmation about the way in which one conducts their practice, and a break, even a short one, nom 

clinical practice to reflect on one's work, helps to reduce stress. Continuing education may provide 

for something similar to what Farrenkopf (1992) describes as an 'adaptation phase' in a clinical 

p d c e  with sex offenden. The opportunity for continuing education rnay facilitate clinicians to re- 
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gain theu motivation for their work to emotiody re-group, to re-focus their perceptions about their 

practice and method of practice, and to regain their sense of therapeutic compassion. 

While previous literature has identified clinical supervision and ongoing consultation as 

sources of professional coping that moderates the expenence of stress, the importance of having the 

opponunity to participate in training pnor to practicing with trauma clients and the importance of 

continuing education once in the field have not been noted. 

A stressor related to training, that was not anticipated, was the stress some respondents 

identified on the comment section of the survey as being associated with encountering untrained 

therapists providing sex offender treatment. Respondents related "1 fail to understand therapists who 

say they h o w  how to work with this population when they a d y  do not. 1 currently have a patient 

who was working with another therapist for over two years and dunng that tirne he reoffended on 

several occasions. When he finally reached my office he was weeks away from sentencing. I began 

to ask him about his sexual history, fantasies, triggers etc. This was al1 alien to him", "My main 

problem is that the agencies are referring sex offmders to treatment with psychologists and therapists 

that have no f o d  training in specific sex offender issues. They are not aware of the responsibility 

these caseloads represent and they do not work with authorities for follow up", and "Most of the 

kstration is deaiing with systems and others who proclaim expenise in this field but do not have a 

due". 

The final therapist variable, and the most significant therapist variable that was observed to 

be associated with clinicians being either more resilient or more susceptible to distress was emotional 

health. While only a srnail percentage of respondents reported frequently feeling depressed (8%), 
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these clinicians (who reponed having felt sad and downhearted a 'good bit of the time' or 'almost al1 

the tirne'. within the las six months), were at nsk for distress and demonstrated signifiant elevations 

on ail of the rneasures evaluating bumout and compassion fatigue. In fact. fiequent depressed 

feelings within the Iast six months was the best overall predictor across al1 therapist, practice setting 

and client variables for the expenence of personal depletion (emotional exhaustion and compassion 

fatigue). Recent depressed symptoms was the second best overall predictor of distress (bumout) and 

of a low level of personal accomplishment. 

in a cross sectional study such as this, one is faced with a bit of a 'chicken and egg' problem, 

determining whether a pre-existing or general depression is the prirnary factor contributing to distress. 

or whether it is the emotiod impact of a clinical practice. in the case of this study. a clinical practice 

with sex offenders, which contributes to a general malaise. The problem then becornes attempting 

to determine whether the observed expenences of distress are related to a general depression or are 

more specifically related to feelings of depression associated with one's clinical practice. A 

longitudinal midy with multiple rneasures over time for depression and bumout would be needed to 

dari@ this issues. 

A high rate of depression arnong therapists is reponed in the literature (Deutsch, 1985; 

Sussman, 1995). Sussrnan (1995) cites several studies suggesting that the demands and stressors of 

a psychotherapeutic practice are factors which greatly affect the emotional adjustment of chicians 

and that can contribute to depression (Berrnak. 1977; Deutsch, 1984; Hellman, Morrison & 

Abramowitz, 1986; Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995). The expenence of depression has also been 

identifid as a significant factor for trauma therapists, and is viewed as one of the effects of engaging 
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in a therapeutic process with trauma clients (Cemey, 1 995; Figley, 1995; Pearlman & Saakvitne. 

1995). 

The results of this study lend some support to the argument that the provision of clinical 

services to trauma clients (sex offenders) may take its toll on the emotional adjustment of therapists 

and place them at risk for distress (e-g., depression, fatigue, burnout), in large part due to the nature 

of their clinical practice. 

Items embedded in the Compassion Fatigue Self Test for Psychotherapists, asked clhicians 

to what extent they expenenced depression and personal depletion (e.g., feeling weak, tired, run 

down) which they aitribute to being specifidy associated with their sex offender treatment practice. 

Consistent with the general depression question, only a small number of clinicians reported feeling 

depressed (2%) or depleted (7%) as a result of their work with sex offenders. However, the 

expenence of depression associated with practising as a sex offender therapist was the strongest 

therapist variable predictor for distress (bumout, compassion fatigue) and the second best predictor 

of depersonalization. In addition, the feeling of depression associated with being a sex offender 

treatment provider was the best overall predictor, across al1 therapist, practice setting and client 

variables, for the expenences of bumout and depersonalization, and the second best overall predictor 

for the experiences of emotional exhaustion and a low sense of personal accomplishment. 

The experience of personal depletion associated with providing sex offender treatment was 

found to be the strongest therapist variable predicting emotional exhaustion and a low sense of 

personal accomplishrnent. 
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While only small nurnbers of sex offender treatment providers reponed feeling depressed, 

either generally or in response to their contact with sex offender clients, it is evident that exnotionai 

fragility greatly escalates ones wlnerability for distress and that further attention to this area is 

warranted. 

Ractice Sening Variables 

Practice setting variables were also found to moderate the expenence of distress among sex 

offender treatment providers, in both the survey and focus group data. 

Sex offender therapists who practised in an agency setting were found to experience greater 

levels of personal depletion (exnotional exhaustion and compassion fatigue) and depersonalkation 

than their colleagues in pnvate practice. This finding is consistent with the literature on stressors 

identified for both general and trauma therapists (Arvay & UUiernann, 1996; Deutsch, 1984; Pearlman 

& Maclan, 1994). 

It rnay be the case that providing treatment services within the context of an agency practice 

is more stressfùi for clinicians because of the greater irnposed structure. While private practice was 

identified in one focus group to be stressful because of the clinician having to assume 100% 

responsibility for their practice (e-g., both clinically and financially), private practice may offer a 

greater level of independence, autonomy, flexibility and an absence of the organizational stressors 

inherent in an agency practice. Clinicians working in an agency setting may have issues related to 

treatment programming imposed on them (e.g., duration of treatment, number of clients in groups, 

format of treatment), rnay have their work schedule stmctured for them, may have expectations and 
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pressure placed on them related to biliing hours and may have to contend with organizational issues 

withing the agency setting. 

Differences were also found between clinicians who provided sex offender treatment in a 

correctional institutional setting versus a cornmunity setting. Sex offender treatment providers 

practising within correctional institutions experienced higher levels of depersonalkation, while sex 

offender treatment providers practising in cornmunity based programs experienced a signïficantly 

greater sense of personal accomplishment. Farber and Heifetz (1981) reponed a parallel hding 

within the mental health system, fïnding that clinicians who practice in an institutional or in-patient 

setting (non-correctional) experience greater levels of distress than those in a cornmunity setting. 

There are various hypotheses that might account for these findings. Within correctional 

institutions the level of exposure to sex offender clients may be greater as treatment providers 

typically have daily contact with inmates in treatment. As well, inmates tend to be quite needy and 

demanding of mention, so clinicim rnay attempt to distance thernselves from their inmate clients as 

a means of coping. Sex offender treatment providers working within correctional institutions may 

also be dealing with clients who have a greater degree of psychopathology, which again may impact 

on both the level of stress expenenced by the clinician and how they cope with this stress. 

Furthemore, correctional institutions are iypicdly punitive environments that, by their very nature, 

depersonalize inmates. This could also contnbute to therapists'tendency to depersonalize. In this 

regard, Freeman-Long (1997) relates "What do 1 do with my sense of rage and heIplessness at 

witnessing the horrors of Our criminal justice system? How can we cope when Our prisoner clients 
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are raped, beaten and assaulted, when they commit suicide, or as happened to one of my clients, when 

they are murdered?" (p. 7). 

The greater level of personai accomplishrnent observed among the community treatment 

providers may be related to their ability to work with the clients in a 'real life' setting, away fiom the 

dificuit innitutionai environment. As well, typically comrnunity treatment providers are able to see 

a client through to the completion of the matment process. something that may resuit in personai and 

professional satisfaction As one community treatment provider noted, "The thing I like best about 

my work with the sex offenders is that 1 get to see them complete treatment". 

Aithough nirvey results found institutionai treatment providers to experience more distress, 

foms group participants varied in their perceptions as to which setting was more stressful, with the 

majority identifjnng the comrnunity as a more dificuit setting. While some therapists praaising in 

correctional institutions identifieci their work as more messful because of the atmosphere, rigidity and 

volatility of the environment they worked in, other correctional institution treatment providers 

believed that a cornmunity practice was more stressful. These participants indicated that they, uniike 

cornmunity treatment providers. were able to leave their work at home at the end of the day as they 

knew that their offender clients were incarcerated and not out in the community where they could be 

at risk to offend. Overail, cornmunity treatment providers identified a comrnunity based practice as 

more stressfûl, pnmarily for the same reason. 

ûther important practice sening variables that both moderated, and were predictors for the 

experience of distress were organizational issues related to interna1 politics, administrative and 
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collegiai support and program funding. Each of these variables were associated with the dependent 

variables. 

A number of the respondents (42%) descnbed expenencing a high level of stress due to the 

organizational politics within their place of employment. The level of stress experienced as a resuit 

of organization politics was the best practice setting predictor of persona1 depletion (emotional 

exhaustion and compassion fatigue) and depersonalization, and was the second best predictor of 

burnout. 

Survey and focus group participants highlighted and identified organizational issues as a 

source of stress. Cornments included: "My work problems are not related to inmatedoffenders but 

to organizationd issues", "Most of the stress I expenence is more related to administrative and 

political policies than to treatment itseIf" and "It is important to note that job hstration mainly cornes 

fiom organizational poliucs rather than the aaual work". This identification of organizational politics 

as an area of stress is consistent with a larger literature identwng organizational politics as 

associated with therapist stress and distress (Benn* 1977; Chessick 1978; Farber. 1979; Kottler, 

1993; Norcross & Prochaska, 1986; Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1 995). 

The stress associated with organizational issues may be related to the fact that while clinicians 

expect to encounter difficulties and obstacles in their therapeutic work with clients, they do not 

anticipate expenencing such obstacles within their workplace. Ofien times organizational stresson 

are perceived as needles, 'add on stressors'. which clinicians have little control over. Organizational 

issues also tend to be viewed as impeding, or making more difficult, the clinicians' primary goai and 

focus which is clinical s e ~ c e  delivery. 



The level of support clinicians received within their practice setting was another significant 

moderating variable for distress. The majority of respondents descnbed receiving a good deai of 

support both £iom thek administrators (56%) and colleagues (60%). These supports were found to 

be meaningfbi as those clinicians who identified receiving little administrative or collegial suppon 

experienced higher levels of distress. Collegial suppori was found to be a particularly important 

moderating variable. Limited collegial support was the best practice setting variable predicting the 

experience of distress (burnout, depersonalization, a low level of personal accomplishment), and the 

second best practice setting variable predicting personal depletion (exnotional exhaustion and 

compassion fatigue). As well, strong collegial suppon was the best overall predictor, across ail 

therapist, practice setting and client variables, for the expenence of a high level of persona1 

accomplishment. It is apparent that having the suppon of ones' colleagues is strongly connected to 

job satisfaction. Collegial support has previously been identified as an important factor which c m  

reduce the expenence of distress amongst both general and trauma therapists (Farber, 1983; Pearlman 

& Saakvitne, 1995qb). 

The necessity and value of having strong collegial support was funher identified by focus 

group participants and swey  respondents. Clinicians offered: "1 don't know how anybody could do 

this work in isolation without a supportive team", "1 am very fortunate to have had the support of my 

CO-facilitator and members of my therapy team 6om the outset of my practice", and "1 have had some 

difficult experiences with sex offenders. The worst tirne 1 had was when a sex offender 1 was seeing 

killed two children. 1 almost quit working at the tirne. However, 1 had a lot of suppon from the 
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others on the team [fI have leamed anything about sex offender [treatment], it is to always be part 

of a treatment team". 

The significance of collegial support, as evidenced in both the survey and focus group data. 

was hrther supponed by Jackson et al., (1997) who reponed that by far, the most frequently reported 

form of coping among sar offader treatment providen identified by their study (88%) was receiving 

support from other sex offender therapists. 

Concem over the funding available to maintain sex offender treatment programming was a 

specific organizational concem that was identified as being associated with stress for a number of 

clinicians (48%). Clinicians expenencing a great deai of stress in relation to funding stability 

experienced significantly higher levels of personal depletion (emotional exhaustion and compassion 

fatigue ) and dimess (bumout, depersonalization). The lack of stability of program Funding has been 

praiously identified as a source of stress for therapists (Norcross & Prochaska. 1986; Pearlman & 

Saakwtne, 1995a,b). 

Again. cornrnents by sex offender treatment providers funher supponed these observations. 

Clinicians stated: "The majority of the stress and dissatisfaction 1 expenence is related to the 

inadequacy of programs due to the lack of available funding", "In 1997 our budget was cut l/3. 1 get 

letters every rnonth from incarcerated offenders who need treatment to achieve parole. 1 can't tell 

them we have an ongoin3 program. It is fiumating" and "My biggest hstration is that the politicians 

who control fùnding are only willing to use our tax rnoney to buiid more jails and bootcamps rather 

than for treatment. For exarnple, 1 workfconsult at a youth Detention Centre which houses about 

30-40 adolescent sex offenden. 1 provide group treatment. Unfortunately, due to the lack of funding 
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1 am only able to provide one. two hour group per week. 1 realize that this is inadequate. Does that 

mean 1 should quit? 1 don't have an answer. At this point I'm either depressed or pissed off'. 

Concm and mess around hding issues rnay be similar to the concems and stressors related 

to other organizationai issues, in that dinicians appear to feel a sense of helplessness in addressing 

these extemal issues, and perceive these extemal factors as impeding their ability to practice and to 

provide service in areas that they view to be extremely important. 

Although not directly related to practice setting, concems about the criminal justice system 

and working both witk and withïn, this system were described as a major source of aress by the sex 

offender therapists who participated in the focus groups and provided cornments on the survey. 

Cliniaans expressed experiencing aress and fnistration as a result of the lack of information within 

the criminal justice system about sex offenders and sex offender treatrnent, inadequacies within the 

criminal justice system that result in a failure to consinently manage these cases appropriately, the 

lack of imeragency cooperation and communication in dealing with sex offender cases. and the 

systems' lirnited response in providing resources for effective sex offender programming. Sirnilar 

concerns among sex offender treatrnent providers have been noted by other authors (Farrenkopc 

1992; Freeman-Longo, 1997; Jackson et al.. 1997; Marshall & Barrett. 1990; Ryan & Lane. 199 1). 

Ciienr Vitriables 

Ciient variables, particularly those related to the concentration of sex offender clients in ones' 

practice and the fiequency of exposure to these clients. were found to be both moderating and 

predictor variables for distress. 
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As previously noted, a number of clinicians sampled (56%) reported that over 60% of their 

case load consisted of sex offender clients, and that on average they spent considerable time (16-25 

houn per week) providing direct clUucal services to sa< offenders. Over one third of the respondents 

(390h) reported providing over 25 hours of direct clinicai senrice to sex offender clients per week. 

This concentration of sex offender clients and the fiequency of clinical hours with these clients 

is significant, as sex offender treatment providen whose caseload consisted prirnarily of sex offender 

clients and who provided a high number of clinicai hours per week to these clients were found to 

experience higher levels of distress. 

Cihicians whose caseloads were primarily made up of sac offender clients were at significantly 

greater risk for bumout than those clinicians who did not have a heavy concentration of sex offender 

clients. As well, a high percentage of sex offender clients was the second best client variable 

predictor for the expenence of depersonalization and the second best overall predictor for the 

experience of depersonalization. 

Clinicians who spent a great deal of time providing direct clinical service to sex offender 

clients each week were significantly more likely to experience emotiond exhaustion, 

depersonaiization and were at greater nsk for compassion fatigue than were clinicians who provided 

fewer hours of sex offender treatment. The number of hours per week that clinicians provide to sex 

offender clients was found to be the best client variable predicting compassion fatigue and was the 

second best overall predictor for the expenence of compassion fatigue across dl therapist, praaice 

setting and client variables. 
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These findings are consistent with the literature on trauma therapists which purports that 

higher caseloads of trauma clients and more fiequent and intense contacts with trauma clients are 

related to therapist distress (Avery & Uhlemann, 1996; Cerney, 1995). 

There are various explanations that could account for the increased level of distress associated 

with more intense contacts with sex offender clients. II has been well established that treating difficult 

clients is a source of significant therapist stress (Hellman, Morrison & Abramowitz, 1987; Chessick 

1978; Farber, 1979). Sex offender clients ernbody a number of the attributes that have been described 

in the literature as being charactenstic of difficult clients, and stressful for clinicians. Focus group 

panicipants and respondents who provided comments on the survey identified stressful client 

charactenstics. Treatment providers related: "The hardea thing is overcorning their resistance and 

developing the empathy needed to succeed", "The level of offender self-report andor denial is a 

source of stress in my work with sex offenders", "One of the most challenging and hstrating parts 

of my work is the client's lack of empathy for their victims" and "Much of my stress cornes from the 

relationship in therapy with the offender". 

Chicians who have more extensive contacts with sex offender clients are also exposed to a 

greater b e l  of trauma material. This exposure may be another factor contributing to distress. The 

impact of trauma materia and specificdy disclosures of sexual offending behavior, have been noted 

and identified as a potential source of therapist distress (Abel, 1983; Figley, 1995; Freeman-Longo, 

1997; Jackson et ai, 1997; Keams, 1995; Peariman & Saakvitne, 1995b; Peaslee, 1995, Ryan & Lane, 

1991). The effect of exposure to trauma material was well described in the focus groups and on the 

survey. Clinicians offered: "you're talking to people that are so horrendously damaged that if you 
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have empathy yourself . . . you actually resonate with their pain" and, "For two years 1 worked entirely 

with sex offenden, adults and juveniies, as well as thier families. 1 will never do that again. Working 

with sexual offenders introduced me to crap 1 wish I would never heard of. If 1 would have known 

how it was going to affect me penonaily 1 wouldn't have entered the field. You lose your innocence 

about life". 

In contrast to the findings of this study. Bird Edmunds (1997) reported that although she 

assumed that clinicians spending the greatest amount of tirne with sex offender clients would 

experience the greatest degree of burnout symptoms, this hypothesis was not supported by her 

findings. Her data revealed that clinicians who provided an average of 1 1-20 direct client contact 

hours (in a range of client hours from O to over 41) reported the greatest increase in bumout 

symptoms, which included an increase in the experience of fatigue (67%), hstration (62%) and 

cynicism (43%). This will be an area that will require funher exploration. It may be the case that 

within Bird Edmunds' sample, the therapists who provided the greatest number of treatment hours 

to sex offender clients (over 20 hours per week), were also the most experienced clinicians. The 

expenence factor may moderate the e f f i s  of a high level of client contact/exposure and account for 

this finding. 

Other areas identifieci as modera~g client variables that are also associated with client contact 

included clinicians' perceptions about the manageability of their sex offender caseload and years of 

experience providing clinical services to sex offenders. 

While the majority of treatment providers descnbed their sex offender caseload to be 

manageable (86%). clinicians who saw themselves as ha- too many sex offenders on t heir caseload 
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experienced higher levels of distress. T hese therapists experienced significantly higher levels of 

emotional exhaustion and depersonalization and were at greater risk for bumout and compassion 

fatigue than clhicians who perceived their sex offender caseload as manageable or too low. This is 

consistent with the findings of Arvay and Uhlemann (1996) who report that trauma therapists who 

perceive their caseloads as being unmanageable experience higher levels of distress. This outcome 

seems quite straightfonvard as therapists who see thernselves as ovenvorked or feel ovewhelmed 

would Uely experïence greater levels of stress and distress. In addition., distress for these chcians 

might be compounded by their increased exposure to trauma matenal. 

As previously noted, when looking at the role of age as a moderating therapist variable, the 

number of yean clinicians have provided clinical seMces to sex offender clients appeared to play a 

role in the level of stress/distress experienced. It appears that clinicians may become more resilient 

over time and with greater expenence and knowledge are better able to cope with the effects of their 

sex offender practice. This bas also been noted by Bengis (1997). 

Sex offender treatment providers with more years expenence, experienced lower levels of 

emotional exhaustion and reported a significantly greater sense of persona1 accomplishrnent 

asçociated with their practice. Years expenence was the best client variable for predicting a high level 

of personal accomplishrnent. 

The role of experience with the client group was well illustrated by one clinician who 

offered:"After 13 years I no longer experience the k e t y  that was present when I began to deal with 

sexual offenders. I feef much more seasoned as an experienced therapist generally, and particularly 

with sex offenden, having developed a good theoretical foundation for evaluation and treatment at 
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work". Experience is likely associated with having developed a solid understanding of sex offender 

treatment, a sense of confidence in one's therapeutic abilities and expenence coping with the 

difficulties and stressors associated with sex offender treatment. 

As one rnight expect, offenders that present as the rnost dangerous were identified as the moa 

stressful to provide clinical services to. In reviewing which categories of offenders were identified 

as most stressful to work with, clinicians reported treating sadistic sex offenders as very stressful 

(46%), foilowed by rapist/pedophiles (30%). rapists (26%). pedophiles (16%). offenders in the 'other' 

category (7%) and incest offenders (4%). 

Interestingly, the client variables that were the best predictors of distress (bumout, 

depersonalkation) and depletion (emotional exhaustion, compassion fatigue) were providing 

treatment seMces to incest offenders and to offenders in the 'other' category. This finding was 

unexpected as one might predict that the more violent or predatory offender categones would have 

resulted in a greater impact, particularly as clinicians' identified sadistic rapists, rapist/pedophiles, 

rapits and pedophiles as respectively being the most stressful clients to work with. 

in considering this finding, there may some notewonhy characteristics associated with these 

particular client groups that may help to explain why they were associated with therapist distress. 

Without attempting to generalize across this paticular client group, incest type offenders often 

present with a marked level of denial that is typically entrenched and rnay be very difficult to move. 

As well, incest offenders tend to be fairly controlling, oflen maintain a sense of entitlement related 

to their offending and tend to take on a victim stance, focussing on what they have lost as a result of 

their offending (e.g., f d y  relationships, status, material possessions, finances) rather than on the 
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trauma they have inflicteci. As well, in providing chnical services to incest offenders, clinicians rnay 

be more likely to also see the offender's partner and family as part of the treatrnent process. This 

couid potentially add stress in a variety of ways. Some sex offender treatment providers rnay not 

have training in couple or family therapy, therefore. taking on this role rnay lead to additional stress. 

In cases where the incest offender is reconciling with his family, the therapist rnay experience a range 

of concems about reunification, particularly related to the safety of the children and accurately 

assessing the offender's risk and niitability to retum home safely. In doing family reconciliation work 

therapists may also be codkonted with meeting and perhaps doing some work with both the offender 

and his victim/Survivor(s). This expenence of putting a face to the v i d m  rnay add an emotional strain 

and fùrther enhance the impact of the trauma material. Another stressfui scenario can occur when 

incest offenden who are in denial reconcile with a partner, and the couple are in treatment. In these 

instances. it is typicai for the partner to aiso be in denial and quite resistant to the therapeutic process. 

The difficulties associated with resistant partners was also noted in the focus group discussion. 

offenden in the 'other' category were most often identifieci as exhibitionists, voyeurs, obscene 

telephone callers, and fkottwes. The characteristics that might account for the impact associated with 

the stress of providing clinical seMces to these particular type of offenders rnay be the very high 

rates of recidivism associated with these behaviors and its entrenched and tepetitive nature (Marshall 

& Barbare, 1990) Another stressor related to this goup of clients is that they often have dificulty 

appreciating that anyone is harmed as a result of their inappropriate semal behavior, and ofken see 

their actions as victimless, trivial and harmiess (Kaplan & Krueger, 1 997; Maletzky, 1 997). A tùnher 

stressor in working with this client group is that the criminal justice system ofken maintains beliefs 
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similar to the offenders in that the system tends to view and respond to these behaviors as primarily 

nuisance crimes. 

Two other client related stressors that were identified by clinicians in the focus groups and 

on the survey included the social stigma attached to sex offenders and client recidivism. 

The stigma associated with providing clinical seMces to sex offender clients was identified 

as a source of ciinician stress. Participants in the focus group and survey respondents both described 

the stress associated with this stigma, including: feeling uncornfortable acknowledging that ones' 

practice is with sex offender clients; feeling a need to explain to people what you do and why you do 

it; dealing with societyts negative perception of sex offenders, treatment for sex offenders; and in 

some cases the clinicians who provide this treatment; and feeling as if one can not openly talk about 

their work. In discussing client stigma clinicians related: "Possibly the mon difficult part about 

workine with this population is that this population is so unpopular.", "Social attitudes towards sex 

offenders have changed over the last few years. It is harder for clients to get jobs, places to live, etc. 

This adds some stress to my work" and "1 am concemed with how others react to the general public's 

non-approvd of therapists working with sex offenders. In Texas the attitude is jail and throw away 

the key. When a person learns what 1 do the usual response is "oh shit, how cm you do that?" 

followed by them stepping backward a step or two. 1 feel they are afkaid 1 am contaminated and it 

might rub off on them". These responses were consistent with other comments and findings that 

identified the stress associated with providing services to a stigmatized population; in particular to 

sex offender clients (Ellerby, et al., 1993; Freeman-Longo, 1997; Farrenkopf, 1992; Ryan & Lane. 

199 1). 



Not surpnsingly, issues related to client recidivism were also identified as a source of therapist 

stress during the focus groups and in the survey responses. The concems ranged from stress related 

to perceptions about recidivism (e-g., the public's, the clinicians), worry about potential recidivism 

and the impact of client recidivism. Five main themes related to client recidivism emersed fiom the 

focus group data These included: the stress and distress associated with the public's expectations 

for treatment to 'cure' offenders; clinician's own expectations about their level of personal 

responsibility to manage risk and prevent recidivism; uncertainty about the efficacy of sex offender 

treatment; the ongoing worry about client recidivism; and the impact of client recidivism. In 

desaibing these stressors, clinicians related: "1 feel 1 have been successful in treating my clients but 

this can't be verified untii my clients have died and never re-offended", I'm constantly hearing in the 

media about how treatment of sexual offenders isn't effective", "My highest stress is always fears of 

a re-offense", "Stress for me is pnmarïly related to the nsk of reoffending" and "1 do struggle with 

a sense of hstration and failure when one of our clients re-ofends" 

Ellerby et al.. (1993) reported sex offender therapists as descnbing feeling angry (84%). 

disillusioned and depressed (79%). doubtful about their cornpetence (74%). inadequate (58%) and 

gd ty  (42%). As well, it has been noted that personalizing client relapse can potentially traumatke 

the sex offender therapist and contribute to bumout, impede their ability to provide clinical services 

to this population, or may lead to ending one's practice in this field (Ellerby, 1997; Freeman-Long, 

1 997). 
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Coping Skills and Strategies 

Effons were made to review the coping skills and strategies of sex offender treatment 

providers and to consider how these coping skills were associated with the rneasures of distress. 

Sex offender therapists demonstratecl coping skills that were comparable to the level of coping 

skills found among a nonned group of working adults (Osipow & Spokane, 1983). As well, there 

appeared to be little difference between the coping skills of male and femaie sex offender therapists, 

across the various coping skdi sets measured. The vas  majority of sex offender treatment providers 

(90%) evidenced average to strong coping skills in the areas of recreation, self-care, social support 

and rational-cognitive coping. Over one quarter of the clinicians (27%) demonstrated superior coping 

skills in these areas. 

As one would expect. the presence of good coping skills was negatively associated with the 

measures of distress. Strengths in each of the coping ski11 areas were found to be associated with 

reductions in the experience of bumout, compassion fatigue, emotional exhaustion and 

depersonalization. As weil, ski11 in each of the measured areas of coping was associated with a 

greater level of personai accomptishment. The strongest associations found were between clinicians 

having a high level of social support and good recreational outlets and the reduction of risk for 

bumout. The importance of the social supports is consistent with the significant role collegial 

support was found to have as a moderating variable. 

It may be the case that the strong coping skilis evidenced by clinicians account for the overall 

low level of therapist distress observed among sex offender treatment providers. 
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The focus goup participants and respondents' comments on the survey helped to identie and 

describe the type of coping strategies sex offender treatment providen employ to assist them in 

managing the stressors connected to their clinical practice. A range of diverse professional and 

personal coping strategies were identified by sex offender treatment providers. These included: 

debriefing, support fiom CO-workers, clinical supervision, being selective in choosing the types of 

clients served, monitoring ones' perception of their clients and clinical practice, pacing oneself, the 

use of humour, not personabhg recidivisrn, using cognitive restructiinng, diversification of practice, 

separating ones' clinical practice from their private life, support from farnily, exercise and personal 

therapy. Typically a combination of coping strategies are used. The use of a range of coping 

strategies was well illustrated by one clinician who related: 

"What helps me deal with stress and to s u ~ v e  and to do a good job working with sex 

offenders is exercise, prayer, a supportive family, fiendships, colleagues, regular time ofE 

other interests, respect in the community, reasonable income and a realistic belief about 

what 1 can do and remembenng who has the problem (e.g., the sex offender), if he doesn't 

progress". 

The importance of healthy coping for sex offender therapists, and strategies to cope effectively 

have been recentiy discussed by a number of authors (Bengis, 1997; Bird Edmunds, 1997; Freeman- 

Long, 1997; Jackson et al., 1997). For the moa part this literahue identifies coping strategies similar 

to the ones described in this study. The positive coping strategies descnbed include: participation in 

supe~s ion  and consultation, the importance of balance, having good boundaries related to 

responsibility (e-g., the clients' versus the therapists) and between home and work, recognizing 
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progress in clients' lives, attending persona1 therapy, taking t h e  away from work, exercise and 

involvement in sports, havïng a heaithy diet, developing non-work related interests (e.g.. recreational 

adVities and hobbies) and, spending time with and having the support of fkiends and farnily (Bengis. 

1997; Bird Edmunds, 1997; Freeman-Long, 1997; Jackson et al., 1997). 

Bengis (1997) offers that while these traditionai forms of self-care are important, positive 

coping for sex offender therapists must also include confionting and addressing issues specific to 

working with sex offender clients. In this regard, he stresses the need to explore issues related to 

images, feelings, fântasies, impulses and urges that represent the hidden sources of stress in providing 

clinical seMces to sex offenders. Bengis also encourages answering the question "why choose to 

work with sex offenden?" as a means of seIf-exploration, persona1 and professional development and 

self-care. 

Satisfactions 

This study sought not oniy to attend to stress and distress, but to also begin to investigate the 

satisfactions associated with providing sac offender treatment. Attendhg to satisfactions was thought 

to be important as job satisfàction has ben identified as a moderating variable of distress. Expioring 

the satisfactions of psychotherapy has been described as often being overiooked, and literature on sex 

offender treatment has tended to focus on the negative (Farber & Heifetz, 199 1 ; Maslach & Jackson, 

198 1; Sussman, 1995). 

One of the striking findings of this study was the extremely high level of personal 

accornplishment reporteci by sex offender treatment providers. The vast majority of clinicians (90%) 

demonstrated strong feelings of personal accornplishment associated wit h their sex offender p ractice. 
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In addition, the mean r a ~ g  for personal accomplishment among sex offender therapists (A4 = 40.38, 

SD = 5.38) was higher than the average score for persona1 accomplishment found among the 

normative sarnple of mental health providers (M = 30.87, SD = 6.3 7) as reported by Maslach and 

Jackson ( 198 1 ). Consistent with this, Bird Edmunds ( 1997) reponed that the vast majority of sex 

offender therapists (97%) perceived thernselves to be effective in their practice. 

Only a small number of sex offender therapists (3%) evidenced scores on the persona1 

accomplishment scale that were indicative of being at moderate or high risk for bumout. The 

responses of sex offender treatment providers are indicative of engagement in ones' work (Maslach, 

Jackson & Leiter, 1996). As the risk for bumout has been identified as being reduced by job 

satisfaction, the high level of personal accomplishrnent expenenced by sex offender therapists may 

be another irnpottant variable moderating the experience of bumout and fatigue. in addition to the 

strong coping skiils evidenced by sex offender therapists, the high level of personal accomplishment 

rnay also account for the overall low levels of bumout and compassion fatigue found among these 

clinicians. 

Consistent with this hding, the sex offender therapists who participated in the focus groups 

and who provided comments on the survey identified a high degree of personal satisfaction and a 

sense of persona1 accomplishment from their practice. 

Treatment providers descnbed a range of satisfactions including: finding the work 

challenging. fascinating and exciting; participating in the process of client growth and change; a 

sense of altruism (a feeling of doing good for society); finding that the work met emotional needs 

(e.g., power, control, excitement); a desire to be unconventional and work in a non-traditional area 
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of psychotherapy; the positive relationships with colleagues; and achieving both professiond and 

personal growth. 

Clinicians' cornrnents which illustrate the satisfactions of their clinical practice include: "I 

really enjoy this work. It is chdlenging and worlds away fiom traditional therapies". "1 find this 

population provides work that is challenging, interesting, rewarding and yes, even fun", "1 think 

professionally the work I do with offenders is extremely grat@g when they choose to 'becorne' 

someone new, when they stmggle and then own their deviance and comrol it", "1 really like my work. 

1 find it brings helpfùlness (some men really do transform their iives in positive ways and it is a 

variable reinforcement schedule) and helps me fuifil1 God's cal1 to social action and better my 

community by lowering the potential for new victims" and "1 redly enjoy my work, I feel we are 

highiy wccessful in facilitating clients' recovery and protecting the community. and don't really want 

to work with any other populations". 

The satisfictions of a cIinical practice with sa: offender clients were similar to the satisfactions 

that have previously been identified as associated with a therapeutic practice (Farber, 1983; Farber 

& Heifetz, 198 1; Rogow, 1970; Sussman, 1995b). As well, the identified satisfactions were 

consistent with what has been described in the literature as the benefits/satisfactions of providing 

clinical services to sex offender clients. In describing the benefits of a sex offender practice, Bird 

Edmunds (1997) related that the rnajority of the sex offender therapists identified their job as 

benefiting othen (95%) and as offering diversity (86%). Other identified satisfactions have included: 

the perception of helping victims by working with offenders, being a part of the process of positive 
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change and growth in clients, the challenging nature of the work, a sense of purpose and the 

relationships with colleagues (Bird Edmunds, 1997; Freeman-Longo, 1997; Jackson et al., 1997). 

Jackson et al.. (1997) identifL practitioners as having a sense of mission. One focus group 

participant descnbed the need to have a "passiont' in order to be involved in the treatment of sex 

offenders. The comments of the participants, both in the focus groups and on the survey certainiy 

mggesteci the presence of passion. Clinicians presented as professionals who were committed and 

invested in their clinical practice, and who viewed their involvement with sex offender ciients as 

making a reai and significant difference. 

Implications of the Research 

The hdings of this study offer valuable information to individuals considering a career as a 

sex offender therapist. for individuals currently practising in the field, for clinicians responsible for 

the supervision of sex offender treatment providers and for program s u p e ~ s o r s  and administrators 

who are responsible for developing, implementing and managing sex offender treatment progrms. 

While it is heartening that overali, clinicians appear to have adequate penonal and professional 

coping resources to manage distress, there are still a number of treatment providers at risk to 

experience emotional exhaustion, depenonaiisation and compassion fatigue. The findings of this 

midy point to some areas that could potentially minimire the risk for these elements of bumout and 

fatigue. 

Clearly there is a need for sex offender treatment prograrns to invest in the clinicians who 

provide the direct client service delivery. Attending to the needs of the clinicians has the long range 
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benefits of supporting the clinicians' ernotional wellness, their effectiveness as therapists and their 

longevity in the field. 

The f k t  sep in investing in cluiicians is to provide them with training prior to involving them 

in direct senice delivery with this diflidt population. While an initial training program should focus 

on providing clinicians with information about sex offenders, sex offender assessrnent protocols, 

speciaiized treatrnent programming and system issues, it is also important that an introduction to the 

field include providing potential therapists with information about the possible personal impacts of 

providing clinical services to sex offenders. 

The research aiso makes clear the point that training must be an ongoing process and include 

clinical supervision. the opponunity to consult with experts in the field and continuing education. 

Administrators and prograrn managers often do not appreciate the need for, or importance 

of, clinical supeMsion, and tend to see it as an added expense, both in tems of paying for 

consultation and the time taken away fiom pmgramming. When clinicians are involved in supervision 

however, the benefits associated with this type of consultation are significant. Clinical s u p e ~ s i o n  

and opportunities to consult with experts in the field were found to rnoderate the expenence of 

distress. Sex offender therapists reported the importance of these types of supports both for personal 

(e -g . ,  venting anxiety, fnistration and stress) and professional coping (e.g., receiving direction. 

guidance, support). In addition, the findings suggest that supeMsion/consuItation should not be 

restricted to discussing program and client issues, but that there is also a pressing need for this time 

to be in pan dedicated to therapist issues, particularly as they relate to job related depression and 

fatigue. Ongoing s u p e ~ s i o n  and consultation rnay be the best forum for addressing the emotional 
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health issues that are so strongiy linked to the experience of distress. Given the importance of 

supe~sion~consuitation, the addition of this type of consultation process should be seriously 

considered as an integral pan of any sex offender treatment program, rather than Mewed as an 

expensive luxury. 

As is the case with clinical supervision, often times sex offender treatment prograrns do not 

recognize the need for clinicians to interact with each other and to take tirne away from clinical 

service delivery to support one another. The support of ones coileagues within their sex offender 

practice was identified as a significant moderating variable for stress. Recognising the need for 

colleagues to spend time interacting and supponing this type of interaction is another way in which 

program supervisors and administrators can attend to and support therapist self-care issues. This 

could be done both in work related areas (e.g., having therapists attend seminars, workshops and 

conferences together, having a retreat for the treatment providers) and non-work related areas (e-g., 

organizing, encouraging and supporting activities such as pot luck meals, meals at a restaurant, 

horseback riding, basebail games etc.). Facilitating cornradev and collegial support should be viewed 

as an important part of program development and management. 

In attending to supervision issues, it would aiso be important for clinicai s u p e ~ s o r s  and 

program managers to pay particular attention to the needs of younger, less experienced clinicians, and 

to individuals who are providing treatment to sex offenders, but whose pnmary profession is not as 

a mental hedth seMce provider. 

As practising out of an agency and organizational issues were areas identified as sources of 

mess, it would be ided for sex offender treatment programs to develop a process where-by clinicians 
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have a forum for discussing concems about organizational issues and the structure of their positions 

within the workplace. Otten tims there is a separation between program adminiarators and program 

deliveren. It appears important to bridge this gap and facilitate open dialogue and problem solving 

related to agency/organizationai issues, with program directors and administrators remaining mindful 

of the impact these kinds of issues cm have on clinicians. 

Within a sex offender treatment practice, there is a need to monitor the type of offenders 

accepted into the treatment program, client assignment, the number of houn of clinical service 

delivery therapists are providing to sex offender clients, clinicians' perception of their caseload and 

the potential impact of treating certain calegories of offenders. Programs starting out may wish to 

be very selective about the type of clients accepted into the prograrn so as not to overwhelrn and 

jeopardize new therapists and a new program. The assignment of clients should be an ongoing area 

of attention with consideration being given to matching the ski11 level and experiences of clinicians 

with the &culty of the client. SupeMsion, be it clinicd or administrative, should also monitor and 

address clinicians' perceptions of their client load. Attending to stressors associated with specific 

client types should also be a focus of both clinicai supervision and prograrn management. lob design 

should ideally place a lirnit on the number of clinical hours therapists are permitted to provide direct 

service delivery to sex offender clients. 

In considering the responsibilities/duties of sex offender treatrnent providers, it may also be 

advantageous to build in, or encourage diversification within their job. This may inciude providing 

services to other offender groups besides sex offenden, providing training or consultation, 

participating in research or publishing articles related to their practice. Encouraging clinicians to 
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become involved in public education about sex offender treatment may also be helphl. both as a 

means of creating some diversity in their practice, and as a productive means of c hallenging the social 

stigma attached to their profession. 

Results of the study also suggest that it would be appropriate for sex offender treatment 

programs to establish a protocol for debriefing and supporting clinicians who have experienced a 

client's re-offence. In this regard it would be important to attend to the treatment provider's cognitive 

and emotionai response to the re-offence, to conduct an autopsy on the case, and to process the re- 

offence so it can become a means of leaming rather than a personally devaaating or self-blaming 

experience. or an event that does not receive any specific attention. 

The literature on the impact of psychotherapy, psychotherapy with trauma clients and 

psychotherapy with sex offenders. al1 provide information that suppons the notion that sex offender 

treatment can be a difficult and stressful form of clinical practice. This research project fùrther 

defines the stressors and the moderating variables associated with sex offender treatment. Whiie this 

form of clinical practice can be stressful, there are strategies that individual clinicians, supervisors, 

program directon and administrators can implùnent to dimùùsh the impact of this work. The primary 

message fiom this research is that sar offender therapists must be aware of the factors that contribute 

to distress and access the suppons that will assist them to manage effectively. In addition. 

administrators, program directors and s u p e ~ s o n  must make an investment in the treatment providers 

prac~sing in their programs. Despite the ongoing high demand to provide treatment programming 

for sex offenders, we can not lose sight of the fact that the clinicians who deliver these programs are 

important agents of change, and ifthey are not supported to fùnction in a healthy manner, the viability 
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of sustainhg themselves in the field, the effectiveness of treatment programs and the efforts toward 

client change and cornmunity safety will be cornpromised. 

Future Directions 

While this research has identified a number of factors related to the difficulties and stressors 

associated with sex offender treatment, the impact of these stressors on clinicians the variables that 

moderate and predict distress, coping skills and coping strategies that sex offender therapists employ 

to manage stress and the satisfhction associated with a sex offender treatment praaice, there is much 

more that needs to be done to fiidter the knowledge base in this area. 

Firstly, because of the limited research in the area, this study was largely exploratory. 

descriptive and cross d o n a l  in nature. It would be important to attempt to replicate these findings 

in a longitudinal research project where the data analysis was dnven by a theoretical position rather 

than an exploratory one, and where changes could be tracked over tirne. 

Ln much of the previous literature on the impact of sex offender treatment providers, the focus 

has been more on emotional, cognitive and behavioral changes that have occurred as a result of 

providing clinical seMces to sex offenden (e-g., becoming more suspicious/untrusting, disruptions 

in feeling of safety, changes in parenting, changes in sexual functioning). While these 'symptoms' 

have been describeci, there has b e n  littie empirical investigation into the prevalence of these changes. 

Another nep foward in the research into therapist impact would be to do a large scde survey on 

clinicians who have left the field. Explonng specific ways in which these clinicians perceived their 

chnical practice as af5é-cthg them. to investigate how these changes may be related to the expenence 

of their burnout and compassion fatigue, and to explore if these changes were moderated by various 
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therapist, practice setting and client variables. Such an approach would need to identifi who left the 

field and why. 

It may also be of interest and of value to further explore some of the variables that were 

discovered to be moderating Vanables of stress. For example. to fùrther investigate the role. content 

and optimal timins of training and continuing education in moderating stress and developing a better 

understanding of the ways in which these factors are seen to moderate trauma over time. 

As the emotional health issues were seen to be the most signifcant factors related to burnout 

and compassion fatigue, it would be worthwhile to further explore the role of ernotional health and 

vulnerability to distress. In doing this it will be important to attempt to funher clarifi if personal 

issues are irnpacting on professional stress or if'it is the professional stress that is affecting personal 

emotional stability. Again, a longitudinal design is needed to evaluate this question. 

Finally. it would be interesting to compare and comrast the experience of sex offender 

treatment providers, with the expenences of survivor therapists and with clinicians who do not 

provide clinical services in the axa of sanial abuse. This would help to clarify if the impact described 

is unique to sex offender treatment providers, or cornmon to clinicians working in the area of sexual 

abuse or clinicians in general. 

While it is important to further Our understanding of the etiology of sexual abuse, 

characteristics of offenders, protocols for assessing offender risk and need, and evaluating treatment 

approaches for offenders, research in this field cannot neglect focussing on issues specific to the 

therapists who provide sex offender treatrnent. Therapists who take on the challenge of sex offender 

treatment do so with a sense of purpose and passion, in an effort to assist in the protection of society 
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and to facilitate personai growth and healing of offenders. It is imperative that these individuals be 

supponed in this endeavour. As a field, saaial offender therapists mua take on this responsibility by 

further investigating therapist impact issues and by formalking supports for individuals committed 

to practicing in this area. 
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Appendix A 

October 28. 1996 

Mr. T. Smith 
Native Clan Organization 
203- 138 Portage Ave East 
Winnipeg. Manitoba 
R3C OAI 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

As the n u m b  of ses offender treaûnent practitioners p w s ,  the need to better uudaçtand the impact of pmiding 

cltnical senices to rhis cha l lmpg  client population becorna more compelhg. 

Grlosai, o u  will fmd the Ses Offender Treatment Provider Survey (SOTPS). This WC+' is being distributai 

to ses offender veatment proiidm in an effort to better undastand the suessors, satisfacuons, impact and moderatmg 
variables associated ses otfender trearment. We would greatly appreciate you t a h g  the ûme to mmplete this w q .  

It is hoped that the data gathered through the support of treaunait provïders such as o u r w l l  uill assist us in 

c o n s i d d g  the training supmision, support and self-care needs of ses oE& treatment providas. 

in completmg t h  atrvq you may be assMd of amplete tenfidmtiali~. The w e y  has an idenufcation number 

for mailuig purposes only. This is so that we may check you name off the mailing list when your smey is renimed. Your 

name wi11 never be placed on the s u n q  itself 
üyou have any questions aboui this study. pleasr f e l  kee to contact me. You ma? HTite. cal1 coliect at (204) 943- 

7357 or reach me by Email at nativecI!@mbnetmb.ca. 

Thank o u  v~ much for your anticipated cooperation. 

Lawence A. Ellerby, MA. 

Climcal Director 

Forensic Behavioral Management Clinic 

Native Clan Orpanization 
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MBI Human Services Survev 
n e  foltowing set of questim am to detennine h m  individuah in site helping pmfisïm view t h i r  jobs and their clients. 
Please r e d  each statment carefully and select the most appmpnate resptnue. 

1 feel emotionally drained h m  my work. 

1 f e l  used up at the end of the workday. 

I feel fatiguecl when 1 get up in the morning and have to face another &y on 
the job. 

1 can easily understand how my clients fecl about things. 

1 feel 1 mt some of my clients as if they were impemnal objects. 

Working with people al1 day is really a strain for me. 

1 deal very &ectively with the problems of my clients. 

1 feeI burnout out from my work. 

1 feel I'm positively intlueacing other people's lives through my work. 

I've become more callous toward people since 1 took this job. 

1 w o q  that this job is hardening me emotionally. 

1 feel very energetic. 

1 feel hsuated by my job. 

1 feel I'm working tw hard on my job. 

1 don? reaily care what happens to some clients. 

Working with people directly puts too much stress on me. 

1 can easily ma te  a relaxed atmosphe~ with my clients. 

1 feel exhilarated after working closely with my clients. 

1 have accomplished many worthwhile things in this job. 

1 feel like Itm at the end of my rope. 

la my work, 1 deal with emot iod  problems very calmly. 

1 feel clients blame me for some O their problems. 



23. Over the last 6 months 1 have feit sad and down-heartened: 
Z Almost Ail The Time = Somc Time 

Z A Good Bit of T i e  C; R a d y  

Self Test for Psvchotherapists 
Consider each of the following chamctensrics about you nnd your cumnt S i h c a î h .  Pleue r d  euch sîafement canfiuf!v and 
c i d e  the mosr appropriate respome. 

24. 1 force rnyse1.f to avoid certain thoughts or feelings that remind me of a fnghtening 1 2 3 4 5  
experience. 

1 h d  myselfavoiding certain activities or situations be~ause they remind me of a 
fiightening experience. 

1 have gaps in my memory about iiightening events. 

1 feel estranged fiom othen. 

1 have diffïculty W g  or staying asIeep. 

1 have outbursts of anger or imtability with iittie provocation. 

While working with a s e . d  offender 1 have thought about violence against the 
offender. 

1 am a sensitive person. 

1 have had flashbacks connected to my sexual offender clients. 

I have had first-hand experience with traumatic events in my adult life. 

1 have bad first-hand experience with traumatic events in my childhood. 

I have thought that I need to "work throughw a uaumatic experienœ in niy Me. 

1 have thought that 1 need more close friends. 

1 have thought that there is no one to talk with about highiy stressful experiences. 

1 have concludeci that 1 work too hard for my own good. 

1 am frightened of things a client has said or done to me. 

1 experience troubling dreams ~ 0 ~ e C t e d  to my sex offender clients. 

1 have expenenced intrusive thoughts of sessions with e s p d y  diflïcuit sex offender 
clients. 

I have suddeniy and involuntarily recalled a frightening experience while working 
with a sex offider clieat 

1 am preoccupied with more than one sex offender client. 

1 have Iost sieep over a sex offender clients potential for relapse. 



46. I have thought that 1 might have been "idectedw by traumatic stress of my clients. 

47. 1 remind myself to be less concerned about the wekbehg of my clients. 

48. 1 have felt trapped by my work as a therapist. 

49. I have felt a sense of hopelesmess associated wiîh working with sex offender clients. 

50. 1 have felt "on edge" about various things and 1 attribute this to working with sex 
offender clients. 

5 1. 1 have wished that 1 awld avoid working with some sex offender ciients. 

52. 1 have been in danger working with sex offender clients. 

53. 1 have felt that my sex offender clients dislike me persomlly. 

Items about behg a Ps))chotlierapist and your w r k  environmmt. 

54. 1 have felt weak tired and rundown as a d t  of my work as a therapist. 

55. 1 have felt depressed as a result of my work as a therapist. 

56. f am unsuccessflll at separating work fmm personai iife. 

57. I feel littie compassion toward most of my CO-workers. 

58. 1 feel I am working more for the money than for personal fdfWnent 

59. 1 h d  it düiicult separating my personal life fiom my work life. 

60. 1 have a sense of wortNe~~ness/disillUSioament/resentment associateci with my wotk. 

6 1. 1 have thoughts that 1 am a failure as a psychotherapist for sex offender clients. 

62. 1 have thoughts that I am not succeeding at achieving my life goals. 

63. I have to deal with bureaucratie, iinimportant tasks in my me. 



Personal Resources Questionnaire 
Please reod each statement ca&lly and select the most appropriate response. 

When 1 need a vacation 1 take one. 

1 am able to do what 1 want to do in rny free time. 

On weekends 1 spend time doing the things 1 enjoy most 

Lately, my main recreational activity is watching television. 

A lot of my free time is spent attending performances (e.g., sporthg events. theater, 
movies. concerts etc.). 

1 spend a lot of my time in participant activities (e.g., sports, music p a i n ~ g ,  
woodworking, sewing, etc.). 

1 spend a lot of my time in community activities (e.g., scouts. ~ligious.  school, local 
govenunent. etc.). 

1 find engaghg in recreational activities rekxing. 

I spend enough îime in resreational activities to meet my needs. 

1 s p d  a lot of my free time on hobbies (e.g., collections of various kinds, etc.). 

1 am carrful about my diet (e-g., eating regularly, moderately, and with good 
nutrition in mind). 

1 get regular check ups. 

1 avoid excessive use of alcohol. 

1 exercise regularly (at least 20 minutes mon days). 

1 practice "relaxation" techniques. 

1 get the sleep that 1 need. 

1 avoid eatiog or drinking things 1 h o w  a~ unhealthy (e-g., cofke, t e  cigarettes, 
etc.). 

I engage in meditation. 

1 practice deep breathing exercises a few minutes scveral h e s  eadi &y. 

1 set aside time to do the things 1 really enjoy. 

There is at Ieast one peson important to me who values me. 

1 have help with tasks a r o d  the house. 

1 have help with the important things that have to k done. 

There is at least one sympathetic person with whom I can disnrss my concerns. 

There is at least one sympathetic penon with whom 1 can disniss my work problem. 



1 feel 1 have at least one good fnend 1 can count on. 

1 feel loved. 

There is a peson Mth whom 1 fecl really close. 

1 have a circle of fnends who value me. 

1 gain personal benefït fiom participation in f o d  social groups (e.g.. religous. 
politicai, professional orgmhtions, etc.). 

1 am able to put my job out of my rnind when 1 go home. 

1 feel that there are other jobs 1 auld  do besides my current one. 

1 periodically reexamine or norganize my wodc siyle and xhedule. 

1 a n  estabiish priorities for the use of my time. 

Once they are set, 1 am able to stick to my priorities. 

1 have techniques to help m i d  k ing  distracted. 

100. 1 can iden* important elemenu of problems 1 encounter. 1 2 3 4 5  

10 1. When ficed with a probiem 1 use a systematic approach 1 2 3 4 5  

102. When fa& with he need to make a decision 1 try to think thmugh the amsequeoces I 2 3 4 5 
of choices I might make. 

103. 1 try to keep a m  of important ways I khave and thuigs 1 do. 8 2 3 4 5  

Thera~ist Backround Information 
lm. What is your gender? 

= Male 

105. How old are you? = 20-25 

106. Are you currently: 
D S u e  

107. Do you have any -dents (e.g., children, stepchildren)? 
E Yes O No 



108. Highest level of ducation completed? 
5 High School Diploma = MitstdsDegree 

1 Commimity Collegc S mD. 

E Bachelds Degree 5 MD. 

109. What is p u r  primary profession? 
c Probatidparole officer = Master's Level 'Ilimpist 

= Nurse Psychologist 

= Social Worker = Psycttiatrist 

How much f o d  training specific to sa< offenders did you receive when you fist 
C_- 

I ( l L d ~  

began to prwide ciinicai seMces to this popdation? 
-7 

How much opportunity do you receive for continuhg educatiodtraining which deah Y 5 - L~ 

spenfically with sex offender assessment and treatment issues? - 
How much opportunity do you have to consult with other clinicians who have i I 1 i r l Z  
e-xpertise in working 4 t h  sex offenden? 

What level of cIinical supervision do you receive? 

Practice Settinp Information 
1 14. Doa your clinical practia with sex offenden pnmarily occur witbin: = an Lndependent practice Z i  anagency 

1 15. In which sening do you pnmarily provide suc offender treaunent? = Cornmunity Z Hospital 

= Residential L Correctional Facility E l  Other 

I 16. In treating sex offenden, do you pradœ as part of a clinical tearn within a speaalued sex offender 
program? = Yes 

118. How much supporVappfeciation do you m e  nom other colleagues for your work CI O0 O 
with sex offenden? 



119. How much mnœm do p u  experienœ about the ongoing funding available for your S = t I E 
work with sex offenders? 

120. To what extent do organizationai politics contribute to the m s s  you experienœ in G = CZ E 2  
your c l in id  work with sex offenden? 

12 1. 1s your saiary/wage adequate for the work you do? 
5 Yes Z No 

122. In what country do you praaice? - = United States Canada 

Client Contacts/Exposure 
123. How many yean have p u  pmvided direcî clinical services to sex offenders? 
z < l  z 4 4  z 10-12 

= 1-3 C 7-9 Z 13+ 

121. Over the last year. what pefcentage of your clinical practice has coMsted of sex offender clients? - - 7 - 40% - 2645% - 61-796 

= 1 1-25% = 4640% TI 76-100% 

ûver the lasr par, appmximarely how man houn per week have w u  provided ciinical services to 
each of the following clienr groups? 

Sex offenders (In general) 

Incest offenden 

Pedophiles 

Rapists 

Rapistlpedop hiles 

Sadistic sex offenden 

Other sex offenders, SpecifL 

Do you believe your suc offender case load to be: - - Tm low C Manageable 

On average, what is the length of time that you see suc offender clients in treatment (in months)? - <5 a 16-25 3 36+ 



How mur/uul do youfind if ro work &th each of the foIllonng client gnoups? 

134. Incest offenders 

13 5. Pedophiles 

136. Rapists 

13 7. Rapist/pedophiles 

13 8. Sadistic sex offenders 

1 3 9. Other sex offenders, S p a @  



Any commnits you may W h  to provide about this research project would be appreciated 

** Pleuse Indicate If Yocc Would Like A Sumnuqy of the Resuïts of this Stu@ ** 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Please return your annpleted questionnaire in the enctosd envclope to: 

The Forensic Behaviourai Management CLinic 
203-138 Portage Avenue East, Wipeg,  Manitoba, Canada, R3C OA 1 
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Appendix C 

Last week a nirvey utvenigatmg the impact of prowdmg treatment senices to ses offenders \vas mailed to o u .  

Lf you have already completed and returned the sm*ey to us, please accept our sincere th&. Ifnot, please do so today. 

We are espeaally ptdd for y u r  hclp because we believe that your response will be v q  useful Li assintog m Io develop 

a knowledg baw about how provtding treament services to this cMicult population impacts clinicians and what type of 

traminp. supavtsion and supports are helpful for sex offenda treatment providcrs. 

U o u  did not receiw a wnq-, or d it was misplaced please cal1 us collect at (204) 943-7357 or contact me by Email at 

nativecl,âmbnet.rnb.ca and we \vil1 get another one in the mail to you tociay. 

Lan~ence A. EIIerby, M.A. 
Clinical Director 
Forensic Behatloral Managmenr Clrnic 
Natlve Clan Organization 
203- 1 38 Portage Ave. East 
Winnipeg. Manitoba, Canada, R3C OAl 
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Appendix D 

November 29. 1996 

Dear Research Participant: 

Thank ?ou veF much for taking the time to complete the Sex û$ënder Trearmenr Provider Sunwy. 

As a d t  of'ofcommts received about the sume from respondents. Ive ivere alerted to a sigmficant mor  in the 
scale for one of the measures. Unfortunately we did not discover ths prior to the mailing. As this particular 
m e a m  IS a cenirai component of the research I have enclosed a revised version. If o u  could please talie a fat- 
minutes to complete ths corrected version we would be most appraiative. 

My sincere apologes for the inconvenience our mistake has causeci, and thanli you for o u r  anticipated 
understanding and cooperation. 

Lali~ence Ellerby. M. A. 
Clinical Director 
Forensic Behavioral Management C h i c  
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Appendix E 

Mr. T. Smith 
Native Clan Organization 
203 - 1 38 Portage Ave East 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3C OAl 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

About three weeb ago, we wrote !ou to sesk our opmions about the impact of prosidin? treatment servlces to 

ses offendm on cIinicians. As of today. we have not received your completed mq. We realize that you may not have 

had rime to complste II ho\vever, we would genuineiy appreciate h e m g  forrn o u .  

Th~s study 1s being conducted so that we can bener understand hotv protiding ueatment m i c e s  to ths difficult 

population unpacts clinicians and what type of training, supenkion and supports would be most helptiil for ses offmder 

treatmat pro\7das. We are sriting to ?ou again because the s s s  uset'uincss depends on our receituig a s w -  from each 

res~ondmt. 

In the rivent that your s w e y  has been misplaceci, a replacement is mclosed. We tvould be happy to ansver an!. 

questions you have about the mdy. Plsase feel f i e  to contact me bu calling colltxt at (204) 943-7357 or by Emaii at 
nauvscl @nbnet.mb.ca. 

Thank !ou for your assistance. 

La\\~mce A. Ellerby, M.A. 
CIinicai Director 
Forensic Behavioral Management C h i c  
Native Clan Organization 
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Appendix F 



Sign Up Now For A 

Focus Group 

Corne and Discuss Your Experiences as 
a Sex Offender Treatment Provider 

In addition to the Sex Offender Treatment Provider Suney, Focus Gioups 
Investigating the stressors, satisfactions and moderating varÏables associated with 
providing sex offder progtammllig will be held at the ATSA Coderence in 
Chicago ! 

Focus Groups will be held at the conference hotel on: - November 14,1996 (5:30 p.n-6:30 p.la) - November 15, 1996 (5:30 prit-6:30 p.m) 

To register to participate in one of the Focus Groups, please contact: 

Lawrence A. Ellerbyf M. A. Email: natived@!bnet.mb .ca 
Clznical Director Fax: (204) 943-4085 
Forensic Behavioral Management Climc Tel.: (204) 943-735 7 
Native Clan Organization 
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FOCUS GROUP 1 TRANSCRIPT 
( ATSA Conference, i996 ) 

MV: My name is **(M). and this is "(F) and "(M) from the Forensic Behavioral Management Clinic 
(FBMC) in Winnipeg, and as pou may how,  we are nght now in the midst of doing some research 
looking at the impact and the experience for people who are working with semal offenders. and are 
trying to do sort of hvo things in lodàng at this. 

The f i t  piece we are doing is a survey to get sort of more of the quantative data about what is the 
experience and what are the moderamig variables th* either make people more vulnerable to the stress, 
or that help people be more resilien t in tems of deaiing with the work that they do. 

The d e r  picce bat we ivanted to do was have a more qualative piece, where we ask people to be able 
to ta& a M e  about 'what are their e<periences'. I guess to give us a different h d  of information than 
the quantative information you give us and I guess, alm. to help gear how we look at this question in 
Future research. So those are the goals and we wanted to try to use The Association for the Treatment 
of SesTUaf Abusers (ATSA), as an opportunity to get new ideas of people other than those people who 
are in our home community. 

Sa l&g, 1 mean, it's very casual and veq  infamial. 1 mean, p u  cm see that we are taping the F m s  
Graip and the r e m  for that is ihat the audio tape will be transcribed and that transcript will d y  be 
our dara and we wiiI be do@ content malysis on that The audio tapes will not be used bp anyone 
otha than the research team and will be destrwed after the traascript is made and the transcripts, of 
course, are anonymous and no names are attached. 

So the questions thaî 1 wmted to put out over the next 45 minutes? or an hour to you for discussion are 
d v  l&g at m vour e x p r i a c e  of worliuig with offmders. what has some of the dificulties been. 
some of the s& that you perceive as associatecl with the woriï, how do you cope with your work 
lookiag at how p u  fecl and that your penond or your pmftssional Me has been afkted, if you feel 
it has been in any way, as a direct result of your work and, lastly, what are the satisfactions of doing 
WC& 1 mean, we focus a lot on the negatives but people stay in there doing the wo* so what are the 
benefits, what are some of the h g s  that are satiswg. And, again, keeping it quite unstmctured. 

So, maybe as a good place to star& if you don't mincl, rnaybe we c m  just go around in a circle, do a 
round &le and maybe you could just introduce yourself', in tams of* 1 mean, if you want to give your 
fint name, your full name, how Img you have worked with offenders, where you work, maybe what 
your background is and then maybe we can just jump into the hst question. 

* * *  
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M V :  

M V :  

MV: 

M V :  

MV: 

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

I'rn **. 1 work at the Regional Treatment Centre in Kingston, Ontario. It's a forensic psychiatrie 
hospitai on the grounds of Kingston Penitentiary. I'rn a psychologkt there. I've bcen there for about 
a year and a half, and my background is in sex therapy and working with offaiders. 

How long have you worked with offenders. **? 

Ah, a Far  and a half at the Regional Treatment Centre and 1 did soine research with them for my 
Masters Degree. as well. 

I'rn **. 1 work at the Regional Treaûnent Centre. Right now. I'rn acting as the Program Director for 
the progwn thm I've bem wding with sex offenders since, 1 guess, 1987. 1 s t d  basically doing 
the phallometric stuff at the Regional Pychiatric Centre in Saskatoon which is basically the same 
building, just a differait proviace. 1 got involved in group work while I was there and then 1 went on 
to do my Masters at Queen's and I started worliitig at the Treatment Centre. three and one-half years 
ago, 1 guess. 1 startexi as an intem. 

My name is **. I've spent 32 years in law enforcemeni, the iast 25 has been as a PoIygraph Examiner. 
Twclve years ago, 1 got involved m s p e d ï d  and dealing with s a  offenders and r e c o g n ~ d  that there 
was so much that 1 didn't Isow. I went badr and got a Fourth Graduate Degree as a counselor and now 
I have added counseling, but on a very Iirnited basis. There's a conflict of interest to do testing with 
p u  own clients. but it grounds me into what goes on, on the other side and has helped me, 1 ihink be 
a bdta examiner bezause 1 understand that these people are tmly humans. Now, it sounds huiny, but 
as a police officer. the perpetrators are not human. We dehumanize th- as  bad as  they dehumanize 
their victims, and we have our own nasty littie names for hem. So, it helped seeing these people as 
vulnerable, as net&-. as king helpless at times. It helped me recognize that they are human. I d o i t  
do therapy as a means of emplayment, but it's been profitable. 

Okay, now 1 want to make sure you're destrqing the tape after you . . . 

Yes. 

I don3 ever tak about my own life, so I'm going to m&e sure thaf b a t  goes away afker you're done, 
whatever you do with it. 

O b ,  I'rn **. I'rn Dieztor of the Highland m t u t e  for Behavioral Change in Atlanta, dso Executive 
Director of the Highland Foudation, which is a non-profit, uhmm, childrai who are sex offenders 
program. I started four years ago, so I've been doing sex work nine, it will be ten years in 1997. I 
started out in social w d  1 have a Ph.D. in Crirninal Psychology and that's . . . 
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MV: 

M V :  

MV: 

FV: 

MV:  

MV: 

M V :  

M V :  

FV: 

MV: 

My name is **. I'm a Doctoral student in the clinic of psychology. My Undergraduate in Masters 
(sessions ?) was in Climcal Psychologyo so I have that background. My expertence. as far as clients go 
and as far as the actual research with ses offenders has been ongoing for the two yean since 1' ve bcm 
in the Ph.D.(?) program. The com~nunity that rny eolleague and I work with are mentally retardeci s a  
offenders. so it 's a different realm altogeber because it's that added component. 

Sure. thanks. 

I'm also a second year student in the Doetorate program with **. My name is **. and I've also been 
working in this project which is called Project 'SOP'(sp). It's operated out of our Department of 
Clinical and Health PsychoIop. It's fùnded by the city of Philadelphia Yeah. we treat intellectually 
disabled sex offenders. 

Ohy.  WeiL 1 thinli 1 mean it's smallert?) But it's a reai diversity and that's nice and that's hopefully 
poing to add to the discussion. Again, 1 want to try to keep my u>mwnts really h t e d  because 1 think 
the purpose here of doing a Focus Gmup is d y  to l e m  f?om you about your expaiences. and 1 
guess, the place where we cm start is just 'What rnakes your work witb snr offenders, what's your 
experience in t enw of what rnakes that work difficult and what rnakes it challenging? or what are the 
things thaî are the mst diflticult or stresshl about your work'. Not an easy thhg to start with (laugh). 

For me. if I've spent three or four days on the road. sfraight. I'm nlmost ashamed to be a man because 
it seems like there are always crimes against fernales. 

Even those that ~vere perpetrated against a b-, that's more of a Function of availability. The choice 1s 
a f i e :  whefha an addt rapist or a child molester. But it's always against a fernale. and it would be 
nice to bave a third choice, not male, not fernale, but be that third choice so you don3 feel like 
'somebod', goes uh huh, there's one we just haven't caught yet'. 

Oby. What about other people? 

1 fiod the stnss multiple. It ist fvst o K  you're taiking to people that are so homndously damaged that 
ifyou have empathy youfseIf, you fée1 whaî, that you actually resonate with their pain. The next part 
of that is that if you have childrai or grandchildren, whidi 1 have, then ifsomeone is a child offaider 
or they are teiiing you about things th- have done brutally(?) to a chiid, and if the age matches up and 
?;ou see y a a  own family in what more hearing, and 1 tbinl< that there is also another part of that, which 
is that the intensity of what you mun do with this population in guardiog yourself and in not king 
sudred in@ the manipulations suck your energy, thorougbly. So by the t h e  you may leave the office, 
ten oClodc at ni& ym've preüy much nui the garnbit of every motion that you have and you're going 
to anne back and do iî the ne'b day. So, I think the stress is certainly, multiplexd It's not one stressor 
in this field at dl. 

Um humm G d  
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M V :  

MV:  

FV: 

M V :  

M V :  

vas :  

MV:  

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

FV: 

There's a big social fada to the whole thing It's di€Ecult to discuss what wu do and have o t h a  people 
relate to YOU. 

Family members will look at p u  as though 'So why did you choose this?' 

Yeah, we h o w  about you . . . (laughter). 

Right. There's an immediate correlation that's incredible. 1 m e n  if anybod) midies schkophrenia 
the irnmediate, people don't make the assumption, o k q ,  u, you have schizophrenia. Th- just 
hammer(?) it. Anything besides sex offending ôehaviors' it's €mee' but as mon as you're stu&.ing 
paraphilia * you're studying, uh, sort of semally abhorrent behaviors, 'So what's wrong with you, 
what's the skeleton that-s in y u r  closct?' 

Ifs not the kind of thing that you can sit around in a coffe shop and tak about openly. 

No. 

1 hope that ties into, uh . . . 

Yeah. 1 agree. 

No< fb@ in the field yet. Weii maybe that's what I'm sayïng, that's the difficulw that's the challenge. 
1 mean to jw your own existence and having to jus@ why you do these things. People neglect to 
s e  the benefit that's coming out of it. a 1 me- even if the statistics are won& eveT one of these 
guys that we work with, somebody'r got to be saved and, if that one penon is a success, hey, that's 
greeat! 1 m m  that's fine with me. It's better than dohg nothing for that person. So. it's like (the 
anoqmity of - ?) society, saying 'Control their behaviorç, lock the person up, exsute the person, do 
somethlig that's cmpletely honendous because wvhat th- are. are completely horrendous. uh. but they 
d o i t  want any sort of help cause then you're cuddiiag the offender, feeling sony for them. 

Well, the other piece of what yu're saying and 1 don't h o w  if you've had to face this yet in the 
aeabnait community, the victim treatment providers corne afkr you and say 'what's wrong with you?, 
how can o u  do this?, you shotdd be workllig with us'. This is stupid. When the community, you 
b o w ,  is trying to do with these imparable people. So, you're alrnost, a whole new community of 
treatment providers corne after y u ,  too. 

The view firom our classrnates, who d o i t  work with us on our projecf th- Iiind of, you know, thq'll 
ask 'weil, do you actualiy think they 're treatable?, do you actuaUy t h d i  there's something you can do 
for hem'!', and it's the sarne with family and fnends. Since 1 never actuaily considered w o r h g  with 
this populaticm before 1 came to Grad Schooi, it was b d  of a spontaaeous thing. Umm, 1 don? think 
that much about it and just genùig used to it, taUring about ses openiy, taking about çex offending 
behavim openly and king a wvoman, you Isow, it scared me to be amund these people. 1 was scared 
of the guys at fm and just genlig used to the wbole thing, getthg u s d  to things. 



MV: Weil, that's irnporîant to hear because 1 thiok that there's différent fcelhgs and diffant experimas 
lhat go dong with the diffaait points. when we do the work so. 1 guess. what you're shariag is redy 
invaluable. 

MV: Yeah. the contort 1 think y ' r e  coming fiom is reaily important. 1 how for myselL my context is 
coming from sex therapy, where, y u  know, 80% of our guys with couples we see, get an erection. 
they're having sex, you how. it's a very behavioral m e a .  of success in a lot of what you do in sex 
thaapv, and the otha people are baiefïtting h n  iî, whereas, here. I mean, cspecially with the high nsk 
populkon that ?ou work with. some of the p w s .  even if thq are getting something out of i t  the 
progress is very slow and it can be vny Gnistrahg at a persona1 level and at a therapeutic level. You 
how. you'll be working hard with these guys and you fa1 you're not getting an)where and o u  can 
intellecûdize i you can raîimaliae it and you can say, you how, îhey an making progress in what you 
consider to be important areas and then. dl  these 'but's' corne in. 

FV: And whai o u  have a monumental success and it goes out there and fails, then you feel like you're a 
failure. 

MV: Um hurnm. 

MV: 'What could 1 have done differently*?' 

FV: That can rd ly  take the starch out of you. 

MV: Um humm Ye& the uri of a gun thai you've wvorked ~ l t h  for five yean that ses the nght thuigs. he 
t a k  the 'talli' and when he gets out there, the first thing he does is re-offend 

FV: Um humm. 

MV: But it-s l&e he's learned how to do a different -pe of offence. If he were an exposer. he's escalateci. 
ifhe was a rapist, n m  he's also a murdPer or damn near murden the victim. So it's like, 'Gd What 
did I do to cause him to escalate?' 

FV: I get the feeling that it's a retaliatioa for al1 that we put them through in t m  oc . . 

MV: Might be. 

FV: in tams of the pressure we put on them to change and that when they do decide that thefre going to 
do their own thing, th- do it even more so, to make a staternent. 

MV: But idce you said, if they are with us f a  fhe years, they're not offcnding so, how many victims did they 
not offend against? 

MV: I'm (balancing ?) my head when I'm hear right now because I'm s t iU in the most encouraging fieId to 
gct mîo so this is sanething that 1 want to do, as  far as, a uven to have that, every now and then, more 
often than not that y ' r e  going to have your failures, it's the question of balanciag the therapist. If, 
hey, if you've got the guy for £ive years, and we've got guys that are on Probation, they're court 
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adjUdiCAtPY1 with us f a  about the next seven a eight yeam uh, out-patient bas& uh. weekly monitoring. 
They have individual, have group, uh, it's well supenrised and tny (catharsis ?) For the year. the 
way 1 meanire it is, th- don't do anything for a year. If I don't accomplish anything clx. that's the 
gold. The gold is doit  se?niaiiy offend 

FV: That's right. 

MV: If 1 can work with this population. if 1 cm work on dady living SUS, inaease hygiene, that's a plus. 
but that's not the big pichire. The big p i c m  is s a  offmding behaviors and evqthing else is 
undemeath that because it's their own respomible (technique or testing?). 

MV: Yeah. So far, as f s  as 1 IOW. none of the gws that 1 have worked with have semally re-offended. like, 
wu how, like. as far as 1 h o w .  Umm f v e  followed a few of the ones that 1 can remember and th- 
havail, but 1-ve had a couple of gws who were revoked for drugs and a guy b a t  just went out, 
POSSeSSion of Stolen Ropat4. stufflike bat. But the way 1 look at it the way 1 try to look at it. is like. 
1 don3 see this, you 
bow. when. if a g q  screws up, hopefidy and 1 hear about it, hopcfully. the way I'm gohg to deal with 
it, I'm not going to take it personally. 

FV: (laughter) 

MV: It's- it's his decisiai. you know. 1 worked with him for, you know. the six months or year or whateva. 
I wodced with him unrm. 1 helped h m  however I coul& and what happens with him from that point on 
is his decision and ifhe chooses to, you bow,  go out and do something that hurts someone else. 1 hope 
that 1 don3 see that as my responsibility. 

FV: It will be interesting if you can hold that perspective in the face of whatever happens. 

MV: Acaiaily. one of the g w s  1 worlced with di4 1 just remembered. he di4 yeah, he (snaps fmgers h~cc), 
**. that was his narne. Yeah. he did sexually re-offend and 1 didn't take it personally 

Vas: (laughter) 

MV: Of course. 1 didn't expect hirn to make if so that rnakes it easier. 

V's: (iouder laughter) 

FV: 1 t h id  the mixhirc is there that you take it personally, that there's something that you missed . . . 

MV: Umhumm- 

FV: And the other part is the rational part that says (a lot of noise, unable to decipher -Wie machine being 
moved and books king put down hard on a surface) if possible to and th& you know, he elected to 
thmw away t h e  a f i  p u s  of th-, so he gctç what he desmes. But the other case of that is that 
the victim had to suffer too. 
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MV: 

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

MV: 

N: 

MV: 

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

Urn humm. 

And ?;ou h o w  that. thai this was a reoffence against the same victim who was adamant that he corne 
back out and what we went through in the way of rnediation with his faMly. It took us four years to 
put this faMly together. 1 had the d e  m Wwes' Group. he was in my group, he was seen individual-. 
the child was seen by someone. We cdaborated ui a i i  aspects with other treament providen, with 
Probahon. 1 mean. we did not let up on a lot ofthings upon this case and yet. when we found out that 
he re-offended, umm, he startcd fiom the &y he walked back into towq he took the cameras off the 
dwrs  that we had had in there for three years of visitation. and visitation only began with. uh, o u  
know. one hour of b e r  on Sunday. 

We worked on. al1 those years doing ail these minute steps and. you know, you know, you do take it 
personaily, in that you missed signals, possibly that might have clued you in, and it does effect your 
belief in what >ou can really see. 

Now. t a h g  it penonally docsn't mean going out and slashing yow own wrists. 

No. 

BUL it does S .  it points out ';our own mortality, your own fallibility. 

You're not perféct and I'd l&e to be able to (end ?). 

Quiet laughter. Um humm. 

But, it sounds Like he was scamming right from the beginning and . . . 

I have to d e  that assumption. 

It's probably not that o u  missed sornething. It's probably that he wasn't telling you eveqthing, so . 

Well, I guess the hardest part to al l  of this (coughing in background) is that the victim wasn't telling 
either. 

&ouse we f m d  out so much that it was just astonishing. She didn-t tell until six months aAa he'd 
been home, and her mother was participating, also. 
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So. 1 mean, we got conned . . . 

Sis ways f?om Sun*. so . . . 

But it-s on- happened twice, in nine years. so . . 

My supavisor of course points out that (undecipherable) when sex offender treatment pro- 
(undecipherable) especially during the recession (undeciphaablc) is d y  highlighted here because 
you're e'rpected to have a relapse rate of zero. 

That's right. 

Yeah. 

Of course. then  OUT credibili@- of the program nins dong with the clientele. and then with depression. 
8û% of people get better and don't becorne depresseci within the next few years and that's, you h o w  

Look at dmg and alcohol programs. my G d  th- relapse al1 over the place. 

Weil actualiy then, people al- ampare lîke sar offending to dmg and alcohol or cigarette smoking, 
and I've very recentiy . . . When people go through a program to to quit smoking 80% of thm 
relapse in the 
first month. That's people who get treated, so, like. when o u  think about that. lke, sex offender 
treatment is much more successfiil than that. 

(Iaughter) 

Nobody says anything about that. 

And the other issue is thai when you look at some of the. at Ieast the Canadian follow-up data, I mean. 
you loiow, we have foiiow-up daîa 7, 10, 12 years. Lodi at, you how,  a weight loss group or any of 
these other gmups. What's the follow-up period? If you're luclw, you get 12 months. 

Yeah. 

You know, 24 at (?), you know wandered. 
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You h o w ,  who bas m i v a l  curves on smoking groups, you know, that go 10 or 12 years? 

And if ?*ou were to do t h a ~  I m m  you loiow. you. p u ,  (laughter). I th& we'd end up l o o h g  a lot 
better than we do. At least in the media and some other places. 

Compared to a lot o f .  . .. ?ah. but then again. like smoking, you're hurthg younelf. 

Secondary. secondq smoke . . . 

What about dninks who . . . ? 

Yeah. 

Yeah. 

That's a whole heck of a lot . . . 

They're takirtg about Indeterminate Sentencing for those e y s .  

Um humm. Yeah, more damage there than, than what we see. 

That's the other part. The sentencing is the whole part of the equation, alsq because, uh. I am fairly 
confident to say that one of the clients that 1 ha4 they're suing, as soon as his probation is up in four 
to five years. He's going to be incredibiy high risk and there's nothing I cm do about it- 

Y eah. 

Y& And. the challenge is just to mak sure again. Over the next four years. you -re fhe. But a week 
a f k  th* yai're out and you re-o ffend I'm going to feel really bad about ic but I'm not going to take 
it personally. 

Yeah, weii, not at fmt, you don't. 

I h  not goîng to take it personaliy because, 1 mean, it's battiing the systerns. You can't do anything 
with the way the system is set up. 

Yeah. 

We have those. We know absolutely too, when they re-offaid. 
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A lot of the people we deal with. W. we're in a maximum security f e d d  prison. The g-s that we're 
dealing with are b a s i d y  the worst of the worst. 

As far as ses offenders go. in our region anqway and 1 hi& that's one thing that malies it lot casier to 
not take it personally. 

The people that we-re dealing with are really hicked up when th- corne to us. and if they're on- 
slightiy less Fucked up when they leave, we've done something. 

And -ou hou-. odcis are chat most of the people we deal with are going to corne back into prison for 
something, sooner or later. 

Urn hurnm. 

And therès. some of the them wvon't and those are the ones that 1 sort of look to towards. o u  kno\;v. 
to keep me going. 

You h m  wve aeat 50 , ~ s  a year If 45 of them don't re-offaid I'm happy (nervous laughter). If 45 
of them re-offend 5 of them don't. Like, I'm not lookuig for a really hgh success rate fiom the guys 
that we ded with. 

Well. actually. that's a really good point about being in prison because I'm worliùig with women in 
prison and 1 thhic th- at that perspective, with them. 

Because 1 don't worli mith thern every day, I'm not totally involved with their lives lke 1 am with 
communiîy b d  

Yeah humm, 1 could never work in a community. 

It feels diffefent 

Yeah. It reaiiy does. When he said that it realfy . . . 

Yeah, mmmuni~  work is something 1 would never do. 
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Somebody's got to do it. 

Yeah. 

(laughter) 

Not me. (laughter) 

How come? 

(Laughter) H o w  corne'? 

Yeah. 

How come? 

Yeah. 

Because. okay. for one h g .  1 like to have a job that 1 can go to at 8:00 in the morning and I can leave 
at 4:00.4:30, or 5 9 0  pm and Cs done. 1 need that to bcbon. 1 need to have time where 1 can go home 
and relax and total- forget about work. If 1 were rvorking in the communi~. 1 couldn't do thai. 

No, you can't. 

No. you don't. 

And.. - 

You shop in the same stores th- are. 

Yeah. 

They aime down the groc- aisle and you see your client right down there. 

(laughter) Yeah. 

But, 1 live in a town of 8000 people. 

And in, so thq'rc not my clients. They're my colleague's (?) clients. But 1 don't treat them. But 1 see 
them. 

Yeah. 

There's 12 of thcm that live in (FloogerviUe) and tky come right down the aisle. 
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And yet. the mayor stands up. in part of his re-election speech, was talliing about why people rnove to 
i, s d l  community, because we don't have those kmd of people here. 

(louder laugher) 

Titey're m Austiu and 1 want to go, 'You stupid b d !  There are a dozen of them h m .  Do y u  wmt 
me to tell you where they are?! ' 

(laugher) 

Of course, wu can't. 

Yeah. 

You how.  but thti're everything and so that's tough. 

Yeah. 

So. you h o w .  I understand how you feel. 

Yeah. Yeah. 

So. what do I do for fun? On Thursdays. I spend the day at the federal penitentiary in (Abbscott*?). 

(laughter) 

And I counsel witk what I cdl, normal thugs. 

fhey're pipe bomb rnanufacturers. They 're counterfeiten. 

They're Columbian dnig lords. 

The easy ones. 

(laughter) 

And 1 talc to th- depression groups, chronic pain (anti-deted?) disorda, I mean, just nicc friendly 
stuK 
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So. on that 1 mean. what do people do other than. so. what you do to keep yourself grounded is 
diversi@. 

What you do. wnm and 1 t h i d  people have touche. on this as ou 've  taked umm alrea* that with 
some of the diIfculties that you've raised, umm, y& how do you cope, how do you manage that? 

Oh. 1 go back and work out with weights. 

(laugh ter) 

And I don't work in the community. 

Don't work in the cornmunity. 

1 l ave  work at work. 

When 1 come home. well. unies 1. except when 1 go the g- because 1 work out with him. 

M e n  I go hane, 1 dai't taUc about work like. well, actuall!-. there. you how. 1 corne home. my wife-s 
there, we talk about work for Iike 15 minutes and then. chat's it. 

1 use Nnning as a gauge, umrn, you how, 1 sumetunes am not aware of how stressed 1 am and yet. I'U 
be nmning and 1'1 do, Wy f ie kiiometers more than I'm used to doing or somthing hke that, and it's 
sort OC 1 use it aimost as a scale. 'Oh. shit There's something I have to process' cause 1 have al1 this 
extra aiergy in m and Ït's stress related and, and, like, it'll get me thinking? 'Oby. What's going on', 
and then wmehing will click in my head me, 'Oh, yeah. 1 had this horrible session with this guy that 
I, you know, was ûyhg to forget abou& but obviousIy it's there. And 1 th& about it for a littie while, 
or either just w o i  through it, in the job or whatever. 

Riding a bike, it does the same thing for me. 
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(undeciphaable. noises. sh-g) the divenie of interests in play, 1 think that as a Grad Student. 1 try 
to do non-psychology things . . . 

Um h u m .  

To be in contact wïth people who are not in your field. 

Umm and also support ûom your coiieagues in (cults?). Our supervision, we have wee& supervision 
with air supervisors and the other (& members?). Sornetimes, it 's like a gripe session. 1 mean, we 
al1 jump around in our. at work and support each oiha and it's helpful. 

Essential&, everybody probably does the same thing, regardiess of what the field is because they can 
d feei thaî iî hits home a litîie more because ifs a M e  more salient. When you pick up the newspaper 
or you tum on the TV and you hear mother crime has been cotnmitted, and it's not necessaniy some 
w d  1 could have cime to prevent it cause it's in another (county?). It's a long way, but it's there, it's 
in your face. 

The impression is not in the news everyday . . . (?) It's nothing brand nnv. S e s  offending crimes are 
big news in almost evexy place, so, distance yourself in the sense of keeping occupied with things 
umlated to the field and portioning out tunes howing that the demands of the field require you to s t q  
up on top of what's going on and require you to 
stay in focus, but you pretty much have to make that time to do other things. to forget about it. to get 
on n4.h your Me and to live that life. 

1 thinli what you wae saying befow in ~~~IIIS of talliing to people, you how. that's really Unportant, 
whaha  just gomg to somebody's office to gripc or, you know, actuaily t a h g  about, well, you how,  
'Do you thinli that 1 did oka?; with this client?. l i k ,  What should 1 have done diflrerently'?'. 1 thinb: 
having that kind of f d b a c k  is really important to stress management. 

Yeah. 

And we have a mi& good team of peuple that we wok wi* that m spend a lot of t h e  doing lhis with. 

1 think that ** and 1 have a different side that you al1 can leave it at worli, or it's easier because you 
h o w  there's bars, there's some walls. 
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We look at the newspaper and see or hear on television a report about a sex offender. and we th& is 
it one of ours? 

... of our out-patients. 

Okay, so you have the sarne . . . 

In supennarkets. I'rn thinking, it's not as m l  as that but 1 know where my clients live and they're onIy 
about a mile a w q  h m  where 1 Live, and I'rn thinking about that. 

Lilre. it's not out of the realm and 1 don3 h o w  if 1 nezessariiy feel v q  uncornfortable with the fact. 
going to the store, running mto one of these g- on the stnet cause I'm pretty much cordortable with 
who t h e  are. not who th- were. 

Um humm. It doesn't bother me. but y u  sit there and you think 1 got to supervise than. 

You don't. But you get that feeling. 

But you know about him, so it's your turn to watch him. 

My Me is 24 haurs a day, 7 d a y s  a week involvement 1 have no? umm there' nothing in my Mie that's 
not sex offender related. Ah, my husband works for me, al1 of my frieads are in the field This is my 
world. S o  1 don3 ever actually leave it. When 1 wak out of the office. 1 may have. you know. four 
reports to work on and 1 mav, 1 rnay be at the computer until2:OO AM, doing it, so, my involvement is 
probably a Liüie c i i f f i 4  1 guess, than the othen in hcre because 1 am, I'm where the buck stops, you. 
and 1 bave1 a lot and do lots of çpcalang and wntc lots of miff, and 1 have to be at it al1 the time. 1 think 
that where my disaigagement cgas is in the tirnes that 1 allow myself to not let the thoughts of the s a  
offending world impinge on the moment that I'rn interacting with my grandchild, or my dogs or 
whateva. 1 have to actually l ave  the ci@, and if 1 can get on a plane, 1 leave it there. That's the onlp 
way that 1 wiil not live this world and heck I've bcen in , you how,  a couple yean of therapy to ded 
with al1 the issues of. well, a couple years. That's a misnomer. 1 did a lot of long-temi, m m ,  
therapeutic work in how to compartmentalize xy life so that 1 wouldn't let what 1 do 24 h o m  a day 
b m  me up. so that 1 would be ineffective. 

And that to me was cxtremely valuable because it helped me gain a perspective that 1 did leam, îhat 1 
was not infallible, thai 1 did leam that th- make their own choics. And not that 1 diàn't know it . . . 

MV: Umhumm. 
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But y u  have to intemalize those amcepts and going to th- the way I did for so long helped to sort 
of amplete solidi@ that pmeess. Umm I was v .  v q .  very good at disassociation and so. whenever 
it would get too intense? 1 would disassociate. But that doesn't work real good whm you've pot a 
business to run and you've got to keep al1 this shin ai i  lined up. and yu 've  got this court case and 
you've got to rernember to take these notes to do that and a l i  that stuff. So, 1 learned a better way of 
coping and not happen to take that tactic and to stay focusecl. So. you how. it's just been over time. 

Are we locked in? 

No. 

(laughter) 

W e  are now. 

There-s a panic bar over there. 

So. o u  h o w .  1 don't h o w  if that's helpful in loobg at how people handle how th- can get some 
distance. 

My distance cornes a little bit differentiy. 1 th& than other people hande it. I guess we al1 do a 
different thing. 

Dnigs help. 

M V &  
V k  (laughter) 

N: That was a joke . . . 

V' s : (laughter) 

FV: 1 ulsh I could but 1 mean. 1 tmly do. 1 mean, there are times that I'd like to flat out get loaded. 

FV: (laughter) 

FV: But that would lead to alcohol and I caa't drink. 
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Sa th= are &er kinds of things to keep your straigth up and your sort of ability to stay in the game 
that are. . . 

Just some of the stuff that people are talkmg about. If one was just listening to this. 1 mean. the 
question that canes to mind is 'Why m we doing this?' 

Because the mvards are tremendous. 

Yeah. 

But. what are some of the rewards? 

Umm For me. there k. there is. h ' s  ovo pans to the rewards that 1 feel. One. very almistic and one. 
very selfkh and the altruistic is that I'm providing s a f q  for many, many people. Umm. That includes 
my own familu, my own extended f w  and whatever th- are in. what state they are in. Uh. my 
selfish part is that 1 need that sense of power and mntrol of bad people and it works for me. 

And 1 love it! So. it is a two-fold process. You how.  1 feel very strongly b a t  it. it cannot be totally 
selfish-baseci, or you're going to destray people. It cannot be total& altruistic baseci, or you're going 
to be destroyed. 

You have to have a balance of those two things and that-s why 1 do it. 

Yeah. (clears throat) I also have a iremendous need for excitement. 1, uh, spent two tours in Vietnam 
as a liid uh. if you c m  figure somebody 20 and 2 1 as a kid and uh. afkr o u  have worired 'Point' on 
alert detail for 19 straight months and you don't know what's around that next curve, there's nothing. 
as high as caning out alive. I had to find something in c id ian  life that would do the same thing. And 
the power is part of it and then the fact that, even with a failure, my side is 1 can get the confession to 
put theguy away w, he can't do any moredamage. So. if I can't do it on one side, I've got the chance 
to do it on the other. So, 1, you do feel like you're helping peuple, even though you'll never meet -em 
and no one lmows. I mean. heii, my father-in-lm, and ï v e  been mûrriai 30 years plus, he can't tell you 
what 1 do for a living. He r e h  to taIIr about what 1 do. He knows about al1 his other son-in-laws and 
sons and daughters and daughter-in-iaws, but he refuses to acknowledge what I do. My own mother 
can't even say the word. She makes poiygraph a four s p b o l  word, a four syllable word. 1 mean, she 
just can't do it and she said 'Where did 1 do wrong?, Why do you want to deal with ihose people?' 

1, 1, you can't explain it. If you ask the question, then they're not r edy  going to listen to the answer. 
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1 unie h a  f b m  another presentation that dealt w n h  the same topic. and one of the gws that was doing 
the pnsentation said thai he came h m  a group and that he had heard something tenible. and he cornes 
to this restawmt his wife is there. his fiend is there and the fîiend says 'Gosh. you really look krnd of 
ru& Why happened?'. and he says, he starts to tell him and the wife is k i c h g  him under the table 
and hitting hun and a h v a & .  she says 'Bill or whatever the fkïend's narne. she says 'his eyes gIazed 
over. he didn't hear threequarters of whaî - said because he didn't want to'. So, I don ' t i n t ~ a a  with 
a lot of people that are not in the field. 

'ïhere are other police. there are other Polygraph Examines, there are other therapists. there are other 
institutional workers. But, th- al1 face the same things in various degras and th- understand And. 
so. when we jolie, it's ml dark humor. 

Yeah. It is. 

I mean y u  hw? 'ou can uh. I d  at a photopph of a chiid that's dead and there's parts missing and 
go, -Weil. that's going to be a closed-casket fimeral'. G d  that's wld. 

1 mwn don't a.ai validate the fact that that !vas a human king at one time. That the parents are 
mdly concerned. h's, 'Well, that's golig to be cheaper. They don3 have to spend that much mon- 
on the fimeral. Just close the -'. But. if o u  don't protect vourself in those sorts of ways, you end 
up aybg the whole time. As she says . . 

It's not the potver the whole tirne. but there's that balance. But 1 wouldn't tell that to anybody else. 

Um h u m .  That's right. (laughter) 

(laughter) 

1 L&e what you said about king in Vietnam and having lived that h d  ofhigh voltage type of thhg, 
because I've ofkn coasidered that king really good at this, cornes from living through hell and thaf 
that's what makes those of us that are really gcxxî. really good. Umm that's sort of why it works so 
well. 

So. we began to ialli about and agaia with ail these things right, 1 mean. it cornes back to what Brenda 
had said, I meaq WU, 'Why do this, what, you hm, what keeps people in it, what keps  people go& 
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or why do you get into it or make a decision thai, that's what p u  want to do?' Uh, 'What are the 
satisfactions, what are the benefitsts, other than some of the ones weœve heard? 

1 see it as a challenge, too. because 1 figure, if 1 can work with this popula- 1 can work with man- 
der populations. Umm that's why. 1 mean, you're not so. 1 s a  it. 1 mean. you'rr not so. uliimatek 
you're workiug for the victim and workjng for the sex offender. 

Seumd to the concept is the altruistic and there is the selfish part. I rnean. io some ways' I actualk do 
enjw d e r  people. 1 rnean, you discuss some things, just to see what thei. mction is going to be cause 

It'S expakd Sc. let's see what am I doing to do. Hq, it's a party* 'What do you do for a living'?' This 
is what 1 do for a living. 

(laughter) 

Therems that. 1 d o k t  always get the reactions I'rn errpecting to get. 

My other We is cornputers. My two interats are in cornputen which keeps me busy 90% of the time 
that I'rn not doing things dated to c h c d  experience. Uh. my hvo interats are m g  to merge m a l  
assesanent with a computer device, d a  able, da otha type of thiags. We're trying to corne up with 
somthing 1 can sexualize as king a Little bit more specific CO target behaviors. but if 1 don't have the 
anputers, basically, I'm in a lost world. 1 do jobs relateci to computer work and if 1 go out and 1 do a 
convention such as this. then, and I'rn behind the curtsiins ninning the show and people ask me. 'So, 
what's rny day job' and 1 teU them 'Sex offknders. Uh, 1 work with mental- retarded ses offenders'. 
1 don't alwqs get the miction I'rn expecting, which is exnotion. 1 sometimes get people that tell me, 
That's terribie cause 1 had a fami& m a n b a  that was molested and I found it to be really difficult to txy 
and 
deal with it'. and 1 starîed to g~ mto these great conversations. For d l  the negative publicity lhat 1 hear 
out in the worid, there are people who actually thinlr we do a g d  thing. 

And it's hard fmding those peuple and I found it in the strangest places. 1 found it in technicians. 1 
found it in people thai 1 knew didn't have any contact whatsoever with the sort of population, and it just 
happened to corne out because t h q  asked the question, 'So. what do you do for a living?' 

FV: 

Mv's: 

It's a great opportuni@ to educate someone eise. 
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MV:  1 thmk my rxascm are a We bit if you want philosophic. or. 1 mean, 1 think s a  is fascinating. 1 mean. 
the concept of sex gone wrong, what are you talkhg about, sexual dysfiinctions, or are pur tallung 
about the sexual paraphilia a whatcver. f i m g  out what-s going on. Like in the case of a guy sitthg 
there wdh yai who really doesn't know what's going on, what is related to his behavior, 1 mean, what 
are the factors that need to be addressed 1 mean, it's fascinating! lust the process of figuring it out. 
I think of it a s  a puzzle. 
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And I d o i t  have an mswer to i t  and I'U go wrong in many places and that's part of what malies it the 
art of tbaapy. 1 maq and and ifyou're going to pick part of the art of therapy, 1 thinli the part that 
makes it most fascinating. Ses is the. probably the most intereshg ihuig to talk about in that area. 
And Ihat's speakuig personal-. It's because it's such a difficult thing to ta& about, the& so many 
taboos about t a k g  about it. al1 these ihings about i t  If you're gohg to do it. it seems to me, doing 
therapy, sa if you're going to pick a subject, 1 can't think of a more hteresting subject than sex and 
dmgs. 

And that's what we do. 

(laugh ter) 

No matter what, it 'il just get o u  into arguments. 

So. 1 thinli that's one of the things that 1 find very motivating about it and the% there is that element 
that me working with thiç pcqulation, y u  know, you-re sawig victuns out there. And that's important. 

Yeah. 

It's never duU. 

For it's Like I've worked, I've had a fmr vari- of jobs f ie  working in a g0cer-y store, I've worked 
on a survey crew and 1 work with sex offenders and 1 thid Like, workhg witb s a  offenders is about 
the only thing that I'm dl, 1 actuaily look fonvard to going to work a lot of the tirne, like, 1 took two 
months off to, to stay at home with the kid and uh, 1 was looking forward to going back to work and it 
wasn't because- part of it was because 1 was sick of king at home. 1 was bord at home. I was aIso. 
1 was craviag exchment and 1 fmd the job 1 do v a y  exciting and umm, it's like, you lcnow, for a lot of 
it is this sort oc  that fascinahg s a  topic thing, like, well, sex offender, llike, 1 find the 
whole idea. Like rapists, I'm not x, much into, but child molesters, 1 find Rally fascinating, just the 
whole, Iike the whole cognitive distortion. al1 that stuff is, 1 just get off on it, to use . . . 
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FV: 

a phrase. 

But one of the advantages to Our population is withl some of the guys we sec. particularb the child 
molesters. it's there, they 're not hiding 60m you anymore. 

Yeah. 

b u s e  thq? p u  bow. the recidivist offaders, they're saying, oliay. I've got to work on this now and 
some of thern are actudly quite motivated 

And th- ta& very open- about it and it's jua faseinating. 

Yeah. 

There's no other word for it. 

Yeah, it really is. 

There's nothing ebe I'd ever want to do. 

That's not su enwuraging- 

(laughter) 

1 have mfleagues. you horv. that work for me that have been with me seven and eight yean. and th- 
feel exactiy the way I do. Nothing else they would rather do. 

I th& if anything, if you're noL there's got to be something. I don't know what it is. but there's got 
to be sanahmg thai is coosistnit with everybody that works in this field Something. The people that 
are g d  The people that are well capable of actualip addressing the problern of actualb providing 
therapy, of actually gaining some sort of insight into what the problmi is, and the people that aren-t 
effective, are the people that weren't meant for it. 

Yeah. 

They thought they might have been, but th- really weren'i. But the people that are, there's got to be 
that one linle piece that, th& the rcason why everybody, that's the one thing that we al1 have in 
cornmon. 

And you how,  and I think you can identie it as passion. 

MV'S: Um humm- 

FV: You have to have the passion or you can't do this work. It's very simple. I train Intemg and 1 get rid 
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of than because they haven't got it. You know. in six months, you how whetha a pmon's got the 
passion or not. if they don't. they-re gone. 

TV: F m  my experience, our program happens to have a (Ward Culp?) program uh, so we get some people 
fbm the (lowv program bits?). Th- want to do their pncticum on our projat and the problem 1s. th- 
corne in with the l aver  first. 

V's: Urn humm. 

MV: . . . second and for me the diffculty is one of the therapists I work with is in ths program. and the 
dificulty is we bave a very cornmon lunited client that is incrcdibly, uicredibly umaete. Our 
supervison look at this guy and are amazed that this guy is so concrete. 

MV: Uh wve basically have to do evw-thing three or four times in session. Not because he can't handle the 
taski, but it 's because he's not interested in handling the task and, if we don't abstract. he's gone. 

MV: Um hurnrn. 

MV: But the Iawyer and my (Culp?) therapist wants to interrogate hUR 

MV: Urnhumm. 

END OF SIDE ONE - TAPE 1 
* * *  

MV: There-s a side of me that needs to foster. or in some w q s  being pampered. uh, and what the client is 
puUmg 1 that's the drainhg thai you talc about, is that the plan is, that's what the client's pullùig 
out of y. It's pulhg ai t  that discord. Uh, my (Culp?) therapist and 1 are great as long as we're not 
in the rwm together. 

FV : (laughter) 

MV: Once we're in the rmm eveything is going all over. It's two. uh. independent simultaneous therapy 
sessions going on b u s e  we just can't agree on how to deal with the situation, because the client is 
so diffkult. 

FV: Umhumm. 

MV: I might speak in to the fàct rbai this populatton mq not work well. uh. some people may not work well. 
You really have to tdly things and h o w  your population. 
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( W e k  Nmiing out) of t h e  and that it is late. after dl. I want to do a confernicing. Umm. rnaybe we 
can j~ again, do a qui& round 05 sort of thhg in case aayone has any other cornments that they want 
to make sure they @ ia in temis of the stressors or. ah. how you cope or the satisfactions of job. Sort 
of a last word if y u  need one. 1 don3 know. 

1 don't have really a last work other than. that 1 think this sort of h g  should be done more ofien. 

Yeah. 1 agree with that. 

It w d d  be nice if you could also talk to the spouses because I'rn sure what I do is really tough on my 
wife, 'cause 1 get to unload on her and I'm not real sure who she gets to unload on. 

Yeah. 

And I know your husband (laughter) . . . 

Well. he-s right in the rniddle of it, so . . . 

That's right. 

We unload on each other. 

Yeah. 

Weil. 1 think that one of the things that is a problem for him is, he's not a therapist. so he doesnnt get 
to work out any of this stuff- He's jus& he's just there in if you bow,  he does the 'plthysmig' and he 
does a11 the administrative stuff and you h o w '  and I'm the one saying this is what's going on and 1 
h o w  that he would like to, weIl sit in on a session so he could (relate results'?). 

(iaughter) 

So, yeah, it's, it-s probably very difficult on hin 

Ummm I'm new to the field I'U have to stick with therapist. I think it's probably the most rewarding 
are* or else 1 wouldn't have been intefested in it four or five years aga, just doing Undergraduate 
researc h . 
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FV: 

M V :  

Uh I \ras thinking in perspective on what y u  did and i f s  for Unprovanait umrn y&. that's basically 
il. 

O@. Weil this is sort of in conclusion. 1 wmt to thank you aii v e q  much. U m m  I think in putting 
this project togetha, one of the things that 1 was mat  excited about, evm though it was probably the 
d a  part of the Rsearch. k v a s  doing t h .  sdting down with people and hearing what th- have to s e .  
Umm not pfompting than wt leading people, umn 1 mean, just iistening to what you've shared, y u  
hmv- today and the e?rperiences you've talked about and how candid aad open o u  've been. Umm uh. 
f i t  of al1 1 appnciate it, in ternis of the nsmh, 1 appreciate ponal iy ,  as well and thuili that, th, 
1 mean it goes a long wvay to d y  increasing the value of this research projat. 

1 think someone wants us out of here. 

So, so, thank you very much for your time. 

And your thoughts and, it is most appreciated. 
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FOCUS GROUP 2 TRANSCRIPT 
( ATSA Conference, 1996 ) 

buuend: FV ........ Female Voice 
MV ........ Male Voice 
v s  ......... voices .. 

.....a.... A- 

MV: Yest* evening and again today we are conducting Focus Groups to. uh, help supplement a siudy 
that we're doing lodaag at the eqerience of providing sex oEaider treatment on chicians. This 
sume w a s  sait out to The Association for the Treatmait of Sexud Abusa (ATSA) memben. and 
is ooking at a mge of mcanires of impact, gathering quantitive da& We also wanted to and get 
wxne qualitive information. the flavor for, you h o w ,  what people's expenaices are, where we're not 
directhg with the questions or guiding them, in tams of what the areas that are important to look at 
might be. Umm we're audio-taping the group and the reason that we do that is that that the goup 
mformatian aids up b k g  the data. And so what we'L1 be doing is, we're going to be, ah, aansCnbing 
îhe audio tapes and look at these transcripts and f?om hem, try and corne up with different themes of 
what people have tançed about. Umnq the audio tapes d l  be destroyed a h  they're transcribed and no 
me. besides the clinical team who is involveci in the research project will have access to them. and the 
Iransgipts themselvs WU umm, be anonpous. What we're loohg at is doing a content aaalysis of 
the manuscnpts, to be able to support or, or iden* new areas that diddt get addressed, in terms. in the 
SUTVey. . .  

MV: O b  so the. umm re@ there's just three main questions that 1 wanted to put out for discussion and 
a h  and really hy to p h  a pretty hadive role because the purpose a group N e  this is to learn Erom you 
and your esqxriences. And, 1 guess the fkst is just to get a sense of what the dificdties, what t h h g  
d e  g u r  work with sex offenders difficult, q then lodjng at 'what what do you do to help p u  
cope with the difbdties that are a part of that work' and I guess. the final question is loolcing at, Umm, 
.what are the benefits of this wodc.'What are the things that make, you know, this Iiind of work 
worthtvhiic and Geep people doing it'. So, 1 don't laow if anyone. if yu've got any questions about 
that. 

FV: 1 h d  of assumed that that was what was going to be from the survey because I did get that, and went 
ah& and returned it. 

MV: Right, oiiav, good 

MV: Well, 1 mean it's a small group. We had about s i '  umm, people yesterday, but the information th- 
were able to provide us was quite incredible. So, 1 guess, maybe you can just start out with, just 

.... descnbe, ,'what do w u  do, umm, where do you work, umm, 'how long have you worked with sex 
offenders, umm whaî's your position in handling sex offenders in your profession and, uh, just as way 
of introduction and then we can go into the questions. 

MV: Do you want to start? 
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M V :  

FV: 

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

Okay. I'U start. 

Yeah. 

Umm I'rn a program specialist for a Justice Department and m m .  1 worli full-the. 1 work 
exclusively with sex offenders in a sex offider unit in, uh, in a medium s h t y  jail. Uh, we. uh it's 
large& gmup. uuxn intervention and uh. (undecrpherable. im much noise) a prctty pdominant model. 
uh, supplemented by one-onone, uh, to enhance the group but also, some, sometimes little skiIl 
buiidmg i f n e a s a q .  I've beei doing t h  uh, through both in the community and u i ~  institutions for 
about tem ycars and that's largely the group I work with and, uh, this is, 1 r011ed hto this field a h  
having workd with domestic violence as a special. is that . . . ? 

Yeah. yeak no. That 's g o d  yeab, that's great- 

Umm, well, I'm pretîy new in the field I worked for about 15 months. Umm, I'm a psychologist, so 
I worked f a  about 15 months with aciuit incarcernted sex offaders doing a pure- instructional Relapse 
Prevention program. Umm, and th- I ' m w  in the past two months taken a new position wÏth a local 
(group ?) child abuse preventim centre and I'd be worbg with unrm, (sigh) the titie is Abuse Reactive. 
but we're also looking a the A S 0  . . . population , the younger, you how,  whole realm of wuth, . . . 

you h o w .  7 to 17. 4 to 17. whatever. but I've just doue a few assessmcnts. but it's a brand new 
program, lt's just getting off its' feet, so . . . 

(Clears throat) I've worked with adult sex offenders ztt Exchange Scan in Wiston, South and North 
Can>lina and that's a Non-For-Profit agency. I d as a thwpist there and also, as the Case Manager. 
and I've been doing this for about six years and I corne from a background oL uh. classroom teacher. 
Assistant Principal, Career Planner. kind of. . . 

1s there anyone else in your, in your agency that does work with sex offenders. or are you . . 

No. I'm it. 

Weil, ** has m e  to our agency, . . . 

Although we have, we have four groups of male s a  offenders and we have one AAer Care Group. 
Really, we have five groups. & the four gmups that we have of the regular treatment sex offendm 
wiaily h a  f?om 10-12 members at any given time. And the mer Care Group is usuaily, maybe 3-5. 
It's something likc that, not really a great numôer of them. And we have a Cornpanion Group for the 
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FV: 

Fv: 

spouses and significant o h  of the men wbo are in îreatrnent and that is run by a person who is in 
private practice and who is unda contract to us to do those groups for us . . . 

And she-s the one. she's the one who's gohg to be working with the. uh. uh. Abuse Reactive Group. 
but. before that tirne. 1 was the . . . 

sex offender program. 

And 1 work in a community progmn uh, but we &O do programmuig in uk two of the federal 
institutions, a minimum and mavimum that are connected to each other, and I've been doing some form 
of sesud ofliending, 1 gwss. treatment for 10 to 15 years. 1 started off in child abuse work with the. uh. 
non-offending parents and kids and then, moved on to the offaiders. 

Whisper: Okay. Good. 

M V :  

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

w: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

llmhs. So. a range. in taw of e?rpaience. 1 mean. where ?ou worked and so. that's good but 1 guess 
the k t  question is, is really, uh. it71i be interesthg because ?ou have a different amount of time with 
these guys (laugh). 

Yes. 

üh. What have you found. or what are you beginning to fmd that malres doing this work diffcult for 
ou .  or, or a challenge. or things about the wok that are stressful? 

My biggest challenge, I think with. uh. mperience of working with inmates was being a fernale in a 
correctional institution and it wasn't just the inmattes because it's North Carolina (laughter), the real 
Southw men*. I'm sure a& but then you get the good ole boy network and the Southem nehvork 
and that was a reai challenge. U ~ Q  that was the biggest challenge and that was a h  probably the 
bisest. umnq caialyst for me looking for something else, out of the prison system It was more of a 
challenge working with the administration as a woman, thm it was working with rapists and child 
molesters. 

Not giving you ctedibiiity, or . . . 

Yeah. jus& yeah, total disrespect for women. 



FV: They totally perpetuate the whole thin& that you're in there trying to change a lot. the cognitive 
distabons of inmates. and the people who are supis ing  hem on a 24-hour basis are perpetuatuig it. 
and right in boat of them and with you right beside them 

FV: Umhumm. 

FV: And iî uas just not a good enviromnent to rvork in as a f d e .  That was m); biggest challenge really. 
in the whole thing because 1 enjoyd what 1 did I really felt like, you know. 1 was that nice ideal. 1 was 
makuig a ciifkence. 

FV: Um humm. Right. 

N: But you hm- 1 saw som gwd r d  and 1 saw sane you b. results. 1 had a few womes that 
1 was ttadung a few guys to go out and do it beüer and that, but that 1 was helping a few gws  to really 
make a lasting behavior diange -Sa i i k k ~ - M ~ t a ~ ~  b u t i b v ~  fiigh€iirg 
that uphill batîle of king a fernale or woman in a conadional institution and having some sort of? uh, 
respect for being there. That was really hwd. 

FV: 1 thinli m e  of my biggest challenges has bem tqïng to get the judiciary -stem to recognize what our 
needs arc, what we need fkom them in order to do the very best job that we can. I guess, maybe in a 
sense- ['ve avoided sorne of the stemmtypicai kind of b v h r  $iat ** had to experience becaise of my 
boss, who is also a male. But, it's that as people want to approach him with things that were connecteci 
to our ses oEeace. se?aral off& ûcatment program he would say '*Yeu need to run that by Dorothy. 
You need to td i  to Dorothy about that". 

M V &  
FV: Um humm. 

FV: That's our area of expertk and he just sort ofkept tuming them in that direction, so, 1 think that helped 
me to get by a lot of this because they recognrzed this is. we have to go this . . . 

FV: way to get whaî we need tcr go d so that has beea rea& helphl. But the biggest thing is tqhg  to 
duoite Probation, judges, A. D. A. 's and the DA. and, uh, rve've madt a lot of progress, W. i id 
that as judiciary systems go. we probably have one of the better working ones across the nation in 
~ ~ ~ m w ~ \ u i r h w h a t w e ' o e û y h g t a d a  B ~ w e ' u e g p t B D B ' s \ l l h o \ a r i l l d  
and sat. "Dorothy. we've got this guy, 1 know he's goiug to Plea Bargain We need to work with you 
to corne up with a plan for him. That's what we neaï'. 

MV: Umhwrrrn, 

N: And so that makes it really, you know' that rnakes it a lot better. 
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MV: 1.m ad  @g to say a loi that's different Umm, the easicst part of my work is w o h g  with rny chats 
and that's probably the most s a t i s m g  part of my work but uh. other than my immediate ~ w o r k e r s  
is very satis-g too. but the atemalities are aiways, have always bem the problem and it's. umm, 
a-eq- brick in our program uh. has beai put thae laboriously and fought for and uh. coming into the 
jail environment is a relativety new program. u h  that we have to start over again. It's the same story. 
moving fiom one agency to another and building it al1 over again and uh, you don't I d o i t  t h f i  
there've been any breakthroughs, people's concenu off slowly and exorabiy at the, and that's the 
approach, and just round. we seem to have taken. and gradua& people have begmdged resources and 
uh. that sounds kind of negative. but I t h i d  chat's fairly accurate. 

FV: Um humm. 

MV: It's been a lonp slow proccss of wnvincing fellow workers. uh. administrators that I'm working with 
people md there to be afforded good treatmmt üh, that, uh, the methodology we use. the techniques 
we use. take longer than a week. 

FV: Umhumrn. 

MV: Which is quite shocking in the correctional system. 

FV: Absolutely. (laughter) 

MV: You can do Anger Management in four days. 

V-s: (laughter) 

MV: What do these gu);s need Weil th- need something to cany on in Me and uh. so it's not over. We've 
had a major riot recently and, uh, my Unit svas vimiaüy broken out, moved around. People were 
tortured by other prisoners. So? my job has been (a mess?) And I've been trying to piece it together 
again and befause the& been this little hiatus, uh. al1 the old rejections have resurfaced nom new 
management. old management and guards and uh. the guards now have a perception of a lot more 
power than they d i 4  so they're reasserting thernselves. And you talk about Southem good 'ole boys 
(Iaugh). uh . - . 

MV: 1 think there are Southeni good 'ole boys eveqwhere. 

M V :  Even where it snows a lot. 

V's: (laughter) 

FV: I believe it. 
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FV: 

FV: 

MV: 

It gets a lot colder than it does here, I'U tell you. 

But. it's just u h  1 thmk thaî's. y put your head down and do it again because. and this. we're staRing 
at a betîer b e l  han vue wae before an4 1 guss that's the hope 1 see is that the plateau and fight from 
is. is a lot more advantageous than the other ones, than the previous levels of. b u t  a g h  1 mean. it's 
the same story, it-s not in the c k t  pmblem or issue, that's the, . . . These are behaviors we are M i n g  
with. These are. these are human beings that are good for other thirrgs. 

1 think I have l e s  concem about sort of administrative kind of issues, in that. it seerns to worli out 
soniewhaî than what people are desaikg (shuflle, noise). 1 t u  sort of the hardest, periodically, it's 
not umsistentiy, but is e v q  so often haiing the sense of 'Oh my G d  look at the responsibili~ that 
we have: 1 think sort of hits me anci. uh, can sort oE, uh, you Lnow, be overwhelmuig at times, not to 
âhe point of wanting to change jobs or quit or anqthing like thak and I think sotnetirna, 1 just view that 
as a healthy kind of thing. as well. It's not a, o u  h o w  . . . 

k's not a bad t h g  to razlember thai. but. uh. unlike what you're saying, 1 think sometimes it's the just 
the clients and the number of problems that th-, uh, present wit4 you h o w ,  aside fiom their semal 
offending behavior. We see a lot of people who have zero in most areas of their lives. t& fiom 
livelihood to economics, to, o u  how, 1 mean, the whole, they don't have a heu of a lot. I mean it's 
eveqg once in awhile. it's that kind of. sort of despair over it- 

Any o tha  challenges. my other things that d e  Four work difficult? 

Sometimes the spouses get in the way of treatment, while they really support, in some cases, th- 
actually initiate the denial . . . 

of heir spouses and so that rnakes it really hard for us to worli with th- with that a Lot of tïmes and 
I can see though that the beginnuig of the Companion Group has reaüy helped a lot because we ptesent 
some of the same kinds of matends to hem that we present to the men, so that's realIy helpful whai 
we find the spouses or girlfiends or whoever, who are w i l h g  to corne to that group b u s e  we don't 
feel that we can uh require thern to corne since they themselves are secondaxy victims, in many cases, 
so we don' t do that, but that too does, uh, presnit its' owa set of probiems sometimes. They're not 
overwhelming necessariiy: but they're there and they are of course, blocks to treatment. 

An-g else? That7s it? 
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Well, I @es an* extemal thmg that &ec~ us is cooperation and communication between agencies 
and sometimes that can be. it's a lot better now (clears throat), than it ever was. but and it's improving 
but then're still are setbacks sometuns, particularly in Child WeKare is not as forthcoming or 

cmpemtwe as you p i d  a q ~ d  You hw. people are, uh. w o h g  with. ah. parallel cases. in many 
cases. That can be quite hstrating, even when thae's a grievance between agencies to help or share 
or hatever the (?) is and that's. uh. 1 mean that's been a stmggle dl dong and it doesn't just pertam 
to Our area. 

B u t  sometimes it can be demoralizing and more than dificult Sometimes you r e lq  important 
information in safety issues to sMne people who aren't dismete as they could be, as it might be. and 
we're not sure where our information is going, whether it crops up into qberspace or whether it's 
utilized and there's no feedback or there i s n ' ~  so . . . 

So. so with these diffnent challenges or difficulties, whether they're. in ternis of working with the 
inmates or responsibilities of the job or -stem issues, do p u  have certain things that are 
important for you. uh, to be doing to keep yourseif stmng and to keep yourself. uh, healthy. 1s that 
something you pay attention to, think about? 

1 make certain that I have a whole total Life that does not hvolve sex offender treatment. 

Umm. 1 do things. I try to see at least, go to the opera at lest once year. twice if 1 can malie it and uh. 
I take guitar lessous. things like that. 

This is a quiet group. 

And you're a quiet person. 

Yeah. You're a quiet person. 

Well, since we have to, have to compete with the . . 

Contend with . . . 

contend with the . . . 
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MV: the party . . . 

FV: cocktail par&. . . 

FV: Yeah. and 1 agez wiîh bat, as well. 1 rnean. it's important to make sure there's something else in your 
life besides the job because the job c m  take up. uh, too many hours in a day and a week, and doing 
something that. uh. you like and it's just for yourseif and staying away from 1 mean. 1 d o i t  think 1 
could watch a program on child abuse or s e n a l  abuse if my life depended on it sometirnes. 

FV: (light laughter) 

FV: Yeah, it 's inundated too. 

FV: Yeah, d o i t  ~ m t  those . . . 

FV: Yeah, the media . . . 

FV: Yeah, just to have sorne separateness. 

FV: That's tme. Before I'd worked as. I'm the type of penon that loves true Life stories and true . . . 

M V &  
FV: (light laughter) 

FV: to Me books and thm afta domg this. ifwe're watching TV one night and something in. just s q  -No'. 
whatever that cornes on. I'm like, give me a break! 

M V &  
FV: (light laughter) 

MV: (chuckle) 

FV: But, I'm a young motha of young chil&en. S o  it's not hard for me to have a separate life fiom w o k  
Whai I'm gcne at 410, a nice hour in the aftemoon, that's pretiy niuch it. That's really nice because 
there the, having a family is ovenvhelming and 1 like it that w q .  

FV: 1s it hard not to take it home though, when you've got young kids? 

FV: W . . .  

FV: Imean,I'vegotadau&ter. 
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FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

Weil when 1 was, whea Ijust s t d  1 have two boys and so, umm, I'm just gentng into the. you how. 
waljng with kids. wùich is where 1 want to be. That's where my passions have dw-s been aqway. 
To be honesi. whai 1 went mto my Intemship with the Department of Comctions. the fxrst thing 1 had 
to do sas read evw crime stop of ev- sex offeoder in our area and that was almost 300.290 some. 

And y u  can imagine. it t d  me a long lime. That was r d ? ;  hard. 1 took 1 dreamt a lot at night about 
it and when it was almost one of those, you how,  gave at the office Jll day, I don't have anything to 
do with this once 1 set home, so . . . 

it did effect it effected my marziage for just a Iittle while, but just a short amount of tirne 'cause I 
reaiired what was going on and that was like . . . 

I just went to my Intern Supervisor and said "1 think this is a ridiculous task that you asked me to 
perform and, and it's really effected me", so we chmged it, but that was, that was a r d ,  it was 
uncornfortable. 1 was having reaiiy bad dreams, o u  know. of prisoners chasing me at night. 

That was an esperience. but with children. it hasn't r e d y  bothered me. 1 haven'f my mind hasn't 
d e d  to that focus. it 's been more, more, I've dealt more with rapists than with child molesters in 
the prWa ?stem. Where we were so. uh. running into rny Day Care though and having the Dq Care 
Direaor, '1 how what p u  do now" and showing me a folder fidi of graphic pornography that a seven 
year old brought to school. It's like. and where was my son . . . 

(chuclde) 

when this was king passed around? Forget what 1 do, (laughter). Where was my son when this was 
being passed around So, but bat hasn't reaily effected me and that's nice. I'm appreciative. 1 hope 
1 d l  keep it that way. but . . . 1 lilie to read a lot and I'm in the middle of studying for my license or 
emm, so that's also taking up a lot of my the ,  to not take it home with me. 

So. other things, in terms of how o u  keep healthy, how );ou cope with the stresses of w o k  

Taiking to people that, uh, that I work with. 

Yeah. 

You how,  if there's somehing that you're womed about, particularly around a client, uh, if you feel 
haî, o u  know, that you're rnissing something, just having something validated. 
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FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

Ev: 

FV: 

FV: 

w: 

FV: 

FV: 

v-s: 

FV: 

Um humm. 

Yw how. î a k g  about that and makùig sure that. uh. that you're gening grounded or o u r  instincts 
are maybe corn& or . . . 

Um h u m .  

ou ' re  reaUy out to lunch (chuclde). or just cornplainhg and bitching. 

Yeah. 

Humrnph. 

That is a good that is a good stress reliever bezause where 1 was working, it was just me. 

Yeah. 

It tas real isdatlig and then, since I've rvorked here. it's just Nce to share sUnilar experiences and go 
-Wow, 1 went h g h  that too and 1 handled chat in thai way too (chuckle), and I'm not crazy (chuckle). 

(low voice) I thuik it's realb good to have debriefmg. 

Um humrn. That's a real important piece. 

1 think so. 1 th& it is. 

(low voice) Yes. 

Not really in isolation. 

Like everyone is bringing up around here, you know. if ?ou say what you do. o u ' r e  a real 'room- 
silencer' . 

MV & FV: (laughter) 

FV: 

FV: 

V's: 

FV: 

V's: 

An& and it-s nice to have somebody wvhen you say what you do that no& their head and goes 'Yeah, 
1 how. 1 undemtand', thai laughs dong with you or vents dong rvith you, and doesn't just stand there 
and goes 'Oh, okay'. 

This is probably the oaly cockail par@ in Amerka righ t now . . . 

Oaughter) 

where y u  ean say what you do and people are interested. 

oaugiim 



FV: 

MV& 
FV: 

FV: 

M V :  

w: 

M V &  
FV: 

FV: 

MV: 

MV: 

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

M V &  
FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

Where the 'S' wod is floating around very fieeiy and evexybcdfs face isn't ntming red. and 
somebodybodys not . . . (undecipherable). 

(laughter) 

That's right. 

(laughter) 

I'm I'm 27 and the church we go to seems to be a real eIda1y. o u  know. na1 small and W're trying 
to increase the v g e r  population and so 1 was uivited to the w n m n ' s  group and t h q k  lke, how do 
1 say this without nPakuig out a roomflll of church women. 

(laughter) 

You how, 75 years and older. 

You mumble. 

(laughter) 

Y& 1 w a s  Wre. you hmv. weiL I'm I'm I'm a psychologst and 'Oh. you howl  who are o u  w v o h g  
\vitil?' 

Unm. 1 work in the prison 'Oh. really, you knowv. what type of prisoners do o u  work with?-. 
and I'm like, quit a s h g  me questions. 

(laughter) 

You're not going to U e  my ansvers (chuclde). 

Sot did you end up telling the& 

Yeah. 1 fmally just said, '1 work with rapists and child molestm', and that was, th- quit a s h g  me 
questions after that. 

(laughter) 

It sas kinda iike, ohy, oa to the program. 
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FV: (laughter) 

FV: We'llhaveaprayeraow. 

M V &  
FV: (laughter) 

RI: No. That's not me. They went on to ask me what I thought about the Chernicd Castration law. 

MV: Ohhhh (like a sigh). 

FV: Um h m .  

FV: So. 1 got on rny Little soap box for a littie while and then they got real quiet and 1 told my husband '1 
think t used the 5' word one too many times . . . 

M V &  
FV: 

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

vos: 

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

MV:  

in chwch tonight'. But, that's another thing. I joke about it. so, 

Yeah. 

and that helps. 

(light laughter) 

Yeah. 

I fmd that. uh, f ier  a W ' s  work, Like 1 £ind duMg wok, 1 de-bief a lot and it's, 1 re-group. 1 really 
rdy on cewockers to g a  rid of a lot of that stress and by m a h g  it, validating if or repudiaihg i t  uh, 
whatever is n e c e s q  and 1 6nd that verv. v w  helpful. and 1 guess? that's one of the strings and strains 
of the field, where the type of work that we do is that there is at least one other person who always 
hows  exactly what you'n doing. if not, probably, what you're doing an4 uh. any of those people are 
good to talk to a d  uh, it could be a specifc case, or it could be group today, or .  . . 

You know. the latest potitical mash of nations in the legislative and you get a sympathy fiom sornebody 
hmring for one thing, but you also get somebody who can give you fairly accurate fèedbadc and, uh . 

which is really helpful in . . . 
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FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

MV:  

FV: 

MV: 

v-s: 

MV:  

v-s: 

M V :  

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

MV: 

The aher thùig. 1 have a littie cognitive tridi that 1 play on myself which seems to work cause I'm about 
one-half hour out of town and the halhay mark is the penmeter highwq around the ci@ and. f i e r  
about 15 minutes in my car. the f i t  15 minutes 1 allow myself to worry. agonk. beat -self up. feel 
bad about what happened at work today, if thcre's anything lefl aAa de-bnefmg, and then 1 to 
restructure it. mughly around the perùneter highway . . . 

and just m e  we teach Our clients. 

and it's the same process, exact&. 

And if necessary' 1-11 say it out loud because I'm alone in the car and 1 d o i t  look ta ,  weird . . . 

nlth that much trafic passing along. 

(laughter) 

And the lime I'm driving that last half of it. I'm thinliing about what's for dinner? better still. what 
am 1 cook in~  uh. uh, what am 1 doing tonighl uh, where are the hds going? uh . . . 

and what ** has accomplished at work today. That kind of stuff- And uh. I'm prem; n o d  by the 
time 1 get home. 

And I'm more worried about having to paint the second bedroom than I . . . 

M V &  
FV: (laughter) 

MV: whether thae's a new piece of legislation going through in Ottawa and uh. SO, 1 m a ,  uh I'm talrùig 
my own advice, 1 suppose, in some w-s. 

FV: Um humm. Um humm. 
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MV:  

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

v-s: 

MV: 

MV: 

FV: 

v-s: 

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

v-s: 

M V :  

FV: 

It seeas to work and your dixussion about a separate life and, 1 wouldn't be caught dead watching 
samdhuig on N chat's a b u t  abuse. 1 wouldn't. SOT. 1. I'd leave. It's not it's no t  1 put 1 put my, 
I've Qiven at the office, 1 guess. 

A d  uh. L 1 don't want it to be and 1 don't ta& about my work a great deal at home, although 1 do talk 
abuut it in vav general temis. but y u  know, you're not going to get iuto details throughout the fami- 
dinner table. d ou h o w f  1 think my hds w r e  tni before the  really understood what 1 did. 

Uh huh. 

k a u s e  th- would be asked at schooi and th? go -Dad goes . . . 

To prison (laugfi ter). 

(laugh ter) 

A two year old, 'My Mommie's in prison ' . 

(laughter) 

(now I'm on the Day Plan ?) 

You got speciai treatment this tirne. 

Yeah. 

(laughter) 

That's good WelI, maybe. sort of. lady, 1 think a lot of times when people t a k  about worliing with 
sex offenders, 1 mean, we talk about things that are stressfbl or difficult, umq and after some 
mverSiFtions. 1 rnean the question & 1 mean, why does anyone do this work when you hear, o u  know, 
aii the different thing that can conmibute to the stress or mculties and, 1 guess, thatws the last question 
maybe for the group is, u m q  what are the satisfactions of doing this kind of wok, what are the 
benefits, mm, why hang in t h e  through some of the things you talked about- 

When 1 first started, 1 think I told myself 1 did it for the children and th- as 1 noticcd that mm were 
changing, uh, well 1 guess, maybe even before 1 noticed that men were changing, 1 recognized that 
wancn wexe m g  with these men who had cornmitteci these crimes, evem a g d  theu own childrai, 
and ifnot againn k i r  own children, then against the childm of their wive's. And thai 1 Say, well, 1 
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do it fa the women and then when 1 notice that mai are reaiIy changing, that lives were really changmg 
and wcxking with F a d y  Services and M d  praective services and thirigs. and seeing families get back 
togetha a d  hearing men talk about the quality of their lives, aRer they'd been through treatment and 
thmg f ie  that and then I say. 1 do it for the mm. so I th& 1 think m. I do it for îhe children. 1 do 
it for the spouses and 1 do it for the men M. 1 th& ultimately, 1 do it for humanity and that's a good 
feeling. Which brings me to anotha point, 1 also worli with Habitat For Humanity because that too . 

FV: 

FV: 

M V :  

v-s: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

Fv: 

Fv: 

Um h u m .  

adds to îhat tm. that 's one of my diversions, as well. 

So, why do this, what are the sat i shg  . . . 

(laughter) 

1-11 go nelT. Oh wdl, 1 mean 1 mem. k e  1 said I'm new in it but I'm 1 got into psychology for a lot 
of typical reasons when 1 was an Undergraduate and started reading. I did that ~ d r o m e  of '04 I'm 
t h a ~  - fami l  was thak yeah. I'm . . . ' 

(chuckie) 

-1 t h i d  1 cm change nom--. 

And then w h a i  I got rny Undergrad. it's like. what are you going to do. you how.  I didn't want to do 
anything else. So 1 went on to Graduate School and decided to be Clin id  Psychologist because 
i have al- workrd with childRn 1 was the town babysitter and this and that and 1 just love, children 
are my passion. An4 1 daideci that there's so many sccewed up people out there that, if 1 started eariy 
enou& maybe th= wddn ' t  be so many screwed up people out there. So. that's. q where 1 came 
fro- never in a miilion years imagine I would be worbg  with s a  offenders. That feu into my lap 
through my lntemship because D.O.C. pays for hternships and we were a young family and we needed 
morq, ço we aided up taking Intanship, and that's the reason 1 chose Department of Corrections, was 
pure@ meta ry  and this area h a p p a  to focus on sex offench. So, there 1 was and 1 did I got into, 
1 agree with it. 1 say my children are Little experiments in . . . 

(chuckle) 

behaviorism and then, as I got into cognitive b e h a v i o r k  there was more experiments and that. and 
seeing how that workç with relapse prevention. That was just a real interest for me. So, I kept going 
with it and got a lot of  on out ofjust seeing me person actually process it and go, 'Oiay, O&', 

you know, and thqr wodd see and they would change what they were saying and not even in front of 
me. When they wodd m e  back the next week, because of my Intemship, it was once a weeli, then, 
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M V :  

FV: 

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

in my job, 1 did it, was evay day. Umm evai they'd corne back and th- would feaffinn each other, 
y u  Imm. 1 hearcl hm ?;estaday amecting so & so when bey were saying such & such. ('Look at that 
W!' ?), you h o w ,  W're no longer tallùng about this one woman who hangs out on her porch on 
the way to prison school every morning, so, . . . 

(chuclde) 

y u  b o w  it's like they're redirectiog their focus. so that was good. But umm as 1 mentioned earlier. 
just y, - qu- of Life at home was my husband hated the fact that 1 worked with the prison system 
as well as everything else, so. and I kept saying '1 want to work with chikdren. I want to work with 
children. 1 want to w o k  with children'. Thm's an ad in the papa for a counselor. It doesn't s a y  
anything else about it. I cailed up and 'Barn', they want a therapist to work with chiidren and it just 
happas to be with children who are sa< offending. Like thexe's this 'calling' out thae for me. 

So here 1 di am Srnjust stiil enjoying it. 1 haven't 1 haven't I don't fée1 I've been in it long enough 
to feel burned out because of the clients. 1 alwqs feel I'm bumed out purely for extemal, 1 think it's 
rrq-be, though what I'm hearing what 1 heard yestaday moming, for the outside world havùtg to show 
hem, you know, that we're not, we're not weird because we want to do this and these people are&& 
some are sick some are tmly psychotic, but some of them. you got to get d o m  and then you can see 
thp're still human beings so, 1 don't, I'm not, 1 haven't been bumed out by the clientele yt. I'm still 
real iaspired and real exciteci to be workiog with them so. it's purely (undeciphenble) right now. 

Well, and that's kind of like some of the sarne reasons, uh, why it can be reidly hstrating and 
challenging, are some of the same reasons why 1 really like it. 

Yeah. 

Uh. yw how. when T, it nar= ceases to amaze me and 1 think it's meant to make me. kezp me humble. 
Uh, b a t  these people who have had like mostly nothing, you luiow, and they can change . . . 

And it does, it feels reaily good to see sornebody . . . 

W :  Because. weli, speakuig for myself. 1 c m  become very attacha you how,  to people and to see what 
they're doing and to support them in their change and, and, p h ,  it's worth it. 1 don't th& so much 
maiore about doing it for the victuns, o ~ ,  I mean it's not even thete so much in my face but, umm, but, 
y& it's, i fs  just seeing peuple change and d y  want to change. 

FV: Yeah. 
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FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

EV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

v-s: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

MV: 

You know, that's, it's not, it's not, uh. false. And It's mciting. 

You know. 

It is. 

ihae's ah. ah. somRinus people iaOc about j- -yu how. aU îhe negative media and the negative sort 
of, uh, attention w b e ,  you h o w ,  the sort of mm-quietener. 

But. there's dso part of me. 1 th& that lïkes, that, 1 mean. you h o w .  it's sort of like. yes. I do. 

Uh huh. 

So, what do FOU thùik about that? 

You linow. what do you t h d i  of it (chuckle) and that's (close ?). That's me. 

1 haven't given up my rekllious stage yet. 

1 fhd the actual chical w d  &hg. Ifs interesting work with interesthg people. Ah. it b ~ g s  a lot 
of challenges. The job has never, ever been remotely dull. But when I was doing a huge caseload, 
genenc work it wasn't du11 but it was uninteresting becaux 1 couldn't get as much depth with more 
than a few of my clients. 

And o u  have that smail residual tenure going erazy with, enjoying the work and mqbe  getting 
somewtiere with it. The rest, 'You're still living at the same place? Gaod'. You know, '1'11 ch& I'il 
check to see if -Ore still attending school'. That urould drive me. 1 have (dl of bat) stuff with p 
work Wrc that and 1 fmd the intensity is healthy for me. 1 fmd working with fewa clients at a dceper 
level. longer, or at least more ofien. following things up clearly fiom wIim we left o n  - . . 

FV's: Um humm 

MV: tih- wmmunicating at a different level and you can with a large case load, umm. 

FV: Um humm 
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FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

M V :  

V's: 

M V :  

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

MV: 

It sort oc 1 those things you leamed in school, you're doing, or many of them you're, you always get 
idealized cases when you're in training and, umrn . . . 

most of my cases were sornewhat idea l id  at least as far as what I'm able to do. you linos-. how far 
th- get is another question. 

But. the otha  thing 1 see. 1 get (silence/no sound) uh. thm are disappointrnents. but even the 
disappointments we run acn>ss aren't necessady awfully surpriskg- 

Basically, they tend to be marginal . . . 

really (devouredly ?) marginal cases that leave your program . . . 

that tend to fail. Now. I can be wong on that. t o m o m  1-11 rend the papa when I get home . . . 

(laugh ter) 

umm but 1 mean . . . 

(low voice) I w, I stopped it there . . . ? 

I thuik it's the style of work where y u ' n  worlruig. v q .  you have to work colaborately Mth other 
people. 

You're. you're under scrutiny, you're, you have to be honest in your worli. 

Urn humrn. 

You can't pretend . . . 

No. 

to be a worker but you're not. Umm, sharing with people. adapting new ides. It tends to corne at a 
higher, fasta pace and it's not, you can do this style of work with v e r t s  or dnig addicts. 
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FV: 

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

M v :  

But. for nom ths is where 1 am and 1 think it's the style, as much as anything. 

I mean. 1 got into it bacause 1 began to &ocate for se?< offenders but 1 only had one or hvo on a general 
case load because the were g-g no SeMces, but I think what 's kcpt me there is, uh, a lot of this, the 
effectiveness, 1 can feel, or 1 do with this style of work 

Urnm. The b d  of work relationshipç p u  get. 1 fmd it absolutely satisfaaow The faces corne and go 
of mworkers but what stays the same is thai, that style, it seems to click 

You know what's challenging too. when you thuik about i t  that we're really effécting the lives of 
children that haven't been born yet. 

That's reaily. that's a part of the challenge is just knowuig that we are. by w g  to change the khavior 
now. 

We're not perpetuating if thq're really. if they ' re really changing so that 's really exciting in itself 

Um h u m .  With so many clients, I rnean. do you see it that way too, you know that thq're stopping 
this generation'? 

You b o w ,  so that fbture ones are better off. 

Rlght. 

Well, mindfbl of the, the tirne and it's, as 1 said, Fric evening approachuig, or hem Umm my last 
amments bef'ae we close off for, anything you'd like to make about the e-ence of doing this work 
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FV: 

Fv: 

FV: 

FV: 

w : 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

FV: 

and whaî ifs bmi üke f a  yoy so there's no, a last oppottunity to say what you want to - (chuckle), 
what feels important to say. 

1 would just say that it's a continuing education process. you hm. I'm not the on& one who's 
learning. 

Whenever I'm Qing wmehhg with thse people, whether individual or group. they're not the on- one 
that's leaming. 

Yes. 

I'm not the on1y one teaching. Ya'll know what I'm m g  to say. 

I'm leaming. 1 do. I've grown even in this 15 months thak you how. some of my, none of mv, what 
I thmk as my, yw how,~ust r d  solid values, some of the ways 1 think about things, some of the ways 
I p r o ~ s s  and., umtn a& which is good, apecially of course the label my generation gets, it's definiteh 
good if some of us c m  change for the more positive (chuckle). But, i just, 1,1 grow dong with these 
people and I think that's a d y  important thing about this field is to re;iiize. and 1 see that in 

everybody so far that I've encountered here, really enjoys it, that they leam 
and grow with us. 

Um humm. Yeah, that 's something (valid ?). 

You how- it's defrnitely not a stagnating process. 

No. 1 agree with that and 1 think the one thing that 1 would share with îhe group that ** airead?; said 
heard me say, of al1 the jobs that (here are to do in my office, I'm doing the one 1 would most want to 
do. 

And that's such a good thing to be able to say, isn't it? 

* * tells? 
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v-s: 

M V :  

FV: 

w: 

M V :  

M V :  

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

MV: 

MV: 

FV: 

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

1 th& 1 agree with her as a ( p s  ?). that we shouldn't @cal ?). 1 th* 1 mean. 1 -ve b m  worbg  
ova 20 years in depressions and umm, 1 Ceel I'm a hel1 of a lot better worker now. than I \vas 3 y e a .  
ago. 

And as opposed to five years ago. 

Umm 

And 1 16inli this. the kind of worrk we'n doîng demands your seif-improvement, re-educating yourxlf 
cOIlStantly. It's msultiag whea people who, who have better infirmation than you do on certain things 
and. uh . . . 

asking for feedback . . . 

Right. 

and getting it. 

Whether you like it, or not- 

Yeah. Right. Right. 

You know. that's tme **. 

1 mean. these are al1 things that help vou gro.. 

Um humm. That's right. 

1 mean. 1 see colleagues who streamed off into major backwatm and that are doing exactly the same 
work that th- did . . . 

when. when they both, we ail came in and that's. that's rusting . . . 

Right. 

and they suffer for it. 
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M V :  

v-s: 

FV: 

M V :  

Fv: 

M V :  

M V :  

M V :  

FV: 

v-s: 

M V :  

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

M V :  

FV: 

FV: 

They're, they're not exciteci about their work. You h o w ?  Monday ûn't the worst d e  . . . 

1 go to. I sometimes go to my office and work on Saturdays k a u s e  1 may have that tirne. but never 
mind the fact thai I'm going to make sure that 1 have the time to look aAer myself. But if 1 have thmgs 
that need to be done. 1 will do them on S a m m  so that 1-m by Monday morning and then 1 feel 
more relaved when I go in to do it. So, I donTt mind doing that. 1 don't fa1 that I'm cheating myself 
out of anythmg. I'rn just Qing something that's going to make me perform better on the other side and 
do a beüer job, howing that 1 stiiI have, 1 have, uh, the t h e  to do i t  1 n d  to do for me. 

But. you pace ourseIf. You . . . 

consciously, . . . 

consciously pacing. 

Absolutely. It's a choice I'rn malcing to do that. 

Yeah. Yeah. 

1 d o i t  h o w  whether it's I'm getting old or older or not. but I fmd mqself very conscious& pacing. 1 
cm-t . . . 

Absolutely. 

You hm. it's WIe double group day and it 's beni horrendous. I de-brief and 1 do something nice that 
evening, or 1 relax or watch mindless TV, read a book. uh. get a littie exaise .  It's, and 1 don't kill 
myself the na? morning. 1 try and set my schcdule up with some . . . (fillers or lights ?). 

An& ah, you h o w ,  for every calorie 1 burn badlq.. 1 make sure 1 consume one too, well . . . 

You sound v a y  parallel to the way I handle that situation. 

And it-s self-interest, for sure. 

Um hu- which is necess-f. 
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MV: Um humm. Handling i t  which is what ths is all about 

FV: (laughter) 

MV: So, I just . . . 

FV: Did we pass the test? 

MV: Yeah, How about that? 

FV's : (chuckles) 

MV: 

FV: 

MV: 

FV: 

M V :  

V's: 

MV: 

FV: 

FV: 

V's: 

MV: 

M V :  

MV: 

FV: 

But I would just really like to thank you again. 1 rnean. ah . . . 

Sure. 

it was a small group but. you have had a a tremendous amount of- I think important information to 
share and 1 t .  it's gauia', ah, help comiclerably in developing, the research thab that we're doing. 
Anci 1 think we want to look at a whole range of things, to be able to look at what does this mean in 
tems of wining and developing training programs. We want to be able to talk about what does this 
mean. in terms of how supervisors. a program is supervised meet the a& of dinicians, ah, and umm, 
what are the needs of people who work with sex offenders and what do clinicians need to be aware of, 
a h . .  . 

You're looking at howv people in bis job can cake care of thanselves and 1 lhink you can givm just 
tremendous information, and I thank you for that. 

Your welcorne! 

Yeah. 

Thank you for giving us this opportuni-. It wvas good to share. 

Yeah. It was. 

Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. 

Yeah. 

It was nice meeting you. 

Yes. Thank wu. 
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Appendk H 

Qualitative Data Sotps 

As a sex oEênder treatrnent specialist 1 work with both adult and adolescent offend ers. I have found 

that each age group population has its own pros and cons which it offers to the clinician. While 

adolescents are intrinsically a more "hopefu1"population (Le., offering the greatest opportunity for 

successful change) they are the more demanding and stressfùl cliental. Adult offender generally 

ehibit a greater level of maturity and motivation to change their offensive behaviours but are often 

faced with identifjing and addressing patterns which have been ingrained for tens of years. 

1 have found that wery so &en I have a client who is dangerous and angry at me (e-g., for reporting 

him to CAS etc.) who has made me and rny family feel threatened. this is very difficult to cope with 

when it occurs. These occasions are periodic buy very difficult to cope with. At these times the 

support of coUeagues is good but does little to d u c e  this stress because one cm not "talk away" or 

restructure the way one looks at a threat to ones children for example. Though rare, these events 

have me seriously considering a change in career either to a more administrative function or a 

different population entirely. 

The hardest thing is overcoming their resiaance and developing the empathy needed to succeed. 

One of the most challenging and mistrating part of my work is the clients lack of empathy for their 

victims. 

The population served is important. My caseload are adolescents who are low fùnctionuig, it makes 

a merence. 

The level of offender self-repon and/or denial is a source of stress in my work with sex offenders. 
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Much of my stress cornes fiom the relationship in therapy with the offender 

1 dont feel 1 have a system to treatment rapist-pedophiles or sadistic sex offenders. 

1 work dot  with families which is a significant source of stress in my working with juvenile sex 

offenders. In 

fact dealing with resistant families is the moa stressful part of my chnical practice. 

Concem about offenders in the cornmunity is a source os stress. 

At times my discodort with the population creates a source of stress. 

Working with an incarcerated client is more difficult than treatment on  the streets 

My practice ako includes work with men who are survivors of childhood semal abuse which 
contributes to job stress and vicarious trauma. 

Recidivism/ef?ïcacy of treatment 

1 do stmggle with a sense of fnistration and failure when one of Our clients re-offends 

My highea stress is always rears of a re-offense. 

1 feel 1 have been successful in treatment my clients but this can't be verified until my clients have died 

and never re-offended. In constantly hearing in the media about how treatment of semai offenders 

isn't effective. 

Stress for me is primarily related to the risk of reoffending. 



Deaiing uith the administration and king overworked has been a very stressa part of rny work. 

The achid wodi with clients tends to energize me - the work with bureaucrats drains me. 

ûrganizational politics are aw-fùi and have led to my decision to work at a different organization. 

My worli problans are not related to intnates/offender but to organizational issues. 

Most of the stress 1 expenence is more related to admtaistrative and political policies than to treatrnent itself. 

It is mipoitwt to note thai job frustration Ma* ames h m  orgaaizational politics ratha than the actual work 

Most of my stress camw f i  d i c t s  with some of my coiieagues. You need to be very heahhy mental& and 

alert to work with sex offenders. You need to work as a team and capable of humility. Probtems include: 

cornpetition, feelings of king threatened by knowledge of others. feelings of superiority. 

State agencies are more concemed with bureaucratie processes and CYA rather then provide good quality 

treatment. 

Last summer 1 was out on stress leave for 2 months related to the bureaucracy. 

Paperwork 

The bmout  that 1 e'rpenence has little do to with my interactions with clients and eveqhng to do with the 

overwhelming amount of papeworii that goes dong with the job. 

System Issues 

Working uith the authontieç, probation officers. parole oficers etc. has caused me to decide not to work with 

this population as a treahnent prwider. ïhe community climate is hostile, civil liberties and human dignity have 

lost meaning and I c m  no longer and will no longer participate in a system which has corne to demand that C 

violate persmai and professional ethics. 1 have long supporteci sex off& =habilitation and have been very 

active in bringing funhg and legislative support for treatment I have p w n  tired of tbe battie and am ready to 
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turn my efforts more to writing reseaxrh etc. The day to d q  battles with authorities to protect the right to 

provide treatment rather than a a  solely as a social control agent have been depleting. 

Most fhstrating are the political consultants and lack of knowledge by professionals outside of this field such 

as legislanire. police. case managers. otha agencies, physiciaas and ine+mcad therapists, judges etc. 

A major Lmpediment Uis dealing with inmates who are ready for parole but are not paroled because of political 

agendas 

My biggest biggest stresses are the occasional incornpetait probation oficer and uninformed directors of 
corrections departrnents. 

Right now. the most stressfit1 aspect of treating sex offenders are al1 the bureaucratic requirements associûted 
with Our new sate (Colorado) standards and the lack of hding available for offender treatment. AIso if your 

program is the least bit innovative and does not just fit into the standardso you are mbject to extra scrutiny. even 

if you meet al1 the stated requirements. king  forced to do "cookie cutter" therapy reems bad for clients and 

clinicians. 

Somc of the most w g  and ciestrudive factors in the treatrnent of sex offenders are the defense attorneys. 

Th- oflen distort the tmth and care littie about truth or treatment 

The stress 1 experience is not h m  the offenders (th- are supposed to behave that way). of m stress cornes 

from the "system" including but not limited to attomqs, probation and otha providers of treatment who are 

untrained treating and assessing this population. 

New las& that mandate automatic remand to adult system for offender over 15 with lengthy minimum sentences 

has sent offader and their parents into hiding and fawer are getbg into treatment services but rather sitting in 

limbo with adult system lawers M g  to get them off the hook (e-g., Measure 1 1 in Oregon) 

Much of the problems 1 experience with m a l  offenders arises f?om the perception of the society at large and 
prosecutors who use societal hysteria to achieve what seem to be political ends (e.g., higher conviction rates, 

longer sentences for those who arhnit w h  thqZve done and by virtue of t h e ~  admission present as more positive 

candidates for ûeaûxnt. Much Mort of the stress now is experienced through bureaucratic or political issues. 

Most of my stress cornes h m  the court and defense atiorny misunderstandutg treatment 



1 have felt misunderstocxi by others because of my choice to w o r h g  in sex offenders. 

Possibly the most dia1cult part about w o r h g  with this population is that this population is so unpopular. 

Society in g a i m l  does not understand what. or why, we do in treatment with offaidm. 

1 am mcaned with how others react to the general publics non-approval of therapists working with sex 

offenden. in texas the attitude is jail and throw away the key. When a person leams what 1 do the usual 

response is "oh shit how cm o u  do that?" followed by thern stepping backward step or two. 1 fecl they are 

afhid I am contaminateci and it might rub off on them. 

1 @ence stress h m  interaction with a very punitive justice system, public perception of the various of sex 

offender w& Punishment vs therapy sort of duel. Lock em al1 up vs coddling sex offenders, cure vs effective 

treatment . 

The push by insurance mmpanies and the public to practice short t em bnef therapy with offenders is constant. 

Social attitudes towards sex offenders has changed over the last few years. It is harder for y clients to pet jobs, 

places to live, etc.. This adds some stress to my work. 

My stress had improved. For 10 years I ran a weekly treatment groups encomtering hi& stress. Now 1 

nipavise and &t around the graip encomtering much l a s  stress The break fkom directs services is helpfùl. 

1 am much more stressai by actministering S a  off'ender programs and working in a prison than by treatment sex 

oaénders 

Treatment Programming 

One of the most fnistrating experiences for me as a sex offender therapist is the la& of resources for aftercare 
for this population. This is particularly so for juvenile offenders who after lengthy treatment in a stmctured 

arîificial a i ~ ~ t  have no wfiere to go and rnany end up going back to families when it is recornmended that 

these are not good places for them. 
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The follow up snvices are typicaiiy of deep concern to me. The continuum of uve simply does not exist well 
enough or ofien mou& to suit me. this ultimately places people at risk for sexual victimization. 

I work wi(h a group of sex offenden in an 8 month matment program 16 membm. At times this can be vcry 

stressfiil at times less so depending on he intensity demanded in the uezitment programs content (i-e.. empathy 
training and interpersonal conhntation. 

Th erapisl Related 

W h g  up and wonying about clients who are of concem. 

The high amount of tum overhumou t rate of staff  worliing with sema1 offenders 

Qualifications 

1 fail to understand therapists who say th- h o w  how to work nlth this population when th- actudly do not. 

1 currently have a patient who was working with another therapist for over two years and during that t h e  he 

reoffénded on several occasions. When he fina& d e d  my offiœ he w*as weeks away Corn sentencing. 1 began 

to ask him about his s e m a i  history. fantasies? triggers etc. This was al1 dien to him. 

There are "thaapists" in the community who "treat" sex offender ciients and have not training , do into believe 

treatment works and continue to wast clients time and mon?. 

Most of the hstration is dealing with -stems and others who proclaim expetise in this filed but do not have 

a due. 

MF main probiem is that the agencies are r e f d g  sex offender to treatment with psychologists and therapists 
that have no formai training in specific sex offender issues. They are not a w m  of the responsibiIity said case 

loads represents and th- do not worii with authorises for follow up. 

Isolation 

1 believe that the greatest stress to me is the la& of c~~perat~on/cOOrdination with other helpers in the community 

involved witb offenders. 
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1 work in a very isolated, rural area and began dl sex offender treatment h m .  1 have no profionai  

supemision/consultation exccpt bi-month- professional meetings. 

1 lack anyone to discuss cases with as i am in a vexy rural area and am the only se?< offmder therapist. 

1 dont know how anybody could do this work in isolation wvithout a supportive team 

1 opaate in a semi rural area and am the only provider with a structureci program in the entire area. Sometimes 

this does create a sincc of isolation. 

1 just don't have enough time to read and ponder information. 

1 can't afford t come to the ATSA Convention and have a great desire to do so. 

Privatization of treatment programs have made it impossible for therapists to be hones or s+ up about red 

issues for fw of losing their jobs. Supervision the has becorne inadequate and meaningless. As result there 

is IittIe onsite support or supervision. 

Most of my stress fiom this worli cornes fiom supervising emplqees. not offenda w o k  

Funding 

We receive no outside Fundùig for treatment, court ordered fee for service O*, limits service. 

Politics and money have made it difficult to provide adequate care as the mental health issues of sex offenders 
toes unaddresseci 

in 1997 our budget was cut 1/3 . 1 get letters every month fiom incarceratecl offenders who neeà treatment to 

achieve parole. 1 can't tell them WC have an ongoing program. It is fnistrating. 
No therapists I h o w  are paid enough, though some administrators do pretty weil. 

My biggest f i u tdon  is that the pofiticians who wntrol funding are only willing to use our tax money to build 
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more jails and bootcamps rather than for treatment. For example, I work/consult at a -th Detention Centre 

uhich houses about 30-40 adolescents sex offenders. 1 provide group ûeatmeut. Unfortunately due to the lack 

of bding I am ody able ta ptovide one 2 hour p u p  per week I realize that this is inadequate. Does that mean 
1 should quit'? 1 don't have an ansver. At this point Pm either depmsed or pissed off. 

The m a j e  of the stress and dissatisfaction 1 expxience is relaîed to the inadequacy of programs due to the lack 

of available fiuiduig. 

The constant amount of bumucratic papenvork requinxi for funding, especially rnedicaid is ovenvhelming. 

An issue that is estremeh stressful is the litigation associated with working with this cliental. 

1 d d  find my job much more enjoyble had 1 more leeway for research or other career devetopment activities. 

My stress cornes form reoffense risk in outpatient community bas4 treatment program feeling victim 

pain/impact d q  a h  dm, constant anger 6om se's offender clients, threats of lawsuits, tniing to rnake a living 
in pivate practice. 

Bigest problems: dealing with non~ffmdmg spouses failm of agencies to recognize adequate from inadequate 

services and to undentand that for e v q  hour of djrect contact there is another 3 to 4 hours of meetings, Iistening 

to tapes, grading homework etc., incaptent and unuained therapists treating s e x  offenders. failure of the legal 

1 judicial l s tem to look at cases objectively and apply sanctions when necessay, totally inadequate mponse 
of îhe juvenile justice -stem to juvenile offenders. 

The lack of research and bad research that doe not seem to give direztion to our practice is a major problem. 

To do this lever O f intaisive wa& r e m  that the therapist become desensitized to explkit s m a l  material and 

wi affect ones own m a l i t y  and relationships after doing the work for many years. 

This worli cm affect the therapists s a  life and rnarriage in gened. 



I feel there is a cornpanion risk in personal sexuality. 

Se?cual reaction/respollse to this worli can d a t e  to both bumout as well as other personal effects of this type of 
work. 

Working with sex offaiders taka its toll on my own sexual desires. Sometimes the deeds the mm did di 
inmide at a moment of intimacy and I am uoable to fmd pleanire and have to stop. Sometimes 1 fmd myself 
thinking about the pain they have caused and the pleasure 1 have and th- get twi~ed togaher. 

Emotiond 

F a  M o  T ) ~ ~ I S  1 worked entire- with ses o f f i d m .  adults and juvenila as well as there families. 1 wil1 never 

do that again W o h g  with sexual offenders introduced me to crap I wish 1 would never heard of. If 1 would 

have hm how it was going to affect me pasondy 1 wouldn't have entered the field. You loose you innocence 

about life. 

I smggle most with not becorning cynical of other peoples motives outside this special population. 

Parentinglchil dren 

1 am much more paranoid about issues such as level of supervision and children birth* parties in cornrnunity 

setting than 1 was before w o h g  with sex offenders. 

The m a t  diffidt aspect working with sex offenders is looking at children through their W. 1 no longer have 

the abihty to look at children as purely as I once did h o c e n t  chiIdish behaviour c m  now e seen h o u &  the 

lenses of a sexually deviant person. I hate that part of this work. 

While b v h g  c h i l c h  has cmtriiuted to rny understanding of the potential impact towards physically/semally 

victimized children and their care givers and correspondingly contributai to rny attempts at becoming more 

thorough in treatment sex offmders, 1 also believe that working with offenders has contributeci to occasional 

pnoceupation of my family's safety, unwarranted suspicions towards offmders whom assauit c h i l h  and 

perhaps hafshness m my assessment of offender whom have a h i s t q  of, or appear to be, potentially vengehl. 

In addition assessment interviewsltreatment sessions with particularly a n g y  /dangerous offenders and 
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these feelings subside. Ova t h e ,  I have noticed that my concems of becorning overprotective have b m e  
easily outweighed by the sense of security 1 feel while taking the extra precautions to address these eoncems. 

What helps me deal with stress and to survive and to do a good job w o h g  with sex offadm is exercise. 

prayer, a supportrve f a d y .  f?iendships, colleagues, regular time off? other interests, respect in the mmmunih. 

reasonable mcome and a realistic believe about what 1 can do and remembering who has the problem (e-g.. the 

ses offender), if he doesn't progress. 

My passion for s a  offender treatment channels me in different djrections within this field. 

I have a good worfi mvinmmait and love worlong with îhe spouses, couples and families of our offendm. 1 also 
teach at local univenity which helps me stay balanceci and challmged 

I combine training7 supenision, therapy and research as part of my profssion. 

1 feel that a ses offender oeatmait provider should strive to combine hisher practice to include both adolescent 
and adult perpeators. This provides both perspectives and variation and ultimately lessens stress. 

Private practice allows me Ihe opportunity to conduct research which helps to recharge my batteries. 

Attitudes Tawwds WorWCIients 

1 see my clients as people who have done a rnonstrous thing not as monstas themselves. This attitude allow me 

to connect with clients at a level which allows me to have a positive impact. 

I f m d  that having v i h  contact and focusing on the victim needs in the treatment of the offenda has been the 

best way to maintain a healthy perspective. 
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Support People 

M y  support system is co-worken. ogency support and f i  and foremost my f d y  

I have had sorne difficuit experiences with s a  offenders. The works time 1 had was when a sex offender 1 was 

seehg killed two chiIdren. I almost quit working at the time. However. I had a lot of support fiom the others 

on the team. If I have leamed anything about s a  offenders. it is to alwqs be part of a treatment team. 

I am vay f-ate to have the support of my CO-facilitator and mernbers of my therapy team from the outset of 

rm; pnctice. 

We do not knowingIy accept rapists or anyone into treatment who has a vioient histo?. 

h g  able to make choica about my time and level of involvement uith direct client services heips to manage 

my work. 

I refùse to see aggressive offadas on an outpatient basis if I regard them as high risk which they hpically are. 

1 thing doctors, due to the structure of their discipline? are better able over time to set boundaries. I can provide 

thcrap'- and medication but the real work must corne fiom he patient. If he is unwilling. 1 do not perceive that 

as king a failure on rny part. 

Needmg to fmd a way to process al1 the "dirt" we are presented is of great importance. 

Going mto private practie has heiped to deal n4h the stress as there 1s decreased political m o i 1  to contribute 
to overload 

1 do better when 1 do not have contact with the victims 

Dealing nlth my own issues and traumas has assisted me to deal with stressors in this work 
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Jfy are mody satisfied in your personai social and marital life chances are you will have a positive attitude 

at work 

AAa 13 y e m  I no longer e><perience the anxiety that \vas present when I began to deal with sexual offenders. 

1 feel much more scasoned as an @encexi therapist gaieraily and particularly with sex offmders, haviag 

developed a good theoretid fouridation for evaluation and treatrnent at work 

1 have been uroking \rith sexud offenders for 10 yean, and still enjoy the challenge. but, 1 have paid a pnce. 

1 really like ug- w& I h d  it brings helpfùlnes (=me men really do transform their fies in positive ways. and 

it is a variable reinforcement schedule) and helps me fuüil gods cal1 to social action and better q community 
by lowwing the potential for new victims. this wek.  

1 really enjoy my wo* feel we are highly successful in facilitating clients rmvery and protecting the 

cornmunit\.. and don't really want to wvok \hith any other populations. 

Client Change 

I thinli profgsionalt). the worlr 1 Q wvith offenders is exmmxly gratifibig when they choose to 'becorne' someone 

new when th- stniggle and the own theu deviance and control it. 

The thmg 1 like best about my work with the ses offenders is that 1 get to see them complete treatment. 

1 have fek tremendous satisfaction for the work 1 have cime with adolescent sex offenders. Despite the struggles 

and ~ 0 1 l s  inhaait mt he work I e n j q  the challenges that arise. It seems that every youth in the program 

presents at leas one mkeming quality which maks it possible to see past the abuser to the child that can be 
helped. 
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1 enjq the wvork and have felt a sense of mission and a calling to do this wvork. 

It helps me Mfd gods cal1 to social action 

1 am well trained and îmd my work rewarding. 

The work with offfendcrs is mvarding and interesting. 

1 fmd this population provides work that is challenging, interestin& rewarding and yes. even fun. 

I really enjoy this worli. It is challenging and wvorlds away fiom traditional therapis. 

Woking with sex offenders is very regarchg as it helps m h g  sociew safety and helps the client in dealing 
with his/her own traumatic past. 

The wvok is quite rewarding as a direct fiinction of the challenge. 

I love my work and d l  continue to fmd ways to stay dive 

IMPORTANCE OF RESEARCH 

Very much needed! 

Glad to see h s  topic king researched s I have ofkn felt misunderstood by ohm in the ccmmunity regarding 
the type of work 1 do. 

This type of research may help me learn to bcttcr take care of myself. 

Made me thing of my own mental health. 



I appreciated taking this survey. 1 started to think that perhaps some of my withdrawal h m  others irritabiliw 
and sleep problems may be relatd It's been a big adjustment workllig with se': offenders. partinilady in a 
prison. 

1 am thankful that someone is looljng at the difEculties and rewards of working with sex offenders as most 
clinical mganhion do not poses a dear understanding, or fa many men a CM of what it is like to worlr with 

this popul*im I am always interesteci in learning how othas working with this population manage their own 
Ims. I believe that many thwpists are not honest about how woriung with s a  offenders has an impact on their 
personal hves. 

1 am glad that someone recognises the stress that this intervention creates but getting admuiistraton to 
understand is the bigger problem. 

1 believe that this attempt at assessing treatment provider tress. bumout depression etc is a long overdue one. 

Very important issues for providers to consider For themselves 

FinaIIy, someone is asking these questions. 

These questions got me to thinking about how important therapist self-care is since I find myself depressed 
fhquenti',. 

The suwq was helpfid for made to heighten m?; awareness of possible "warning signs" but also aware of ni-- 
best preventers of bumout. 

1 believe 1 am probabiy on the edge of bumout and this is a very worthwhile project you are undertaking. 

The s w e y  was a wondefil opportunity for self assessrnent. 
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